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Tuesday, May 17th 2016
An Overview of Electron-probe Microanalysis
Paul. K. Carpenter1
1
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130, USA
Electron-probe microanalysis (EPMA) is a microanalytical technique where a focused electron beam is used for
high resolution imaging and to excite X-rays in a volume approximately 1 micron in size. Excellent texts on the
technique exist and have been used in part for the tutorial [1-3]. The sample should be flat, micropolished, ideally
mounted in a top-referencing holder, and analyzed at the z-axis position required for the spectrometer takeoff
angle. The electron microprobe has a reflected-light microscope and non-tilting stage which ensures this
positioning requirement, but the SEM typically has neither and which presents a challenge for sample positioning
and affects accuracy. Monte Carlo simulations are used to simulate electron scattering and X-ray production in the
primary analytical volume, and to produce spatial and analytical data for graphical presentation. The Casino
program can be used to calculate the electron scattering volume, electron energy distributions, and (z) curves
for bulk, thin-film, and grain boundary geometries (but does not include fluorescence effects) [4]. The DTSA-II
program can be used for Monte Carlo simulations of these geometries and additionally particle and inclusion
configurations, and generates an EDS spectrum which can include fluorescence effects [5]. The depth distribution
of generated and emitted characteristic X-ray intensity is described by the (z) curve. Modern algorithms are
called (z) methods because they are based on experimental measurement of (z) curves that have been
generalized by means of curve fitting. The analytical volume is a function of electron and X-ray energy, and
results obtained by Monte Carlo simulation agree well with experimental measurements which have been used to
calibrate (z) correction algorithms. Fig. 1 shows example Monte Carlo plots and a comparison of the generated
vs. emitted (z) curves for Fe and an AlCu alloy.
Energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS) is a powerful analytical tool which is routinely used for qualitative and
quantitative analysis as well as compositional mapping. Qualitative analysis is used to establish the inventory of
elements, and wavelength-dispersive spectrometry (WDS) is typically used for quantitative analysis. However,
the silicon drift EDS (SDD) detector with improved pulse processing electronics, coupled with software advances
in pileup correction, peak area determination, and quantitative analysis, make the EDS an important component
for EPMA. Quantitative analysis by WDS includes peaking to locate the X-ray peak maximum, counting X-rays
at the peak and on carefully selected background positions, setting of pulse height analysis (PHA) parameters, and
relies on previously determined deadtime correction. The WDS uses X-ray diffraction via n = 2dsin to isolate
the desired X-rays for measurement. The spectrometer position is described in L value units on JEOL instruments,
and sin * 105 units on Cameca instruments. WDS measurement requires attention to background interferences
which are typically observed on samples. On-peak interferences can be corrected by use of interference standards
and subtraction in the iteration loop. Spectrometer position tables and use of full-spectrometer wavelength scans
are important in locating usable background positions. A significant advance has been made with the mean atomic
number (MAN) empirical background method used by Probe for EPMA [6]. Fig. 2A illustrates the importance of
wavescans and the mutual L-family interferences observed for Sb2Te3, and Fig. 2B illustrates the nature of a
MAN background calibration.
The X-rays are measured using appropriate PHA settings and corrected for background and deadtime losses; these
procedures are done manually on the microprobe and automatically for EDS systems. The measured intensity of
characteristic X-rays emitted from the sample is divided by the same measurement made on a standard. The
relative intensity k = (P-B)smp/(P-B)std, is the fundamental measurement, and the concentration is calculated from
C = k * ZAF, where the ZAF term corrects for matrix effects and converts k to C. The ZAF term is a nonlinear
function of composition, and includes corrections for Z (atomic number: X-ray generation, electron energy loss
and backscattering), A (characteristic X-ray absorption), and F (characteristic X-ray fluorescence). These terms
are applied multiplicatively to k in order to obtain C.
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Figure 1 Monte Carlo simulation of electron trajectories (A) and characteristic X-ray production (B) of Fe K in pure Fe at 20 keV.
Inelastic scattering increases with distance into the sample and X-ray production also increases to a maximum then declines with depth.
Figure 1 (C) shows the (z) curves for generated and emitted intensity of Al K in an Al3Cu97 alloy. The (z) curve consists of (0),
the X-ray production at the surface due to backscattered electrons leaving the sample, a rise in (z) to maximum X-ray production related
to maximum lateral electron scattering, then a decrease in production with depth. The total generated and emitted intensities are the areas
under the two curves, and f() is the ratio of emitted to generated intensity; f() should be > 0.75 if possible (less than 25% absorption
loss).

Figure 2 (A) Superimposed wavelength scans of pure Te and Sb demonstrate on-peak and on-background interferences. Background
offsets chosen using pure Te do not anticipate Sb L1 and L3 background interferences. Te L interference on Sb L1 peak can cause
overestimation of Sb and would not be observed on wavescan of Sb2Te3. (B) Mean atomic number (MAN) background method. Measured
intensity at Na k peak position on suite of Na-free compounds and linear least squares fit yields empirical background intensity as
function of average atomic number avg-Z. K-ratio measurements of P+B are used with successive approximations of C to calculate avg-Z
and background during iteration. Such a calibration coupled with interference correction would avoid background problems shown in (A).

A number of analytical equations have been used to describe (z) curves. The CalcZAF program includes
several (z) algorithms plus the conventional PDR ZAF algorithm, and can be used to calculate k or C, ZAF
factors, and compare effects of different mass absorption coefficients (MAC) [7]. The Armstrong (z) algorithm
uses a Gaussian formulation and is the default algorithm in CalcZAF and Probe for EPMA, and is the (z)
algorithm in JEOL microprobe software [8]. The double parabolic PAP and exponential XPP algorithms were
developed by Pouchou and Pichoir, and the XPP algorithm is used in Cameca microprobe software [9]. These
(z) methods better represent both the depth distribution of X-rays and the emitted surface intensity using a
() term that is especially important for light element analysis. The CalcZAF program also includes the
Armstrong quantitative particle correction method for analysis of microparticles. The Stratagem and GMR
software use modified (z) algorithms that are designed for analysis of stratified samples (i.e., “thin-film”
samples). It is important to use particle and thin film software for these non-traditional geometries, as use of the
normal correction algorithms to analyze these materials may result in significant errors.
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Example compositional systems are shown in Table 1 to illustrate the nature of ZAF correction factors. These
ZAF factors can easily be calculated using the CalcZAF program, and provide insight: if a correction factor
differs from unity, then that physical parameter and process is important to the degree it deviates from unity. The
absorption correction A = f()std / f()smp is typically most important, and the emitted intensity relative to
generated intensity is described by f(). The generated vs. emitted intensity is required for both standard and
sample and this emphasizes the need to describe processes inside the analytical volume. Reducing the accelerating
voltage reduces the absorption correction and is an important consideration for light element analysis. When
evaluating a new material for microanalysis, it is recommended to inspect WDS wavescans and spectrometer
position tables to identify potential peak and background interferences, run CalcZAF to determine ZAF factors
and identify correction issues, and select standards and operating conditions to address those issues where
possible.
Microanalysis standards include pure elements, end-member stoichiometric compounds, minerals, and glasses.
Elemental standards are used for spectrometer tuning, and high concentration standards are ideal for primary
calibration due to the high count rate which translates into excellent precision. Secondary standards are used to
determine analytical accuracy and quality control during runs and over long-term periods, and can also be
promoted to primary to reduce the magnitude of correction. Two approaches are used, primary calibration on high
concentration standards with significant reliance on ZAF correction relative to samples, versus use of standards
matched to samples in order to minimize ZAF projection. The former provides the greatest analytical flexibility
and the latter provides best accuracy over a limited concentration range, but standards matched to samples are in
short supply. Samples must be prepared in the same way as the standard; if the standard block is carbon coated
then so must the sample, and if uncoated samples are to be analyzed, then uncoated conductive standards should
be used as well. If standardless EDS analysis is used, it is important to verify analytical accuracy by analysis of
known standards or in-house known samples to verify the results.
Precision in microanalysis scales as  = N1/2, so longer count time and/or higher probe current are required to
achieve better precision. The detection limit scales as 3 * B1/2 which guarantees that at the 99 percent confidence
level the X-ray peak is statistically significant compared to the background B. These parameters can be calculated
using the CalcZAF program. A comparison of the actual standard deviation to that predicted by counting statistics
represents the variation due to sample chemistry and instrument stability relative to perfect measurements. A
common error is to interpret measurement precision as accuracy.
Microanalysis accuracy can be evaluated as follows. The analytical total indicates good accuracy if all elements
have been analyzed or otherwise corrected in the ZAF correction (though compensating errors can produce a good
total). A low or high total should be traced to the k-ratio to evaluate the peak and background measurement and
possible interferences, beam stability and sample beam sensitivity, sample charging and coating thickness of
sample vs. standard. Over or under correction can be explored using multiple kV analysis to evaluate the
absorption correction. Analysis of rough surfaces and other non-traditional geometries will produce totals related
to the deviation from the flat polished case (which presumably was observed for the standards). Inclusion of
secondary standards in the analytical run allows an unbiased comparison of observed vs. accepted values. A more
formal assessment of accuracy is made by processing data sets comprised of binary alloys with k-ratio
measurements made at several accelerating voltages. Fig. 3A shows a histogram of results for the Pouchou data
set processed using the Armstrong (z) algorithm (using linemu MACs in CalcZAF). This plot of calculated kratio Kcalc relative to measured Kmeas shows no apparent over or undercorrection (average value 1.0079), and a
dispersion of values of 3.8%. We typically quote accuracy of 5% relative, but clearly this should be qualified for
the compositional system and analytical conditions. It is likely for light element analysis the accuracy is much
lower as there is a significant dependence on the surface cleanliness of standards and samples, measurement
process, absorption correction, MAC values, and correction algorithm.
Modern advances in EPMA include the FE-EPMA column design which significantly improves resolution and
low kV performance, larger WDS diffracting crystals and smaller Rowland circle spectrometer designs, layered
dispersive crystals optimized for light element analysis, grating spectrometer design, chemical state analysis, and
hyperspectral cathodoluminescence (CL) systems. Improvements in microprobe operating systems including the
14
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Probe for EPMA software have dramatically expanded analytical capabilities especially for earth science
applications. SEM-EDS instruments have equally improved with FE column design, SDD and EBSD detectors,
hyperspectral imaging, and quantitative analysis software that can perform standards-based and standardless
analysis. EPMA-WDS stage mapping enables wide area compositional mapping, and software improvements
now can produce quantitative concentration maps by means of the MAN background correction and full (z)
correction at each pixel. A particular challenge in microanalysis is the need to characterize nanomaterials which
require low probe current for imaging but higher probe current for analysis. Large area SDD detectors provide a
solution to this particular application.
The role of education in microanalysis is a principle goal of the Microanalysis Society. The EPMA 2016 topical
conference includes this tutorial and excellent presentations by professionals and MAS Early Career Scholars
(ECS) as our ongoing commitment to excellence in microanalysis and education.

Table 1. CalcZAF examples of compositional systems to highlight ZAF correction factors (15 kV, 40 deg). Absorption: AlCu alloy has
large absorption factor for Al K due to moderate MAC for Al K by Cu. Note 65% X-ray absorption with f() = 0.35. Fluorescence: FeNi
alloy highlights significant fluorescence of Fe K by Ni K with Fe F factor 0.746, so 25% of emitted Fe K radiation is due to
characteristic fluorescence by Ni K. Atomic number: CuAu alloy exhibits atomic number effects for Cu K and Au L with stopping
power and backscattering corrections. In all cases a standard similar in composition reduces reliance on correction algorithms. Note ratio of
C/K (= ZAF) in all examples, for Al in CuAl alloy, measured K is factor of 2 lower than equivalent intensity from C, that is, ZAF = 2.235.
Figure 3 (A) Accuracy of EPMA evaluated from Pouchou 756 binary alloy data set. Ratio Kcalc/Kmeas compares calculated K-ratio using
Armstrong (z) algorithm with measured K-ratio. Average of 1.0079 indicates no over vs. under correction, and standard deviation of
3.8% is best case estimate of EPMA accuracy.
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The electron microprobe today is a venerable scientific instrument which continues to improve in both
precision and accuracy by the efforts of many individuals, laboratories and instrument vendors. It is one
of the few elemental characterization methods that utilizes detailed physics to make compositional
predictions with accuracies of approximately 2% and sensitivities down to a few parts per million for
many elements. The realities of designing, utilizing and improving EPMA hardware and software is a
complex and, appropriately enough, iterative process, with overlapping contributions from the
commercial, engineering and scientific communities. In theory, our physics should address these issues,
but in practice there are commercial and engineering realities that must also be considered, given the
relationship between time and money. From the laboratory perspective it is helpful to consider the basic
functions of any EPMA software which may be described in three fundamental (and often repeated)
steps:
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1. Acquisition of points, images, maps, areas and other regions of interest on our samples (and
standards!) for photon and electron signals. Ideally, these samples and selected regions of
interest are representative of the scientific questions being considered.
2. Storage of photon, electron signals and all physical instrumental conditions. Ideally these raw
signals, images, maps and instrumental conditions are automatically saved as much as is
possible, and the data is archived, protected and easily retrievable.
3. Data processing, quantification, classification, normalization, output and report and/or
presentation generation. If all raw data and the associated physical conditions are saved to the
user data file, all or most re-processing can occur off-line on another computer in the office or at
home, without occupying valuable instrument time.
Additional considerations include acquisition and automatic storage of complete data on peaking scans,
PHA scans, primary and secondary standard intensities, full EDS and CL spectra, digitized positions,
digital images and x-ray maps. If all data and conditions are preserved, maximum flexibility is available
for subsequent on-line or off-line spectral interference corrections, background modeling, standard reassignments, area-peak factor corrections, alternative matrix correction physics and time dependent
intensity (TDI) modeling for beam sensitive samples, etc. In addition there are a multitude of unique
(and often new) procedures and methods which require special acquisition and data storage
considerations, such as aggregate intensity methods, correlated pixel quantification, standard intensity
drift corrections, multi-point background methods, MAN background methods, x-ray mapping
quantification, integrated WDS and EDS quantification, shared background methods, blank corrections,
fast Monte-Carlo quantification using polynomial or non-linear alpha factors, secondary fluorescence
boundary and matrix modeling and corrections, compound area-peak factors, sample “base map”
navigation methods, support for additional x-ray lines, hydrogen/water by excess oxygen methods,
halogen/oxygen equivalent correction methods, light element mass absorption coefficients, virtual
standards, Nth point off-peak background methods and integrated intensity quantification methods.
Finally, efforts to improve the field of EPMA require investigation and collaboration between many
experts each with their own areas of specialty and laboratory focus. A scientific community of such
investigators is well positioned to identify current and future problems and opportunities for improving
the design and implementation of procedures, methods and algorithms for improving accuracy and
sensitivity in electron probe microanalysis.
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Reference Materials for X-ray Microanalysis
Edward P. Vicenzi
Smithsonian Institution, Museum Conservation Institute, Suitland, MD, USA
Amassing a set of reference materials for conducting microanalysis is decidedly not at the top of a list of
the most engaging laboratory endeavours. Pushing the boundaries, or establishing new ways to conduct
microchemical measurements has more appeal to most analysts. However, the basis for the accuracy and
precision of many such measurements are profoundly influenced by the quality of the underlying standards
used in electron probe microanalysis (EPMA).
An ideal solid reference material will possess the following attributes:
high concentration of the element of interest
composition is independently known
homogeneous
lacks spectral interferences
element of interest does not suffer from significant absorption
is stable at both low (high vacuum) and atmospheric pressures
unaffected by electron beam irradiation effects (e.g. time dependent intensity)
lacks roughness (equivalent to a sub-micron polish)
exhibits theoretical density on the scale of 100’s of ms to mms (e.g. not sub-micron powder or
porous)
However noble your goals when faced with assembling a microanalysis mount containing many materials,
the reality of practical considerations is inevitable:
1) Are the materials readily available?
2) Can they be (re)polished in the presence of materials of significantly different hardness?
This presentation is meant to serve as an outline for balancing ideal with practical considerations when
selecting elemental standards for EPMA, with an emphasis placed on readily available materials.
Early EPMA studies, such as Castaing’s 1951 PhD describing the technique focused on the analysis
metallic alloys. Pure metals are commercially available, as well as a range of alloys from institutions such
as the National Institute of Standards of Technology (e.g. SRM 481 Au-Ag wires) [1]. For the analysis of
oxygen-bearing specimens, binary and ternary oxides are valuable standards owing to their stoichiometry
(Figure 1). Because of the suitability of rare earth element substitutions in phosphate structures, lanthanide
standards may be obtained as single REE PO4 from the Smithsonian Institution [2], or alternatively, are
commercially available as single REE P5O14 (Figure 2). Standards for a wide range of transition metals
are available as sulfides while alkaline earths are available as sulfates (Figure 2). Crystalline silicates are
essential for Earth science studies and form a broad array of compositions (Figure 3). Finally, the value
of glass references will be discussed as a complement to stoichiometric compounds given their chemistry
and homogeneity can be engineered.
References:
[1] NIST Standard Reference Materials-Definitions: www.nist.gov/srm/definitions.cfm.
[2] E Jarosewich and L Boatner (1991) Geostandards Newsletter 15 (2), p. 397-399.
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Binary oxides
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Figure 1. Element standards readily available as binary (yellow) and ternary/quaternary
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Figure 2. Element standards readily available as phosphorous- (red) and sulfur-(green)
bearing compounds.
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Figure 3. Element standards readily available as crystalline silicates (brown)
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A New Look At Some Old EPMA Standards
John Fournelle1
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The microanalytical community owes a large debt to Gene Jarosewich and his co-workers
(Joe Nelen, Julie Norberg) at the Department of Minerals Sciences at the Smithsonian
Institution National Museum of Natural History for their work in developing 31 mineral
and glass microbeam standards [1] in the 1968-78 period [2]. Gene was very clear about
the limitations of the standards, that X-ray counts should be acquired from multiple
grains, as the stated wet chemical compositions represented averages of a large number of small of grains:
“a reasonably large number of counts on a reasonably large number of grains" needed to be acquired on
these standards. Despite some shortcomings of some of these materials (e.g., tiny grains difficult to mount
and polish), they have served the community well.
With the development of newer instrumentation (e.g. FE SEMs, SDD EDX) not available back ~3 decades
ago, researchers at the Smithsonian have re-evaluated the original suite of NMNH standards [3][4][5][6].
Additional recent evaluations have been based upon observations of differences between web-purchased
material vs NMNH material [7], and discussions by the author with other probe labs about issues with
particular standards [8]. Fournelle [7] found that, unlike the official NMNH 111312/44 San Carlos olivine,
which is Fo90.1, “San Carlos olivine” available from gem dealers spans Fo89.2 to Fo91.4. Evaluating 23
of the 200-300 micron NMNH grains (71 measurements), I found there was a bit wider range of
heterogeneity compared with the original publication (Figure 1), making it incumbent not to just count on
one grain but to average, optimally, 5-10 grains.
In 2011 I was contacted by a grad student e-probing in another lab, who was having difficulties analyzing
orthopyroxene (opx), a simple mineral. I was able to reproduce his problem (inability to get both good
totals and good stoichiometry). Figure 2 shows the range of MgO possible depending upon which standard
was used. With assistance of NMNH, I mounted multiple grains of their pyroxene standards, and found a
range of compositions for each one. (Figure 3). Thus, using only one grain for a standard, which might
not be representative of the wet chemical average, could explain the problem.
Well known to many e-probers are several standards bearing the name “Kakanui”, from megacrysts found
in Oligocene volcanic breccia in the South Island of New Zealand, described by Mason [9], [10].
Researchers at Otago University evaluated minerals from the Kakanui outcrop as EPMA standards [11]
[12]. For years I have pondered the apparent contradiction: megacrysts but 100-200 micron standards. I
contacted a colleague at Otago and was able to acquire the referenced materials (Kaersutite KK2 and
orthoclase), as well as large fragments of augite and pyrope (Figure 4) [13]. Currently larger fragments of
these megacrysts are being studied at UW, and seem to have potential for standards, given one fact: some
do have small inclusions, which are easily identified and avoided. This may be an acceptable limitation,
if they are otherwise homogeneous for the major elements for which they are intended, with the benefit of
being easily mountable and polished (...not plucked). They would need, however, to be individually
characterized using primary standards (such as a mount of 50 grains of a wet chemically analyzed NMNH
standard), as each one might be slightly different.... A fayalite from Colorado is also being evaluated in a
similar manner.... And please look at USGS Open File Report 85-718 [14].
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Figure 2. Using one
K-ratio for Mg in an
Opx unknown, note
the range of MgO
values from 9 “good”
standards.
Figure 1. (Left) Non-NMNH “San Carlos olivine”.
(Right) NMNH San Carlos olivine. Note unit
differences.

Figure 3. Histograms of chemistry of 54 individual grains (average for each) of
Smithsonian NMNH Kakanui Augite. Red arrow is nominal composition.
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Figure 4. Megacrysts from
Kakanui breccia, as received
from University of Otago [13].
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The present paper is an update of an ongoing effort to improve EPMA inter-laboratory analytical
reproducibility through the development of a comprehensive EPMA WDS instrument diagnostic testing
procedure (hereafter referred to as quality assurance, or QA), and a companion suite of reference
materials with which to perform the procedure. The documentary standard is presently in committee
draft as ISO CD 19463, while the reference materials, including the mineral glasses from NIST SRM
470 [1] and a glass engineered specifically for use with this method, ADM6005A, are under ongoing
evaluation.
A comprehensive standardized QA method, in the context of EPMA WDS, is designed to assure that the
function of each independent component of the instrument, including electron emission source,
wavelength dispersion elements, photon counters, and spectrometer motion hardware, is tested.
Furthermore, the experimental design should test each of these components to the limits of their
capability in as efficient a manner possible, so as to maximize the analytical benefit while using minimal
laboratory resources. Herein some of the procedures from ISO CD 19463 are highlighted along with
their purpose; examples include ideal peak and background counting time for a test, the importance of
repeated measurements and the causes of deviations from normal data distributions, and likely
symptoms of misaligned spectrometers.
Since EPMA is primarily a tool for compositional analysis, a rigorous compositional test of known
materials that challenges each component of the instrument is the ideal QA test. The permutations of
instrument configurations presently installed are myriad, so it is unlikely any material or group of
materials will comprehensively test every capability of every instrument at once. However, since many
configurations feature at least one thallium acid phthalate (TAP), pentaerythritol (PET), and lithium
fluoride (LiF) dispersion element, a reference material that contains two well-separated characteristic
lines that can be analyzed using each of these crystals can at least challenge one major component of
every WDS spectrometer on an EPMA simultaneously. For this reason, the composition of ADM6005A
was designed to emit characteristic X-rays that include first order and second order diffraction lines for
two characteristic K lines on each of these three crystals (Zn and Ge on LiF, Ca and Ti on PET, and Si
and Al on TAP). This glass, along with appropriate reference materials (Figure 1), is demonstrated to
present a rigorous test for one crystal on each of the spectrometers installed on the test instrument. Since
each spectrometer can be tested simultaneously within a single run, a QA test that evaluates most
functions on a given instrument can be completed within a few hours (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. A proposed selection of reference materials chosen to simultaneously evaluate the
performance of three WDS spectrometers (left) and a polished and carbon-coated reference mount
containing those materials (right).

Figure 2. Example of an automated, unsupervised QA diagnostic run schedule using the reference
materials of Figure 1, set up within the Probe for EPMA software package [2].
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Strategies for Low Accelerating Voltage X-ray Microanalysis of Sub-Micrometer
Features with the FE-EPMA
	
  

Peter McSwiggen1
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McSwiggen & Associates / JEOL USA, Inc., St. Anthony, MN, U.S.A.

X-ray microanalyses of sub-micrometer features require that a lower accelerating voltage be used. This
reduction in the accelerating voltage reduces the penetrating distance of the beam electrons and thereby
reduces the analytical volume. Two general strategies have been proposed for achieving the smallest
analytical volume. The first approach involves significantly reducing the accelerating voltage to
minimize the electron interaction volume. For many element systems, the optimum accelerating voltage
is in the 5-8kV range, assuming a field emission electron gun is used for the analysis. A lower kV will
reduce the penetrating depth of the electrons further. However with lower kV, the diameter of the
electron beam becomes a critical factor in determining the analytical area, and with a lower kV, the
beam diameter becomes larger. Most of this increase comes from the higher beam current required due
to the lower X-ray production rate at the lower kV. However, this method can still produce a very small
analytical volume (Fig. 1a). This strategy, though, typically requires a different set of X-ray lines be
used, since some of the more commonly used X-ray lines are not generated at these lower accelerating
voltages. For EDS analyses, this is a particular problem because the low-energy X-ray lines are typically
overlaying on one another.
The second approach involves using a low-overvoltage. First, the X-ray lines of interest are selected,
and then an accelerating voltage is used that is only 1-3kV greater then the critical ionization energy of
the highest energy X-ray line. This low-overvoltage strategy can produce a larger electron interaction
volume, but the electrons quickly decelerate on entering the sample, dropping below the critical
ionization energy of the element in question. Therefore they can only generate X-rays very near the
surface, even though the electrons continue deeper into the sample (Fig. 1b).
Using the example of the Fe-Ni binary, both the low-kV method and the low-overvoltage method
produce similar analytical volumes (Fig. 1). However when it comes to analyzing sub-micron features,
there are a number of other factors that need to be evaluated. These would include: (1) minimum
detection limits, (2) quality of the matrix corrections, (3) secondary fluorescence, and (4) effects of
surface contamination, oxide layers, and carbon coatings. These all play into the overall quality of the
analysis. For some of these issues, the low-overvoltage method performs better, in other the low-kV
method does. For example, switching to the L-lines for the transition elements can be very problematic.
Therefore the low-overvoltage method can have some significant advantages in that it allows the user to
pick the better-behaved X-rays lines. However the low-kV method has real advantages when
considering secondary fluorescence and how close one can get to a phase boundary without measuring a
fluoresced element from the neighboring phase. Again using the Fe-Ni binary as the example,
significant Fe Kα X-rays (0.5%) can be measured in a 100% Ni phase, even 20 microns from the Fe-Ni
interface. However, if the low-kV method is used, along with the L-lines, the maximum distance from
the interface that the Fe Lα X-rays can be measured is less than 200nm.
A third approach that could be used combines the advantages of the two preceding approaches. This
method uses multiple accelerating voltages. It allows the analyst to craft the analytical setup to take
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advantage of the best of both the low-kV and low-overvoltage methods. Using a SiO2-FeO-MgO-CaO
glass as an example, the low-kV method would produce an analytical volume of about 500nm using an
accelerating voltage of 7kV (Fig. 2). However this would require using the Fe Lα line for the analysis.
This resulted in a measured FeO content higher than the expected value (18.5 wt.%, versus 14.4 wt.%
expected). Using the low-overvoltage method and 10kV, better results for FeO (14.8 wt.% versus 14.4
wt.% expected) can be obtained. However, at 10kV the analytical volume is about 1000nm for SiO2,
MgO and CaO (Fig. 2). One solution is to use a multiple kV approach and combine the 10kV k-ratios
for FeO with the 7kV k-ratios for SiO2, MgO and CaO. This produces a 500nm analytical volume for
all the elements, along with good analytical results for all the elements, including FeO (Table 1).

Figure 1. Monte Carlo simulation of the analytical volume for a Ni sample using the low-kV method at
7kV using Ni Lα (a), and the low-overvoltage method at 10kV using Ni Kα.

Figure 2. Plot of the analytical depths for the Xrays line generated from a SiO2-MgO-CaO-FeO
glass. Using the Fe Lα and 7kV, results in an
analytical volume for each elements of about
500nm. This same analytical volume can be
obtained for Fe Kα, if 10kV is used for it.

Table 1. Three strategies were used to measure the NIST glass K-411. Fe analyzed using its Kα line
are denoted (^), and the Lα line as (*). In the multiple-kV analysis, elements in green were analyzed at
7kV, those in yellow at 10kV.
Acc. Voltage
Expected
Low-U
Low-kV
Multi-kV

MAS EPMA 2016 TC

10kV
7kV
7 + 10 kV

SiO2
54.3
54.0
53.7
53.8

FeO
14.4
14.8 ^
18.5 *
14.8 ^

MgO
14.7
14.4
14.6
14.5

CaO
15.5
15.4
15.3
15.4
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The Art of Wavescan
Sandrin T. Feig1
1.

Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Microanalyses Facility, Central Science Laboratory, University of
Tasmania, Hobart, Australia.
Wavescans are an essential part of electron microprobe analyses. Normally, wavescans are performed
during method development, or when the analyses program is set up before the start of a measurement.
During a wavescan, the electron beam interacts with sample material and the elements present will emit
characteristic x-rays with defined wavelength. However, in contrast to quantitative measurements where
the diffracting crystal and the detector are moved to a certain wavelength to record these x-rays, the
diffracting crystal and detector are being constantly moved over a defined wavelength range along the
Rowland circle and the signal strength recorded. This results in a wavescan which shows peaks on top of
a continuum. The peaks are produced each time the diffracting crystal has the right angle to reflect a
certain x-ray wavelength emitted by the sample material into the counter. Typically wavescans are used
to identify peak positions, peak shifts, interferences, or to see if certain elements are present in the
sample. In other words, wavescans show the peak positions of the elements being analyzed, where to
analyze the background, and what interference corrections need to be performed.
In an ideal world, one has access to a reference database of wavescans of common materials to easily
identify peak positions and interferences for all elements and to use them for quantitative analyses.
Unfortunately, the long term reproducibility of electron microprobes for peak positions within a
laboratory and across multiple laboratories is insufficient to allow using a value from a database for
measurements. Despite these limitations, such a database could help identify the presence of
interferences and determine where to analyze the background, which would save valuable time when
setting up methods for quantitative analyses.
To serve these purposes, I have created a database named EPMA – Method Development Tool which, in
contrast to the existing “Virtual WDS” database [1], does not rely on pure-element spectra. The EPMA Method Development Tool uses maximum range wavelength scans of more than 166 of the most
common standard materials currently available (e.g., Smithsonian, Harvard, Astimex, etc) with more
standard materials to be added in future. Therefore the tool enables the use of wavescans of standard
materials available on-site for the setup of the analyses program. The tool allows the user to overlay
wavescans collected on different standard materials to identify interferences of significance which need
to be corrected or avoided during analyses. In other words, the tool allows the user to select all necessary
scans to account for the range of elements present in the unknown material and then to identify suitable
background positions for the individual elements to be analyzed. A typical example is shown in figure 1.
In this example standard materials for a silicate analyses program were selected. However, the tool
contains also a range of oxide, sulphide (and related minerals), phosphate, metal and glass standards to
suit other analyses programs as well. The scans were acquired with PC0, TAP, PET, LPET and LLIF
diffracting crystals using a Cameca SX-100 electron microprobe at the University of Tasmania. Scans
using PC2, PC1 and LIF220 will be added to the tool soon.
[1] S.J.B.Reed and A.Buckley, Mikrochim. Acta [Suppl] 13 (1996), p. 479-483.
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Figure 1. The EPMA - Method Development Tool provides access to maximum range wavelength
scans collected on common standard materials using a Cameca SX-100 electron microprobe. The
wavescans of selected standard materials are shown in a scalable graph for a selected diffracting crystal.
MAS EPMA 2016 TC
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"Sharing" Background Measurements in Wavelength Dispersive Electron Probe
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University of Oregon, CAMCOR, Eugene, Oregon, USA, 97403
3.
CODES, School of Physical Sciences, University of Tasmania, Hobart, TAS 7001, Australia
2.

Wavelength dispersive x-ray spectrometry in electron probe microanalysis requires subtraction of the
Bremsstrahlung background, which is usually done by measuring the intensity in 1-2 positions close to
the peak. Accurate background determination is crucial in trace element analysis where the peak to
background ratio is low. To improve accuracy the multi-point background (MPB) technique has recently
been developed [1], where the background is measured in multiple positions for each line, followed by
fitting a curve to the background data. Compromised backgrounds can be excluded automatically or
manually. MPB is well suited for high accuracy analysis of complex phases such as monazites [1], but
acquiring multiple backgrounds for many elements can substantially increase the total acquisition time,
which reduces throughput and can also aggravate electron beam irradiation effects. Backgrounds of
neighbouring x-ray lines are also often measured in similar absolute positions.
We present a method to reassign conventional off-peak backgrounds (2 per element) to all elements
measured on the same monochromator and process the data in the same way as for MPB, e.g., if
4 elements were acquired on a spectrometer, each element has an MPB array of 8 points after
background "sharing". The final point selection for background fitting is optimized during postprocessing. As an example, wavescans and 30 point measurements were acquired on a natural scheelite
crystal using a Cameca SX100. Settings and results are given in Table 1. The 3 datasets are based on the
same measurements with the only difference being the background correction. The material shows
considerable inhomogeneity, but for most elements the variations are within the precision and the levels
below the detection limit of the method, hence the challenge in these cases is to accurately measure zero.
If all shared backgrounds per element are used, the standard deviation of the 30 measurements is
reduced by up to 60% (Table 1, Fig. 1), indicating a significant improvement in the precision of the
background correction. For many elements the average turns negative, identifying the need to exclude
certain background measurements from the fit (Fig. 2). In almost all cases the final shared background
correction provides better accuracy and precision compared to the original off-peak correction. For good
results it is important that the same PHA settings are used for all elements on the same monochromator
and no major absorption edges are crossed. Excessive overall fit ranges have to be avoided, especially in
case of strong background curvature at low Bragg angles.
The method can be useful in other analytical situations, e.g. for complex natural sulphides containing
varying amounts of S-Mo-Pb-Bi, or Ag-Cd-Sn-Sb-Te as major elements in the same sample. These
minerals can potentially be analyzed with one method, and interfered backgrounds switched off as
required (depending on the individual composition) during post-processing.
[1] MJ Jercinovic et al, Mater. Sci. Eng. 32 (2012), 012012.
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Mg Kα
S Kα
Fe Kα
Sr Lβ
Y Lα
Nb Lα Mo Lα Ce Lβ
Pr Lβ Nd Lα Sm Lα
Eu Lα
Gd Lα Dy Lα
Er Lα Pb Mα Ca Kα
W Lα
O
Spectrometer no. & crystal
4 TAP
1 PET
2 LLiF
3 LPET 3 LPET 3 LPET
1 PET
5 LLiF
5 LLiF
5 LLiF
5 LLiF
5 LLiF
2 LLiF
2 LLiF
2 LLiF
1 PET
1 PET
2 LLiF
Beam conditions
20kV, 300nA, 20µm
20kV, 40nA, 20µm
Counting peak/backgrounds, sec.
120/2x60 60/2x30 40/2x20 70/2x35 60/2x30 60/2x30 60/2x30 40/2x20 40/2x20 30/2x15 30/2x15 30/2x15 50/2x25 40/2x20 40/2x20 60/2x30
10/2x3
Interference corrected
W, Mo
W
S,W
W
W
W
S,Mo,W
Concentration unit
ppm
wt%
Conventional off-peak background measurement
Average, n=30
6
-10
8
883
0
-39
3528
25
13
-1
-3
14
15
-14
-31
-155
14.0
63.2 22.3
Standard deviation
10
16
22
743
59
29
1438
96
92
57
56
48
53
79
49
112
0.1
0.2 0.1
Standard error of average, n=30
2
3
4
136
11
5
263
18
17
10
10
9
10
14
9
20
0.0
0.0 0.0
Maximum value
30
30
50
2130
110
0
5450
190
170
110
150
110
130
200
60
40
14.2
63.7 22.5
Minimum value
-10
-30
-30
-800
-120
-90
1720
-170
-180
-120
-120
-80
-110
-190
-130
-390
13.8
62.8 22.1
Det. limit, 99% confid., single point
15
32
52
252
101
74
105
249
236
127
126
123
137
143
150
173
Precision, 1 sigma, single point
7
16
25
123
46
34
66
117
111
60
59
58
65
67
71
82
Shared backgrounds, all used (excl. Ca, W)
4|2
4|4
6|0
6|0
1|5
4|2
8|2
5|5
8|2
3|9
1|9
7|1
4|4
1|7
4|2
Average, n=30
-9
13
457
-35
-57
3515
-4
-21
8
-5
16
8
-4
-61
-38
Standard deviation
14
15
286
41
30
1436
68
49
48
39
47
42
56
49
71
Standard error of average, n=30
3
3
52
8
6
262
13
9
9
7
9
8
10
9
13
Maximum value
20
40
960
60
0
5420
110
70
90
70
140
100
110
50
50
Minimum value
-30
-20
0
-130
-120
1690
-150
-170
-90
-130
-60
-110
-130
-180
-180
S.d. reduction, shared vs. conventional
15%
33%
62%
30%
-4%
0%
29%
46%
15%
31%
3%
21%
29%
-1%
37%
Shared backgrounds final (low side | high side)
3|2
3|4
6|0
5|0
0|5
4|2
7|1
4|4
7|1
3|5
1|9
7|1
4|4
1|3
3|2
Average, n=30
-6
10
457
-8
23
3515
31
8
26
-4
16
8
-4
-39
-17
Standard deviation
14
15
286
43
42
1436
74
49
50
39
47
42
56
47
69
Standard error of average, n=30
3
3
52
8
8
262
14
9
9
7
9
8
10
9
13
Maximum value
20
30
960
80
80
5420
160
120
110
80
140
100
110
40
70
Minimum value
-30
-20
0
-90
-80
1690
-130
-130
-90
-130
-60
-110
-130
-140
-150
S.d. reduction, shared vs. conventional
13%
32%
62%
27%
-45%
0%
23%
47%
11%
31%
3%
21%
29%
4%
38%
LA-ICPMS
Average, n=5
5
<6
683
2
<1
2336
27
4
23
4
1
2
1
<1
2
Standard deviation
1
199
1
1678
8
2
12
2
1
1
<1
<1
Maximum value
6
<6
900
3
<1
4098
36
7
37
7
2
4
1
<1
3
Minimum value
4
<6
467
1
<1
2
19
3
13
2
0
1
0
<1
1

ppm

Table 1. Scheelite measurement details and results.

Figure 1. Comparison of different background correction methods in box-whisker plots for Sr and Mo
(left) and the other measured trace elements (right). Whiskers: minimum and maximum values; boxes:
lower and upper quartile values; horizontal line in box: median value for the 30 measured points.
W backgrounds
excluded

Pb Mα
peak
pos.
excluded
background

W M2-N4

Er Lα
peak
pos.

W M1-N3
W peak?
not in database
W M3-O5

higher angle
backgrounds
excluded

Figure 2. Example plots for for Pb and Er in scheelite with overlays of shared backgrounds (green
circles), wavescans (light blue line), and KLM markers. The brown curve indicates the background fit
based on the background positions circled in red.
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General approach for precise and accurate trace element analyses by EPMA
Julien Allaz1 and M.J. Jercinovic2
1.
2.

University of Colorado Boulder, Dept. of Geological Sciences, Boulder (CO), USA
University of Massachusetts Amherst, Dept. of Geosciences, Amherst (MA), USA

Microprobe analysis has been recognized for decades as a powerful tool for micron-scale analysis of
virtually any solid material and almost all elements. Analysts have pushed the limits to measure minor to
trace elements with higher precision; analytical sensitivity has decreased from hundreds of ppm several
years ago down to 1-10 ppm today (e.g., [1-3]). This is due primarily to improvements in X-ray
collection efficiency (e.g., large monochromators, H-type spectrometer, high current analyses, numerous
software improvements, including multiple spectrometer integration). Despite the absence of suitable
trace element standards or reference materials, the analyst has the power to minimize the risk by
considering the major factors affecting precision and accuracy. For major elements, precision in electron
microprobe analysis is primarily a matter of counting statistics, and involves voltage, beam current,
counting time, and geometric efficiency. Besides potential issues with dead-time correction and beam
damage (discussed below), counting statistics do not significantly affect the accuracy of major and
minor element analyses. Equally important to the precision is the need for accuracy, which chiefly
depends on standards, background characterization, and matrix corrections.
Additional challenges with both accuracy and high precision appear when measuring trace elements [2]:
1) Analytical precision requires the use of high intensity monochromators, optimized PHA settings,
combined spectrometers, high (and stable!) beam current, and lengthy count time.
2) Increasing the overvoltage might be desirable depending on which X-ray line is considered.
However, this has to be weighted against the need for high spatial resolution and the risk of
secondary fluorescence effects (see [4, this conference]).
3) Characterization and measurement of the background become crucial for accurate results when
the peak-to-background ratio approaches 1.
4) Accurate results require correction or avoidance of peak and background interferences, even for
some 2nd or 3rd order peaks.
5) Secondary fluorescence effects from surrounding materials might become problematic, and
should always be evaluated in the vicinity of material boundaries.
The acquisition of high-precision qualitative WDS scans is necessary in order to evaluate peak and
background interferences, along with the background curvature. If compositional inhomogeneity is
expected, element mapping of some key elements is highly necessary, along with additional nondestructive imaging tools (e.g., cathodoluminescence, Raman, FT-IR) to further characterize the sample.
Careful characterization of the analyzed material to evaluate beam exposure effects is recommended
prior to analysis, as the increase in counting time or current both implies a greater risk for beam
damage, contamination, and internal charge effects. This is particularly important as the use of high
brightness sources and lower kV are becoming increasingly popular. A wisely chosen coating material
(e.g., Ag or Al instead or with C) might reduce this effect, although often at the cost of higher
absorbance effect from the coating material and the addition of unwanted X-ray lines (e.g., Au M-lines
around Pb Mα). The use of the time dependent intensity (TDI) correction is usually sufficient to
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counteract the beam damage effect for major element analysis (e.g., [5,6]). If a TDI correction on a trace
element is considered, the analyst has to carefully choose an appropriate counting time interval to ensure
sufficient precision on the TDI correction. Prolonged beam damage can also affect the background
count rate, for instance through changes in material property (e.g., diffusional loss of alkali, dehydration
or decarbonation, oxidation of sulfides, carbon contamination). This is usually translated as a small but
significant change in background intensity (e.g., ~10% gain in monazite after 10 minutes of analysis at
200 nA, focused beam). To reduce this, effect, background should either be acquired on a fresh point, or
a method alternating between peak and backgrounds should be considered.
Key to accuracy is also the proper measurement of the background curvature and intensity under the
peak. The use of background obtained from a WDS scan or the use of multipoint backgrounds [2,7] is
often required in the case of complex backgrounds with multiple X-ray lines (e.g., U, Th, and Pb
analysis in monazite), although the use of mean atomic number correction can yield satisfactory results,
particularly in simple matrices [8,9].
Blank testing is an analytical method commonly applied to mass spectrometry and isotopic
geochemistry. Such test should be considered when attempting trace element analysis by electron
microprobe. The test consists of proving that it is possible to measure accurately and precisely the total
absence of an element: “If you can’t analyze something, then try to see if you can analyze nothing…
Because if you can’t do nothing right, then you can’t do anything” (M.J. Jercinovic). It offers the
possibility to ensure that both the background and the peak interferences are correct.
It would be ideal to analyze a secondary standard for further accuracy testing. Unfortunately, such
standards are often hard (if not impossible) to find. In the case of monazite dating by EPMA, it is
however possible to use reference materials of inhomogeneous composition, but of known and
homogeneous age. Caution should be applied when using glass doped with some trace elements (e.g.,
NIST glass 610), as the certified composition is not guaranteed at the micron-scale.
Presented applications will focus on U, Th and Pb analysis in REE-phosphate [10,4], and on Sr and Ba
measurements in feldspar [11]. Pb and Sr-Ba concentrations in these respective studies ranges from ~50100 to a few thousands ppm. Both cases present their own difficulties with background curvature and
numerous peak interferences for Pb-in-monazite, and potential beam damage in feldspars affecting the
measurement of trace elements.
References:
[1] M Fialin et al., Am. Min. 84 (1999), p. 70–77.
[2] MJ Jercinovic et al., IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering 32 (2012), p. 1–22.
[3] JJ Donovan, HA Lowers, BG Rusk, Am. Min. 96 (2011), p. 274-282.
[4] MJ Jercinovic, EPMA Topical Conference (2016), Madison, WI [this conference].
[5] JJ Donovan et al, EPMA Topical Conference (2016), Madison, WI [this conference].
[6] S Kuehn, EPMA Topical Conference (2016), Madison, WI [this conference].
[7] J Allaz, MJ Jercinovic, ML Williams, JD Donovan, M&M meeting (2014), Hartford, CT.
[8] JJ Donovan and T Tingle, Journal of Microscopy and Microanalysis (1996), p. 1-7.
[9] JJ Donovan and JT Armstrong, Microscopy & Microanalysis meeting (2015), Portland, OR.
[10] J Allaz et al., Am. Min. 98 (2013), p. 1106-1119.
[11] SA Morse and J Allaz, Am. Min. 98 (2013), p. 2197-2200.
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Improving Background Quantification For Trace Elements By EPMA
John J. Donovan1 , Jared W. Singer2 and John T. Armstrong3
1. CAMCOR, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR, 97403
2. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 12180
3. Carnegie Institution for Science, Geophysical Lab, Washington, DC, NW, 20015-1305
Trace element precision in electron probe micro analysis (EPMA) is limited by intrinsic random
variation in the x-ray continuum and weak analyte signals at low concentrations.Trace element accuracy
in EPMA is limited by spectral interferences from primary and secondary emission lines, absorption
edges, beam damage, matrix correction physics, standard accuracy, instrumental drift and diffraction
artifacts. Background intensities must therefore be characterized with sufficient precision (along with
the peak intensity of the emission line of interest), to obtain an accurate net intensity for subsequent
quantification with standards. Traditionally we characterize background intensity by measuring on either
side of the emission line and interpolating the intensity underneath the peak to obtain the net intensity.
Alternatively, we can measure the background intensity at the on-peak spectrometer position using a
number of pure standard materials that do not contain the element of interest. This so-called mean
atomic number (MAN) background calibration uses a set standard measurements covering an
appropriate range of average atomic number (depending on the standards and unknowns being
characterized), to iteratively interpolate the continuum intensity for the unknown composition (and
hence average atomic number). We will further demonstrate that, at least for materials with a relatively
simple matrix such as SiO2, TiO2, CaMgSi2O6 or ZrSiO4, etc., where one may obtain matrix a matched
and a suitably pure or well characterized standard for use in the so called “blank correction”, we can
obtain trace element accuracy comparable to traditional off-peak methods and with improved precision
in less time than traditional off-peak methods. For each of the three principal background quantification
techniques (off-peak, blank, and MAN), we divide the uncertainty of these background calibrations
between precision errors and accuracy errors.
Off-peak background methods may result in large accuracy errors unless ideal background positions are
ascertained from careful wavelength scanning. Choice of background position is relatively flexible,
therefore off-peak background measurement is the traditional choice for tunable spectrometer designs.
Linear off-peak interpolation can cause increasing accuracy errors at very low concentration due to the
exponential nature of the x-ray continuum as a function of spectrometer position. Precision errors of
direct background measurement are continuum intensity dependent and result in time-intensive
measurements for very low detection limits (<10 ppm).
The matrix-matched blank is a reliable method for minimization of accuracy errors, since the spectral
characteristics due to major elements are closely matched. The blank correction also avoids the accuracy
and precision errors of interpolation. Never the less, counting statistics remains a limiting factor toward
high-sensitivity quantification by blank correction. Also matrix-matched standard blanks have strict
compositional requirements, and are generally only possible for simple compounds, and require effort to
certify. Unless the certified standard blank values are well below detection limits (or non-zero standard
blanks are well characterized), then accuracy errors may arise with this method.
The precision errors of the MAN background calibration are smaller than direct background
measurement, because the variances of the peak and off-peak intensities add in quadrature, whereas the
MAN background intensities are not limited by trace element statistics. The y-precision error (scatter in
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the calibration) ultimately limits the accuracy of the MAN method, but does not affect precision errors
for replicate analyses. For example, if the unknown has a fixed matrix composition, and therefore also a
constant Z-bar input, then the Z-bar interpolated continuum intensity is correspondingly a constant for
replicate analyses. The precision errors associated with the use of MAN background calibration are
related only to the variance of the Z-bar determination and slope dependent interpolation error. In the
limiting case, the variance of the background measurement is zero and analytical precision is improved
by 30% or more depending on the physics details, in approximately ½ the acquisition time. For a
measured matrix, the MAN method is still less limited by counting statistics, because the Z-bar
determination is based on robust signals of the major elements. The accuracy error of MAN background
calibration is therefore only limited by the purity (and simplicity) of available standard materials, where
influence from contaminants and/or spectral artifacts can be observed in the MAN regression curves as
scatter or outliers. MAN accuracy is improved by correction of continuum intensities for differential
absorption in standards/unknowns and removal of outliers, however the uncertainty of outlier rejections
in a small calibration population can result in decreased accuracy. The degree of residual scatter in the
MAN calibration without a blank correction limits the accuracy of the MAN background method to
around 100 to 200 ppm in most silicates and oxides.
However, by combining the blank correction with the MAN background calibration we can maintain
accuracy and further improve our measurement precision for trace elements compared to traditional offpeak measurements because the MAN background is determined by the major and minor element
compositions, and hence average atomic number. For trace element x-ray mapping of blank corrected
matrices, the background intensities are well modeled and high accuracy, high precision background
correction is possible for x-ray maps in significantly less time than traditional off-peak methods.

Figure 1. Uranium concentration line profiles from quantitative x-ray maps (20 keV, 100 nA, 5 um beam
size and 4000 msec per pixel), for both off-peak and MAN background methods with and without the
blank correction applied. Here we can easily see that accuracy is maintained and precision is
significantly improved compared with traditional off-peak measurements, while in practice, the MAN
method acquisition would take ½ the acquisition time of the off-peak trace element maps. Note that the
blank correction does improve the agreement between the MAN and off-peak methods. However, in the
case of these x-ray maps, even with dwell times of 4 seconds per pixel, the blank correction is still
significantly smaller than the map pixel precision.
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EPMA Quality Control I: WDS Spectrometer Alignment, PHA Calibration, and
Deadtime Measurement
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1
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130, USA
Electron-probe microanalysis (EPMA) uses wavelength-dispersive spectrometry (WDS) to perform quantitative
microanalysis. Accurate measurement using WDS requires a quality control program to maintain the level of performance
established at installation of the microprobe. This includes a verification of spectrometer alignment and mutual agreement of
WDS and EDS k-ratio measurements, calibration of the WDS pulse-height analysis (PHA) system, and characterization of
the WDS deadtime behavior. This discussion is with reference to quality control procedures established on JEOL electron
microprobes.
WDS alignment consists of a baseplate adjustment where the spectrometer Rowland circle is set to coincide with the sample
Z-axis focus position of the optical microscope, followed by alignment of the diffraction crystal to be tangential to the circle
where the highest X-ray intensity is observed (Fig. 1A). The baseplate adjustment is made using an X-ray peak close to the
spectrometer lower limit that is sensitive to Z-axis positioning, such as Si K and Cr K on TAP and PET. A Z-axis line scan
is performed symmetrically about the optical focus Z-axis position, where the spectrometer is peaked at each step in the scan.
The maximum intensity identified from a plot of intensity vs. Z-axis position indicates the Rowland circle position, and the
spectrometer assembly is moved vertically to coincide with the optical focus. Each diffracting crystal is then aligned using an
X-ray peak at a higher spectrometer position, and a Z-axis line scan is again performed with spectrometer peaking at each
point to identify the maximum on the intensity vs. Z-axis plot. These tests should be performed on pure metal or high
concentration standards. A linearity check is also performed to confirm consistent agreement between observed peak position
and the theoretical value. This procedure is repeated for all WDS on the microprobe. An important confirmation of mutual
alignment is to measure k-ratio data for a set of elements relative to end-member standards on a suite of well characterized
secondary standards. For example, k-ratio data are acquired for Mg K and Ca K on TAP and PET measured on Mg2SiO4,
MgAl2O4, CaAl2Si2O8, and CaMgSi2O6, relative to MgO and CaSiO3 primary standards. These measurements are made on all
spectrometers simultaneously using the same diffracting crystal (e.g., TAP, then PET, etc.). If the WDS are properly aligned,
the same measured k-ratio should be observed on the secondary standard relative to the primary standard, within counting
statistics. Note that for Si K measured on PET it is necessary to repeak the spectrometer on the secondary standard as the
WDS is sensitive to peak shift due to chemical bonding (e.g., primary SiO 2 vs. secondary CaSiO3). The WDS k-ratios should
also agree with k-ratios measured with the EDS, again confirming correct alignment.
Calibration of the WDS PHA system is important for proper discrimination of detected photons vs. baseline noise.
Amplification of the detector signal is made using detector voltage referred to as bias (typically in the 1600-1800 volt range)
and a gain setting in the electronic amplifier (e.g., 16x, 32x, 64x, or 128x). The WDS is set to the X-ray peak position, and
the bias and gain are set on a per-element basis to obtain a calibrated pulse position on a single channel analyzer (SCA) scan.
For JEOL instruments this SCA scan is 0-10V with a baseline level of 0.5-0.7V and the main pulse located at 4V (Fig. 1B).
This provides clearance above baseline noise and room to adjust the baseline around Ar or Xe escape peaks and headroom for
pulse coincidence. Element X-ray energies are selected which span the energy range for each spectrometer, and an effort is
made to measure all elements on all detectors simultaneously for simplicity. A spectrometer with PET and LiF crystals can
use the K lines of Si, Ca, Ti (all on PET), and Fe, Cu, and Ge (all on LiF) for calibration, with measurements made on pure
metals and CaSiO3 in this example. All spectrometers are peaked on the same X-ray peak using the appropriate gain value,
and the probe current is adjusted for no higher than 20 kcps count rate. The spectrometers are all set to the same gain value
(e.g., 64x), and a bias scan is acquired with the SCA set to a 4 volt baseline with 0.2 volt window in differential mode so that
only 4-4.2V is counted. A bias scan is acquired from 1500 to 1800V in 2-5V steps and spectrometers counted at each bias
step. The resulting peak on the bias scan, if any, is the value at which an SCA scan will produce a 4V pulse (Fig. 1A), and
confirmed using an SCA scan as necessary. This procedure is repeated for each set of gain values, and then the entire
procedure is repeated for the other elements, in order to obtain a set of bias values at each gain setting for each element. An
Excel sheet is used for processing of the PHA data; a plot for each spectrometer is made using the natural log of the X-ray
energy vs. the bias value measured at that gain setting, for each element. For Ti K the energy is 4.508 keV, ln(4.508)=1.506
and a bias scan at 32x gain measures a peak at 1685V (Fig. 1C, green diamond). Note that the same bias will be observed
using either PET or LiF since it is the energy not spectrometer position that matters. The relationship between ln(E) and bias
is linear (of form y = mx + b, where x=ln(energy) and y=bias in volts), and a linear least squares fit is made to these data to
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determine the slope and intercept. This equation can then be used for any element on that spectrometer to calculate the bias
by inputting the energy value, and using that bias for measurement of that X-ray line. Note that several gain and bias
combinations can be used on the JEOL (e.g., 32x, 64x, and 128x in Fig. 4), and experience shows these combinations
produce identical intensities and P/B ratios. In our lab we use higher gain coupled with lower bias to prolong detector life,
and also limit the bias to the range 1600-1750 V.
WDS detector dead time is not actively managed as is done with EDS pulse processing electronics. The deadtime is
determined by measuring the X-ray intensity as a function of probe current over a count rate range significantly larger than
that used for routine measurement (e.g., 1 kcps – 200 kcps). WDS deadtime is calculated from N = Nm / (1-Nm*), where N is
the true count rate, Nm is the observed count rate, and  is the deadtime constant (Fig. 1D). The deadtime constant is
determined from a plot of Nm vs. Nm/i, where i is the probe current in nA. Data are collected using Si K and Ti K on TAP
and PET, respectively, with the bias and gain properly set. The probe current range necessary for the count rate range is
divided into 10 equal steps, and replicate counts are acquired at each probe current on a pure element standard at 25 kV.
These data are plotted and deadtime values are determined for each count, two segments of the count rate range with linear
least squares fit to the data, and an average of all measurements. A perfectly linear detection system exhibits a straight line
plot, but systems typically have sigmoidal or paralyzable behavior. The deadtime constant observed from these
measurements is entered in the software used for measurement so that the observed count rate is corrected for deadtime
losses.
A

B

C

D

Figure 1 A. WDS baseplate adjustment using Cr K and PET crystal alignment using Si K. B. SCA scan at bias value of 1632 V
determined using bias scan. Baseline at 0.5 V allows for pulse shift due to count rate and change in P-10 gas. Use of integral setting allows
headroom for pulse pileup at high count rates. C. Plot of ln(energy) vs. bias for data collected on JEOL spectrometer with PETH-LiFH and
sealed Xe detector, illustrating linear relationship and internal consistency of bias data. Least squares fit equations LS are used to calculate
bias for any X-ray energy on this spectrometer. D. WDS count data for Si K acquired on spectrometer with TAP crystal at count rate up to
150 kcps. Plot of measured intensity Nm vs. Nm/i shows excellent linearity. Excel sheet shows data at 10 probe current settings and
comparison of individual deadtime values, fitted least squares data, and average deadtime values.
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EPMA Quality Control II: Reproducibility, Precision-Accuracy, EDS, & Imaging
Julien Allaz1 and Paul K. Carpenter2
1.
2.

University of Colorado Boulder, Dept. of Geological Sciences, Boulder (CO), USA
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130, USA

Quality control is important in analytical facilities using the electron microprobe or scanning electron
microscope (SEM). It is desirable to develop procedures that confirm the performance of these
instruments with regards to imaging and analysis, and to demonstrate the precision and accuracy of data
collected [1, 2]. It is important to record the performance at the time of installation and acceptance when
specifications have been met. Quality control tests should be run regularly (weekly to monthly) over the
lifetime of the instrument, to identify subtle changes and to reveal long-term drift. Additional long-term
quality control tests covering stage, column, and detectors (WDS, EDS, BSE, SE, CL) should be
repeated at the convenience of the lab schedule. EPMA designers have their own series of standardized
tests to ensure data quality and instrument reliability (e.g., image resolution, spectrometer intensity,
stage & spectrometer reproducibility). Whereas these tests are necessary, they are often insufficient, and
they should be supplemented with tests adapted to the type of analyses to be performed in the laboratory.
The arrival of the field emission EPMA has opened the potential for sub-micron analysis. At this level, it
becomes of utmost importance to ensure stage reproducibility (hardware) and the efficiency of softwareaided beam positioning, especially if the EPMA is running in automated mode and has to target – or
avoid – small features such as inclusions, edges, or particles. It is also necessary to check the accuracy
of image scale and distortions at different magnifications, along with image resolution and actual beam
size. Stage reproducibility and auto-focus tests should be run regularly to make sure they meet the
specifications (usually ±1 µm, or better with software-aided beam positioning). The image resolution
(SE and BSE) should also be checked from time to time, along with image distortion and axes
orthogonality; this can usually be done with a certified magnification calibration standard. Regular
checks on the current stability over a short or long period (½ to 12 hours), beam resolution (e.g., edge or
grain contact test; Fig. 1), stray beam (e.g., measured using a 100 µm W aperture target in a Ti target
block to produce W Lα and Ti Kα), and contamination in the chamber (e.g., C Kα in C-free material)
should also be performed. After a perfect column and beam alignment, a look at the electron beam via a
CL material can ensure that the beam is well-centered and that the defocused beam size is accurate. In
addition, the exact beam position should change minimally (ideally, <1 µm) when changing the
magnification, the acceleration voltage, or when moving the spectrometer (vibration isolation).
Wavelength dispersive spectrometer (WDS) is what makes EPMA (and some SEM) unique [2]. Great
care should be taken with all WDS components (step motor, gears, monochromators, X-ray detectors) to
ensure not only optimum analytical conditions, but also excellent reproducibility of the spectrometer
position. Carpenter [1] has already covered the key elements for WDS, and that paper focuses on
imaging, data reproducibility and additional quality controls. For performance monitoring of the WDS it
is important to separate electronic and mechanical issues in order to monitor detector vs. spectrometer
drive behavior. For instance, keeping a record of peak position and intensity of some key elements on a
specific standard, and of analysis of some secondary standards can ensure analytical reproducibility over
time. Assuming the analyzed material is perfect (perfectly horizontal and well-polished, homogeneous,
stable, coated, etc.), a change in peak position or intensity can be a sign of a spectrometer alignment
issues, column instability (current or voltage), or other issues that would require further attention. Basic
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spectrometer tests such as jumping and counting between two X-ray peaks over a large spectrometer
range is a good start. However, a more sensitive test for spectrometer reproducibility consists of
adjusting the spectrometer position to either side of each peak to yield only half the peak intensity.
Hence, even a small reproducibility error (∆L in Fig. 2) will be easily detected, as the measurement is
done on the steep limb of a peak and not on the “flat” on-peak position (∆N1 vs. ∆N2; Fig. 2).
The energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) energy calibration should be checked regularly. This is
typically done on copper metal (Cu Lα and Kα at 0.93 and 8.04 keV). For energy resolution (and
intensity), EDS vendors usually have a reference sheet for the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) for
a range of energies. However, EDS devices usually exceed these specifications, and the manager should
run a series of FWHM measurement at different energy levels and throughputs for their device. A
reference EDS scan obtained, for instance, on a well-characterized material, should be stored to permit
comparison of peak resolution and intensity. If EDS is used for quantitative analysis, the manager might
want to ensure that background correction and artefacts such as pile-ups and escape peaks are accurately
removed. This can be done by measuring an element absent in a material, but at an energy level equal to
the sum of two other X-ray lines generated by the material. Using the Duane-Hunt limit, the EDS is also
valuable to test for the accuracy of the acceleration voltage and for identifying a possible charging issue.
To check the accuracy of quantitative data, the use of a secondary standard is required. An alternate
usage of secondary standard consists of measuring the absence of an element (blank test); such a method
is extremely valuable to check for accurate background and/or peak interference corrections. Finally, the
quality of standards used can potentially be a source of systematic errors. Whenever possible, standards
used should be traceable, certified by a trustable company (e.g., NIST, USGS), homogeneous, and with
a well-defined composition [3]. Participating in round robin and other inter-laboratory analysis tests can
also be useful to check for accuracy and to improve the reputation of the laboratory.
References:
[1] J Fournelle & PK Carpenter (2006), Microscopy & Microanalysis 12 (S02), 880-881.
[2] PK Carpenter (2016), this conference.
[3] OK Neill, A von der Handt, and JM Allaz (2016), this conference.

Figure 1 (left). Evaluation of beam size using the grain contact method at 16-84% BSE intensity.
Figure 2 (right). Spectrometer reproducibility test using the “half-peak” method. At half-peak position (A or B), a small
reproducibility error (∆L) yield a larger counting error ∆N1, compare to the on- peak position (∆N2) making the half-peak
reproducibility test more sensitive.
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Multispectral Cathodoluminescence Imaging of Geological Materials
Edward P. Vicenzi
Smithsonian Institution, Museum Conservation Institute, Suitland, MD, USA
Cathodoluminescence (CL) imaging may reveal microstructural features in specimens that would
otherwise go undetected by electron and X-ray imaging. SEM-based cathodoluminescence offers higher
spatial resolution and lower electron dose/dose-rate imaging relative to traditional CL luminoscope
systems. Many SEM-based CL systems output the sum of photons of all energies to form a panchromatic
greyscale image by way of a photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector, while some are equipped with
sequential red, green, and blue (RGB) broad band filtering. An alternative approach to collecting color
information utilizes simultaneous RGB imaging by way of a low spectral resolution grating. Following
light collection in such a system, photons are dispersed onto an array of PMTs. The signals are then
grouped to form a series of multispectral images in the red, green, blue and the ultraviolet (RGBUV). In
this study, a Gatan ChromaCL2 coupled to an Hitachi S3700N SEM was used to characterize the CL
behavior of a set of mineral specimens (w/pixel dwell times of 5 s to 1 ms), including: polycrystalline
diamond (C), cassiterite (SnO2), zircon (ZrSiO4), jadeite (NaAlSi2O6), and a quartz (SiO2) sandstone.
Carbonado diamonds are polycrystalline, and have a rich CL response owing to an intrinsic diamond band,
alpha decay radiation damage, and defects resulting from N substitution/vacancies in the lattice (Figure 1
A,B) [1]. Cassiterite is often a product of hydrothermal processes and exhibits growth zoning from
changes in solution chemistry (Figure 1 C) [2]. Geochronologists are responsible for making zircons the
most commonly CL imaged mineral. The reason is that the cores of ancient grains can be distinguished
from younger growth/resorption periods in the minerals’ history (Figure 2 A). Impact zircon is a more
rare subtype, and may display a disproportionation reaction rim with ZrO2 in impact melt rocks [3]. In
the example studied here a clear boundary can be distinguished in CL between precursor zircon and zircon
intergrown with baddeleyite (Figure 2 B). Jadeite is example of a metamorphic mineral with an exquisite
and variable set of CL emission bands, some of which have been correlated to the chemistry and isotopes
of subduction fluids (Figure 3 A) [4]. CL petrography of clastic sedimentary rocks has a deep history with
regard to informing oil transport, and allows one to readily distinguish between clastic quartz cores from
epitaxial cementaceous quartz, which impacts the flow properties of the bulk rock (Figure 3 B,C) [5].
Dispersive multispectral CL imaging is an efficient way to screen specimens that will undergo follow-up
microanalytical examination, for example: hyperspectral CL spectrometry, trace element analysis by
WDS, laser ablation ICP-MS analysis, or isotopic analysis by SIMS for either age determination or stable
isotope ratio analysis. In other cases, the CL imagery is itself the end product, and serves as special variety
of petrography to determine the history and origin of the materials examined.
[1] Wilson NC et al., Hyperspectral Cathodoluminescence Examination of Defects in a Carbonado Diamond (2012) Microscopy &
Microanalysis 18:1303-1312.
[2] Wight S et al., An X-Ray and Cathodoluminescence Study of Cassiterite (SnO2) (2010) Microscopy & Microanalysis 16: 804-805.
[3] Zanetti M et al., Using EPMA, Raman LS, Hyperspectral CL, SIMS, and EBSD to Study Impact-Melt-Induced Decomposition of Zircon
(2015) Microscopy & Microanalysis 21:1447-1448.
[4] Sorenson S et al. (2006) The origin of jadeitite-forming subduction-zone fl uids: CL-guided SIMS oxygen-isotope and trace-element
evidence. American Mineralogist 91: 979-996.
[5] Fournelle JH (2012) Toward a Quartz Sandstone SEM-CL Intensity Imaging Reference Material. MAS Topical Conference on
Microanalytical Reference Materials, Golden, CO. May, 2012
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Figure 1. A, B) RGB images of polycrystalline diamond collected using dispersive multispectral
CL. Metamict halos denoted by white arrow (E0=20 keV; SE image inset). C) Uncoated cassiterite.
Dashed white lines highlight crystal growth zoning (E0=15 keV; ESE and iBSE images inset).

Figure 2. A) RGB CL superimposed on a SE image of an impact zircon. Growth zoning and
resorption features highlighted by white filled and unfilled arrows respectively; B) Higher
resolution image of the zircon-impact zircon (dashed line) and baddeleyite (ZrO2) interfaces (E0=5
keV; insets: iBSE image).

Figure 3. A) RGB CL superimposed on a SE image of jadeite; B, C) RGB CL superimposed on a
BSE image of quartz in sandstone. White arrows highlight cement overgrowths and dashed lines
outline detrital clast cores (all images E0=15 keV with iBSE image inset).
MAS EPMA 2016 TC
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Routine EPMA of Silicate Glasses using a 5 Micron Beam: Taking Advantage of
TDI, Combined EDS+WDS, MAN, and a Multi-standard Blank Correction.
Stephen C. Kuehn
Department of Physical Science, Concord University, Athens, WV 24712-1000, USA
Analysis of natural and synthetic glasses is a common application of electron probe microanalysis
(EPMA). In the geosciences, this includes the analysis of volcanic ash and pumice (tephra) and of melt
inclusions in mineral grains to support a wide range of research objectives. Key among these are
understanding volcanic gas emissions and magma processes, understanding processes of tephra eruption
and atmospheric dispersal, understanding the environmental impacts of volcanic eruptions, and
developing chronological frameworks using widely-dispersed tephra deposits, a subfield known as
tephrochronology [1]. Since the late 1960s, EPMA has remained at the forefront of tephra glass analysis
because of the technique’s high spatial resolution, analytical sensitivity, rapidity, cost-effectiveness, and
potential for high precision which make it possible to chemically fingerprint and thereby identify and
correlate the deposits of individual volcanic eruptions.
In recent years, there have been an increasing number of tephra studies which target invisible trace
deposits of volcanic ash known as cryptotephra [2]. This has greatly expanded the geographic range of
tephra correlation to localities more than 5000 km from their volcanic sources, making it possible, for
example, to detect in eastern Canada and Europe tephras originating in Alaska and the Cascades [3] [4].
However, such cryptotephra deposits typically contain sparse, small grains. This, plus sometimes-high
concentrations of bubbles or crystals often limits the size of target areas available for analysis. Thus, to
maximize the amount of data that can be collected, it is necessary to use small beam diameters.
EPMA using small diameter beams on alkali-bearing silicate glasses, however, results in the well-known
problem of alkali element migration, especially in glasses with higher Na, Si and water contents, e.g. [5]
[6]. One recently successful approach to solving this problem is that of [7], which utilizes two or three
different beam currents during a single analysis and an initial current as low as 0.5 nA. Unfortunately,
this approach is inaccessible to a significant number of instruments and comes at costs of increased
analytical complexity and of reduced precision for those elements analyzed at the lowest currents.
To enable routine, precise EPMA of silicate glasses at small beam diameters using a broader range of
instrumentation, an analytical method has been developed (Table 1) which takes advantage a timedependent-intensity (TDI) correction for Na and the mean atomic number (MAN) background capability
of Probe for EPMA. This method also takes advantage of the proliferation of high count rate silicon drift
detector (SDD) energy dispersive (EDS) spectrometers. The TDI correction enables excellent accuracy
for Na, MAN backgrounds improve analytical precision within the same time budget, and a fast SDD
EDS enable Si and Al to be analyzed to high precision in only a few seconds, before count rates for
these elements change significantly. Additionally, a blank correction based on a multi-standard
consensus is applied offline to maintain trace-level accuracy with MAN backgrounds. For applications
requiring even greater precision and additional trace elements (at a cost of reduced Na accuracy on more
highly sensitive glasses), a modified procedure has been developed which adds Ba, Sr, and Zr (Table 1).
Representative analytical results are provided in Table 2.
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Table 1. Summary of analytical procedures
Procedure 1 - routine 5 µm analysis
Conditions: 14kV, 10nA, 5 micron spot
Analysis Times and Sequence (seconds on peak):

Spectro'1'(PET) Spectro'2'(RAP) Spectro'3'(LIF) Spectro'4'(PET)
EDS
K
50
Na
30
Fe
100
Cl
65
SI,'Al
8
Ca
50
Mg
140
Mn
70
P
100
Ti
62

Element'1
Element'2
Element'3

Total'duration'about'180'seconds'(3'min);'TDI'correction'as'needed'for'K,'Na;'MAN'backgrounds'for'all'WDS'elements
Procedure 2 - higher precision, more elements
Conditions: 20kV, 40nA, 15 micron spot
Analysis Times and Sequence (seconds on peak):

Spectro'1
K
80
Ca
25
Cl
87
P
150

Element'1
Element'2
Element'3
Element'4

Spectro'2
Na
Mg

10
342

Spectro'3
Fe
40
Mn
74
Ti
90
Ba
150

Spectro'4
Si
20
Sr
178
Zr
160

EDS
Al

15

Total'duration'about'380'seconds'(6.3'min);'TDI'correction'as'needed'for'K,'Na,'Si;'MAN'backgrounds'for'all'WDS'elements
Interference'corrections'for'TiNBa,'Si'on'Sr'&'Zr,'Ca'on'P
Instrument: ARL SEMQ

EDS: Bruker 5030 SDD set at 130 kcps pulse processing, retracted to limit dead time to 15%

Table 2. Representative results
Sample

SiO2

Procedure 1 (5 micron spot)
BHVO-2g
Avg 49.62
StDev 0.29
Reference 49.50
Avg 74.00
StDev 0.52
Reference 74.14

TiO 2

Al 2O 3 FeO T

MnO

MgO

CaO Na 2O

K2 O

P 2O 5

Cl

BaO

SrO

ZrO2 Total

n

2.77 13.48 11.02
0.03 0.13 0.10
2.77 13.55 11.00

0.171
0.022
0.170

7.22
0.07
7.20

11.39
0.08
11.40

2.23
0.10
2.30

0.51 0.271 0.007
0.01 0.022 0.008
0.51 0.280

98.68 219
0.43
98.68

Lipari obsidian ID3506

0.073 13.15
0.014 0.23
0.074 13.11

1.56
0.04
1.55

0.068
0.018
0.065

0.041
0.010
0.041

0.739
0.028
0.734

4.07
0.40
4.07

5.19 0.010 0.337
0.05 0.014 0.019
5.11 0.010 0.342

99.16 197
0.75
99.19

Sheep Track tephra

0.239 17.16
0.020 0.28
0.236 17.58

4.80
0.09
4.55

0.129
0.023
0.134

0.13
0.01
0.12

1.13
0.05
1.09

8.13
0.37
8.19

5.42 0.011 0.213
0.04 0.010 0.014
5.34 0.038 0.210

98.40
0.70
99.03

10

2.77 13.47 11.05
0.02 0.12 0.04
2.77 13.55 11.00

0.161
0.004
0.170

7.20
0.03
7.20

11.35
0.03
11.40

2.26
0.04
2.30

0.50 0.272 0.006
0.00 0.007 0.001
0.51 0.280

0.013 0.047
0.006 0.006
0.015 0.047

0.020
0.005
0.022

98.86
0.38
98.68

10

Avg 61.06
StDev 0.42
Reference 61.59

Procedure 2 (15 micron spot)
BHVO-2g
Avg 49.75
StDev 0.34
Reference 49.50
Lipari obsidian ID3506

Avg 74.32
StDev 0.49
Reference 74.14

0.067 13.23
0.004 0.09
0.074 13.11

1.54
0.04
1.55

0.062
0.005
0.065

0.043
0.003
0.041

0.738
0.009
0.734

4.12
0.22
4.07

5.11 0.014 0.334
0.03 0.004 0.007
5.11 0.010 0.342

0.004 0.002
0.006 0.007
0.002 0.002

0.029
0.007
0.024

99.53
0.54
99.19

10

Sheep Track tephra

0.221 17.25
0.012 0.25
0.236 17.58

4.56
0.14
4.55

0.121
0.009
0.134

0.128
0.006
0.124

1.04
0.08
1.09

7.53
0.47
8.19

5.15 0.049 0.212
0.11 0.006 0.005
5.34 0.038 0.210

0.000 0.007
0.005 0.009
0.004

0.163
0.011
0.152

96.65
1.62
99.03

14

Avg 60.27
StDev 1.22
Reference 61.59
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Optimizing Results through Better Sample Preparation
Cathy Johnson1, Katherine L. Crispin2
1.
2.

Mager Scientific, Inc. Dexter, MI 48130
The Pennsylvania State University, Materials Characterization Laboratory, University Park, PA 16802

Sample preparation is often times disregarded with respect to its impact on sample quality and
ultimately the quality and accuracy of the resulting analytical data. Just as our understanding of
materials and multiphase systems continues to advance through research, sample preparation
methodology has also progressed through experimental practice and technological developments.
Microanalytical techniques including, but not limited to EPMA, EBSD, WDS, EDS, and AFM all rely
on the assumption that the sample’s analysis surface is flat. Preparation methods such as
ultramicrotomy, mechanical or electro polishing, ion milling and FIB milling are the most common
preparation methods utilized for these analysis techniques. However, each of these methods has its own
limitations and they generate specific artifacts affecting the actual analysis.
Traditionally, EPMA samples have been prepared via mechanical or electro polishing. Polishing of soft
or hard/soft multiphase composites can often result in smearing or deformation of the microstructure.
For this reason, consideration must be given to the mounting resin type and the polishing media itself [1].
Reduction of flaws in the analysis surface can be further improved by using ion milling as a final
preparation step prior to analysis. With the development of the rotary stage (Figure 1), the entire surface
of large sample mounts can now be polished by this technique. FIB/SEM has become a standard
instrumental tool for most materials laboratories. Although samples are routinely prepared by FIB, the
analysis area is limited making FIB impractical when analysis is required on large bulk geological,
metallurgical or other multiphase composites.
Coating prior to analysis is also a critical preparation step in order to eliminate charging effects, and
produce higher signal to noise ratio. Coating minimizes the high energy and heating effects that can
result in sample damage. Particle size affects the integrity of the coating layer, and will vary not only by
coating material, but with the process vacuum (Figure 2). Carbon coating is widely used, however,
iridium coating has now been shown to yield improved quantitative data, particularly for materials with
insulating properties. EPMA data acquired at 7 keV for an Ir coated mica standard are consistent and
reproducible compared to data at 15 keV SEM for carbon coated mica (Figure 3)[2].
Each step of the preparation process requires careful consideration. Dynamic process parameters need
to be monitored, so that the final preparation possesses a minimum of artifacts that may negatively
impact the analysis data. Process automation, now fully integrated into preparation equipment (e.g.
sputter coaters, ion millers), allows stepwise monitoring (i.e. recorded logs) and control. Automation
ensures consistency and repeatability. Operational variation, generated by different users is virtually
eliminated. This presentation will include examples of preparation artifacts for various preparation
methods, and an overview of parameters that affect the quality of the preparation.
References:
[1] J.D. Geller and P.D. Engle J. Res. Natl. Inst. Stand. Technol. 107, 627-638 (2002).
[2] J.T. Armstrong and K.L. Crispin, AGU Fall Conference Proceedings (2012).
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Figure 1. Rotary Stage TIC3x Ion Miller. Figure 2. Coatings of various metals and thicknesses.
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Figure 3. Elemental weight % for carbon vs. iridium coated mica standard; comparison at 7 keV EPMA
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Low Beam Energy EPMA Quantification of Transition Metals Using Ll Emission
Lines
Carl Henderson1*, Phillip Gopon2, Michel Outrequin1, and Anne-Sophie Robbes1
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Low-energy electron beam operation in EPMA offers several advantages over conventional analysis
performed at 15-25 keV, including improvement of analytical spatial resolution and reduction of both
secondary fluorescence and sample charging effects. However, at low beam accelerating voltages, only
low-energy X-ray lines are generated in, and emitted from, the sample, including L and M lines for Z >
22. The use of low-energy X-ray lines for quantitative analysis presents additional analytical challenges
because the lines are subject to peak shifts, line overlaps and lower fluorescence yields, when compared
to higher-energy K lines. The low yields also reduce the intensity of certain lines, as does the low
overvoltage, U (defined as the ratio of beam energy to ionization energy for a given line), which lowers
the ionization probability for the X-ray line.
In the case of Fe (Z=26), the X-ray line traditionally used for quantification is the K line (transition
from L3 sub-shell to K sub-shell) at 6.4 keV, with the L line (transition from M5 sub-shell to L3 subshell) also available at 0.70 keV (Figure 1). At lower beam energies, only L lines are available.
Generation of the Fe L line involves valence electrons, which are affected by the chemical bonding of
Fe in the target sample. The Lline also lies astride the L3 absorption edge [1], lending uncertainties to
mass absorption coefficients used in correction algorithms. Wavelength shifts, peak shape
modifications, and increases or decreases in the relative intensities of the L-series lines can be readily
observed between different mineral types (Figure 2). In addition, the shape and peak position of the L
emission band is strongly dependent on beam energy. Given these spectroscopic observations, it is
clear that the indiscriminate use of L lines can lead to inaccuracies in quantification.
As an alternative, Fialin et al. [2] have suggested the use of the Ll line at 0.62 keV, instead of the Lα or
Lβ lines. The Ll line has the advantage of being independent of the chemical state of the element, since
the electrons of the outer shell involved in the Ll transition (M1) are core, not valence, electrons and lie
far away from the absorption edge. One drawback is the low intensity of Ll, compared to the Lα line
(typically 10 times less for Fe measured with a TAP crystal). However, the use of a larger TAP crystal
(LTAP) or synthetic multilayer devices (PC0, 2d=45 Å; PC1, 2d=60 Å) can yield acceptable intensities
for the Ll lines.
This work presents results of quantitative analysis of several species of Fe-bearing minerals, showing
better agreement with accepted concentrations when the Fe Ll line, rather than the L line, is used for
analysis at both low and high beam energies [1].
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Figure 1: Major L-series transitions used in X-ray microanalysis of Fe [1]. Red dots represent paired
electrons in filled orbitals, and orange are unpaired electrons in unfilled orbitals.

Figure 2: Fe L-series spectra from different minerals at a 15 keV beam voltage, as detected with an
LTAP crystal. Spectra are normalized to the Fe L peak of each mineral. Peak positions and shapes of
the Fe L and L lines change with sample type, while the Fe Ll line spectra remain largely unaffected.
Note strong contribution of the 2nd order Mg K line to the Fe Ln peak for almandine.
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The New Energy Dispersive Spectrometry X-ray Microanalysis: SDD-EDS Achieves
the Accuracy and Precision of Wavelength Dispersive Spectrometry, Even When
Severe Interference Occurs, and at Lower Dose!
Dale E. Newbury and Nicholas W. M. Ritchie
National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899-8370
The silicon drift detector energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (SDD-EDS) has rapidly replaced the
previous EDS technology, the lithium-drifted silicon detector [Si(Li)-EDS], because of the greatly
improved throughput, a factor of 10 to 75 for the same or better spectral resolution. Less appreciated but
of great importance for quantitative analysis is the extreme spectral stability of SDD-EDS both in peak
shape (resolution) and peak position (calibration) across the entire count rate range as well as the photon
energy range. High throughput makes it practical to accumulate high count spectra (> 10 million in 100
s) while peak stability enables accurate recovery of peak intensities by peak fitting with locallymeasured peak references. SDD-EDS makes possible a level of accuracy and precision previously
unattainable with EDS, enabling quantitative x-ray microanalysis matching that of wavelengthdispersive spectrometry (WDS), even when severe peak interference occurs between constituents with
large concentration differences (Ritchie et al., 2012). Moreover, this level of analytical performance is
achieved with an electron dose that is lower by a factor 10 or more compared to WDS. Employing the
standards-based k- ratio/matrix corrections protocol, SDD-EDS can successfully solve analytical
challenges involving severe interferences at the major (C > 0.1 mass fraction), minor (0.01 ≤ C ≤ 0.1),
and upper trace constituent level (0.0005 (500 ppm) ≤ C < 0.01) (Newbury and Ritchie, 2015a). An
example of an NIST DTSA-II analysis involving challenging overlaps of elements with large
concentration ratios is presented in Table 1 for NIST research material glass K873 (Ritchie, 2015). Ce
and Ta, present at the trace level, are successfully measured despite the interference of the major
constituents Si upon trace Ta (28/1, with 30 eV separation between Si K-L2,3 and Ta M5-N6,7) and Ba
upon trace Ce (54/1, with 13 eV separation between Ba L2-M4 and Ce L3-M4,5). Figure 1 demonstrates
that if the analyst was unaware of the presence of trace Ce and Ta, careful examination of the residual
spectrum reveals the presence of these peaks when they are not initially included in the suite of analyzed
elements. With a beam energy of E0 ≤ 10 keV, SDD-EDS can successfully analyze the low atomic
number elements B, C, N, O, and F (Newbury and Ritchie, 2015b). Trace constituents as low as 0.0005
mass fraction can be measured despite severe interference, and as low as 0.0002 mass fraction in the
absence of interference (Newbury and Ritchie, in press). Compositional mapping by SDD-EDS x-ray
spectrum imaging with full background and interference correction enables visualization of constituents
down to the trace level (Newbury and Ritchie, 2013).
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Newbury, D. and Ritchie, N., J. Materials Science 50 (2015a) 493-518.
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Newbury, D. and Ritchie, N., Microscopy and Microanalysis, accepted for publication.
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Table 1. NIST DTSA II analysis of NIST research material K873; E0 = 10 keV.
As-synthesized mass fraction NIST DTSA II analysis mass
Element
Relative accuracy
(reference & standard)
fraction (combined uncertainties)
O
0.2546 (Al2O3)
0.2493 (±0.0029)
-2.1%
Al
0.0027 (Al2O3)
0.0031 (±0.0002)
+15%
Si
0.1145 (BaSi2O5)
0.1174 (±0.0003)
+2.5%
Mn
0.0032 (Mn)
0.0035 (±0.0002)
+9%
Ge
0.1700 (GeTe)
0.1716 (±0.002)
+0.94%
Ba
0.2194 (BaSi2O5)
0.2210 (±0.0003)
+0.73%
Ce
0.0041 (CeP5O14)
0.0051 (±0.0003)
+24%
Ta
0.0041 (Ta)
0.0053 (±0.0002)
+29%
Pb
0.2274 (PbTe)
0.2259 (±0.0008)
-0.66%

Figure 1. NIST research material glass K873; E0 = 10 keV. (upper) Original spectrum and peak fitting
residual spectrum. (lower) Residual spectra with (blue) and without (red) peak fitting for Ta and Ce. The
inset shows the Ba-Ce L-family region with greater intensity expansion.
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What does it take to make EDS Analysis Routine and Reliable?
P. Statham
Oxford Instruments NanoAnalysis, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3SE, U.K.
ATo achieve the same level of accuracy as a dedicated electron probe instrument, specimen surface tilt
and detector take-off-angle are as critical for EDS as for WDS. In a SEM with no light optics, it is not so
easy to establish where the probe spot is relative to the detector and at very least care must be taken to
determine the ideal working distance. Provided the same measurement rigor is used as for WDS, EDS
analysis of equivalent accuracy is achievable[1] and indeed was reported more than 35 years ago for
Si(Li) detectors[2]. With the advent of SDD technology capable of much higher count rates, even the
low detection limits associated with WDS can also be approached[3]. There should be no doubt that
EDS analysis can be accurate, but what about routine and reliable? For best results, the EDS system
should be set up and characterized by acquiring a set of experimental peak profiles from real specimens
and analytical standards used as for WDS[1,2,3]. This requires a substantial investment in time. When
pure elements are not available, special corrections need to be applied when the peak in question is
overlapped in order to obtain a clean profile. Once a profile set has been recorded, anything that alters
peak shapes, such as beam kV, channel width, system noise or sometimes count rate, necessitates a new
round of characterization. Analytical standards become contaminated with regular use and may build up
superficial oxide over time and need to be maintained in good condition. Furthermore, routine analysis
may involve identifying overlapping elemental peaks in a spectrum and this requires particular expertise
to avoid blunders[1]. An expert looking after the system and available for consultation is a boon for
other users. As a manufacturer we would like to make routine and reliable EDS analysis accessible to
any user, whether or not they have a local expert, and that has necessitated a different approach.
One can compute peak shapes from the energies and intensities of individual lines and calculate x-ray
emission for any element so that standards are no longer required. However, “first principles”
standardless analysis based on information in the open literature gives very poor results[1]. Even
“remote standards” analysis[1] has got a bad name, not least when it involves scaling concentration
values to total 100% so there is no warning of a bad analytical total when the results are nonsense.
However, it is not onerous to regularly measure a single pure element standard and thus obtain the
important analytical total as for full standards analysis. This “single standard” approach can deliver
results at 20kV with analytical totals comparable to full standards analysis and has been enhanced by
using a synchrotron-calibrated reference detector to improve accuracy and enable the same standards
data to be used with different detector designs[4,5]. Spectrum processing, to correct for background and
peak overlaps, requires very accurate peak shapes[6] and for routine analysis is essential for reliable
peak identification. With a fully-characterised spectrometer, relative line intensities fitted to measured
emission profiles and corrected for excitation and absorption effects can overcome limitations of
published databases [7,8]. Escape peaks and sum peaks also produce false IDs[1] and corrections for
these artefacts have been improved to be more effective at low keV and high count rates[7].
Whether you spend time characterizing an EDS system, or rely on an “out-of-the-box” solution, it is
useful to have some indicator of reliability in addition to the analytical total. An accurate theoretical
spectrum simulation corresponding to the apparent composition can expose some non-obvious mistakes
and help avoid bad conclusions[8]. For example, Figure 1(a) shows a spectrum where elements As, Al
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and K have been identified and quantifed. While the fitted result is fairly close, the theoretical
simulation has very different background level from the real spectrum. In Figure 1(b) alternative
elements Br and K are used and the agreement with the theoretical spectrum makes it clear that 1(a) was
a blunder. Even when accurate standardless analysis is achievable, standards are indispensible for
validating EDS performance. Using a standard (ideally several) that has given the expected result on a
trusted system, you can check that your system gives results of required accuracy under the conditions
you want to use for analysis. For example, Figure 2 shows the results of analysing an Orthoclase
standard at a count rate of 253 kcps. Without any pile-up (coincidence) correction, spurious P, In, Pr, Hg
are found yet the analytical total looks plausible and without these elements, the total is too low. If
normalization is used to force the total to 100%, the element concentrations are still wrong but when
pile-up correction is applied, even the un-normalised results are close to reference values. At low kV
when you have to use L or M lines or lines below 1keV in energy, accuracy is more likely to be
compromised and again standards are vital for establishing whether reliable analysis is possible.
References
[1] D.E.Newbury and N.M.Ritchie (2013) Scanning 35: 141-168, 2013 . doi: 10.1002/sca.21041 [2] P J
Statham (1981) J. Microscopy 123, pp 1-23
[3] N.W.M. Ritchie et al (2012) Microsc. Microanal. 18, 892–904
[4] P.J. Statham (2009) Microsc Microanal 15(Suppl 2), 528-529
[5] P.J. Statham (2010) Microsc. Microanal.16 (Suppl. 2) 1304-1305
[6] P.J. Statham (2002) J. Res. Natl. Inst. Stand. Technol. 107, 531–546
[7] P.J. Statham (2014) Microsc. Microanal. 20 (Suppl 3) 690-691
[8] P. Statham et al (2016) IOP Conf. Series: Materials Science and Engineering 109 012016

Figure 1. Theoretical simulation (cyan) using concentrations based on fitted result (magenta) for
different element selections (a) As, Al, K (b) Br, K. The 5kV spectrum is from KBr.

Figure 2. Quantification of 20kV Orthoclase spectrum, X-Max80 detector, 253 kcps. AZtec software.
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EDS X-ray Mapping in the Modern Age
Keith Thompson1
1.
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The very first EDS x-ray maps involved technologies such as CRT screens, micrographs and dot matrix
printers. The advent of the personal computer modernized the data storage platform and enabled users to
record x-ray color maps based on plotting selected regions of interest (ROI) from the EDS x-ray
spectrum. The evolution of the personal computer into a powerful storage and processing platform
eventually gave rise to the concept of “Spectral Imaging” data sets. Spectral Imaging was so named
because an entire EDS spectrum could now be saved in every pixel of the mapped data set.
The initial advantage of spectral imaging was that the data could be re-analyzed by the analyst with
extracted spectrum from selected areas of the EDS map, extracted line scans, reprocessed maps with
reselected elements and so forth. While valuable, the most powerful advantage of spectral imaging
would soon become the ability to process the EDS data after the initial collection.
The first level of processing employed was intended to: (1) remove spectral artifacts; (2) subtract the
background; and (3) deconvolve overlapping peaks. Figure 1 shows a set of standard, region of interest
element maps. The colored regions from the spectrum are directly translated into the element maps
shown. The drawback here is that spectral artifacts will be mapped as literal results, a certain level of
background will appear in each map, and overlapping peaks will map in each element map, without
respect to the actual distribution of the element. The application of peak deconvolution and background
subtraction – i.e. Net Counts mapping – Fig. 2, enables the mapping of elements with these challenges
removed. An additional level of value was introduced when these maps could quantified and the
quantitative results plotted in the map. An example of this is shown in Fig. 3.
EDS data sets that have been acquired for a long period of time generally result in well-developed EDS
maps. Rapidly collected EDS maps have x-ray distributions that are relatively sparse. This is particularly
true for trace elements or for elements that are segregated in small regions of the map. This typically
results in an EDS element map that is noisy and difficult to interpret. The utilization of x-ray imaging
filters, for example see Fig. 4, for smoothing, sharpening and edge- finding enables the analyst to cleanup the maps for more certain visualizaiton of key features without changing the underlying features.
Small, trace-level and otherwise hidden features arenow highlighted for further study and review.
While element maps are highly valuable, elemental phase mapping provides a very complete picture of
the material under study. Many techinques originally relied on EDS element maps in order to generate
phase maps. A better way is to employ principal component analysis (PCA) in order to identify the
dominant components with an EDS data set, see Fig. 5. These component maps represent the statistical
probability that a given pixel belongs to a given component. These component maps are then easily
translated into Phase maps, Figl 6. The real value in this technique is that the phase maps are generated
with very little data (10 – 50 x-rays per pixel), no knowledge of the sample is required, small or
otherwise hidden features are automatically located and every analyst achieves the same result even for
enormously complex samples.
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EDS mapping has evolved dramatically over the last decade. This talk reflects and reviews on the
advanced in EDS mapping, the value brought at each step and lays for the roadmap for future work.

Figure 1 (Left). Original ROI maps of a geological sample
Figure 2 (Right). Cartoon demonstrating peak deconvolution and background subtraction

Figure 3 (Top, Left). Quantitative element maps of a geological
Figure 4 (Top, Right). Cartoon demonstrating x-ray filtering techniques
Figure 5 (Bottom, Left). Component maps generated by COMPASS f
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Transforming Undergraduate Education in the Geosciences Through the Use of
Remotely-Operated Electron Probe Microanalyzer and Scanning Electron
Microscope
Holbik, Sven P.1, Hickey-Vargas, Rosemary1, Ryan, Jeffrey G.2, Macdonald Jr., James H. 3, Beck, Mary
A. 4.
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Geoscience faculty at the University of South Florida (USF), Florida International University (FIU),
Florida Gulf Coast University (FGCU) and Valencia College (VC) have teamed up, as part of an NSF
funded project, to facilitate and expand the use of a remotely operable Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM; JSM 5900 LV) and an Electron Probe Microanalyzer (EPMA; JEOL 8900) available at the Florida
Center for Analytical Electron Microscopy (FCAEM; https://fcaem.fiu.edu) in undergraduate courses at
their institutions and at any academic institution willing to participate. Remote operation of either the
SEM and/or EPMA requires only a computer (dual monitors preferable) with internet access and use of
remote access software (VNC viewer; TeamViewer). Because changes to classroom practices are time
consuming and carry a risk of failure, the spread of promising new educational strategies may be impeded.
This is particularly true of approaches involving analytical instrumentation in the classroom. We have
developed in-class activities and useful specimen collections for undergraduate courses in Physical
Geology, Earth Materials, Mineralogy, Petrology and Stratigraphy so that interested Geoscience faculty
can easily implement and ultimately adopt remote microbeam analysis. Some of these engaging activities
have been published on the Science Education Resource Center (SERC) at Carleton College website under
the “On the Cutting Edge” section for undergraduate Geoscience teaching. Narrated instructional video
tutorials on the use of the SEM and EPMA have been developed and are available online for users. In
addition, a full-time post-doctoral researcher works directly with instructional faculty, providing support
and training on instrument use, including travel to participant institutions to prepare and test classroom
technology. Additionally, interested new faculty members willing to adopt SEM and EPMA-based
classroom have been offered free instrument time for trial-run activities and to become familiar with the
remotely-operable procedures. To date, we have significantly expanded our remote SEM and EPMA user
base to faculty members at eight different academic institutions located in Florida, Tennessee and New
York.
A key objective of this project is to facilitate the transition of passive and directed undergraduate learners
to self-directed and active investigators while providing access to instrumentation which wouldn’t
otherwise be available. Ultimately, our goal is to support and train undergraduate students so that they
may undertake student-led independent research. Data gathered from assessment tests show that
undergraduate students who use the remotely capable instrumentation have improved understanding of
key course concepts, better overall class performance, and show exceptional improvement in electron
microscopy related questions. We have also used open-ended questions, with a large set of possible
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correct answers, called “Creative Exercises” which will allow for a greater imperial measure on student
depth of knowledge and interconnectedness of information given in the classroom [2]. Post course surveys
of student impressions of instrument-driven type education strategies are overwhelmingly positive (Figure
1). More importantly, the surveys indicate that students are more willing to undertake independent
research projects and take additional courses in STEM related fields. Studies have shown that activelearning or instrument-driven courses have shown that all demographic groups achieved higher final grades when
compared to students in a traditional lecture based course [1]. We hope that expanding the use of electron

microscopy in undergraduate education will steer more students to STEM related fields, encourage
student-lead research and create and foster the next generation of electron microscopy users.

Florida International University Student Impression Survey Results
in Earth Materials (Fall 2015; n = 21)
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Figure 1: Post course assessment results for Earth Materials course at Florida International University.
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Characterization of Mining Waste and Bi-products using SEM, EDS and WDS
Timothy D. Murphy1, R. Wuhrer1, C. Leo2 & G. Dennis3
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Each year millions of tonnes of mining waste are accumulated and stored. These bi-products of
refinement have the potential to be used either as a new feed source or as a beneficiation material for
high purity ores. However, to determine if they are suitable for this use is a complex task. The work in
this paper will use the primary refinement technique in the alumina industry, the Bayer Process as an
example. The Bayer process converts bauxite ore into pure alumina powder [1]. As a result of this
process, for every tonne of pure alumina powder produced approximately 2 tonnes of the waste biproduct, known as red mud, is generated. Red mud is generally characterised as caustic slurry of clay
like particles which can contain 14 to 21 different mineral phases and trace elements of P, Ga, Mn, Cr,
Cd, Cu, V, Ni, Pb, Zn, Hg, Hf, Th, Ba, K, and Sr [3]. Currently material has two potential methods of
storage which are chosen based on a number of factors such as the geographical location, economics and
local laws. The two methods used are 1) dry stacking, better known as semi dry disposal or 2) dyke
impoundment [4].
The variety of bauxite ore will affect the parameters which have to be imposed to extract alumina using
the Bayer process [1, 4]. As a result, even though red mud from different sites share similar
characteristics, each waste product from each site has to be analysed to determine the potential and
associated problems as a possible beneficiation feed stock or secondary ore source. This presents a
challenge to the analyst to determine the physical and chemical properties, which will enable industry to
innovate how they manage this waste material. Therefore it is important to take a multi-analysis
approach to characterize the waste product.
This work focused on the characterisation of red mud from two different localities, a sample from a
plant located in Western Australia and another sample from Gladstone in Queensland (Figure 1). A
preliminary study into the use of high power ultrasound (HPU) coupled with wet high intensity magnetic
separation (WHIMS) to recover economic minerals for refinement was carried out in an effort to
generate a secondary economic iron source. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS), wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS) and a combination of these techniques
using full spectrum X-ray mapping (XRM) were used to characterise red mud pre/post experimental
treatment of using HPU and WHIMS. Supporting analytical techniques such as powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD) and X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) were also used in conjunction with the above
microanalysis techniques.
This study showed that HPU can break down the clay/gel particles that encapsulate the coarse iron oxide
particles found in red mud. By combining HPU and WHIMS a process could be used to generate an
economically viable iron ore source. SEM, EDS, WDS XRF and XRD characterisation showed that the
iron oxide fractions generated must meet ideal chemical specifications, which are required for the
process to become economically viable. The samples studied found that the concentration of aluminium
was correlated to that of the iron oxide fractions isolated by WHIMS, instead of aluminium rich mud
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adhering to the iron oxide particles, as first hypothesised. Figure 2 shows that Fe and Al were in solid
solution in various mineral phases and as such no amount of HPU could separate the iron and aluminium
components. Most refineries would automatically reject iron oxide with high aluminium content as a
feed stock, unless it was chemically treated first.
References:
[1] S.F. McGrath, and L.C. Farrar, Journal of Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society 50(5) (1998) p.
34.
[2] B.S. Pani, Proceedings of the International Conference on Solid Waste Technology and Managment
(2000) p. 159.
[3] J.W. Shaffer in “Industrial Minerals and Rocks: Bauxite Raw Materials 5th edition”, ed. S.J. Lefond
(SME-AIME, New York) p.503 -527.
[4] D.J. Cooling, Proceedings of the 15th international seminar on paste and thickened tailings (2012) p.3
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a.
b.
Fig. 1: Pseudo coloured elemental x-ray maps of a) West Australian red mud bulk sample depicting
low Al content and b) Gladstone red mud bulk sample depicting high Al content. Maps collected at
20kV on JEOL840 and have a field of view (FOV) = 2mm. Blue is Al, Green is Fe and Red is Ti.

Fig. 2: Phase map of Western Australian red mud with microprobe analysis results of: Red
Fe2.74Ti0.14Al0.12O4, Blue Fe0.65Al0.35O(OH), purple Fe1.38Al0.62O3 , Green Fe0.85Al0.15O(OH), yellow
Ti2.62Fe2.37Al0.01O9, & Aqua Ti0.83Fe0.13Al0.04O2. Map collected on JEOL 8600 Probe with combined
EDS and WDS Moran Scientific mapping system at 20 kV. FOV-2mm
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Optimization of Automated Feature Analysis by SEM/EDX for Steel Cleanliness
Evaluation
Dai Tang1, Petrus Christiaan Pistorius1
1

Carnegie Mellon University, Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.

Automated feature analysis by scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with energy dispersive Xray (EDX) analyzer, backscattered electron (BSE) detector and computer control software system is
widely used in the steelmaking industry to evaluate steel cleanliness and control product quality.
Compared with other inclusion characterization tools, advantages of automated feature analysis by
SEM/EDX are its fast speed and capability to provide comprehensive and statistically significant
information about steel cleanliness.
Automated feature analysis takes advantage of the backscattered electron signal contrast to differentiate
the steel matrix and inclusions (impurities in steel). The inclusion section size and morphology, location
and BSE image brightness can be directly determined from the BSE image. Afterwards, a fast EDX
detector is applied for analyzing the composition of selected features.
Consistent and accurate results from automated feature analysis require careful steel sampling and
sample preparation, and consistent microscope settings. It was previously shown1,2 that systematic errors
of composition measurement arise when performing inclusion analysis at an accelerating voltage of 20
kV, and that such errors can be reduced considerably by using 10 kV instead.
BSE images with good quality are required for the analysis, as the inclusion might not be successfully
distinguished from the surrounding matrix if the contrast is inadequate. The quality of a BSE image is
best described by the noise-to-signal ratio N/S, and the relationships between BSE image noise-to-signal
ratio and dwell time at different accelerating voltages were measured (from line scans on the polished
steel matrix); see Figure 1. The larger noise-to-signal ratio caused by lowering the accelerating voltage
could be compensated for by using a longer dwell time, or by using a larger backscattered electron
detector, or a detector placed closer to the sample surface. For the FEI/ASPEX Explorer SEM (with a
tungsten filament source), lowering the accelerating voltage from 20 kV to 10 kV (with the same spot
size) would require an approximately 8 times longer dwell time to achieve the same level of BSE image
noise. The corresponding ratio is approximately 4 for Philips XL30 SEM (with a field-emission gun),
due to a smaller difference in beam current between these two accelerating voltages.
For the calculation of the total analysis time, the instrument time during automated feature analysis was
divided into BSE, EDX and mechanical portions. For a typical sample with a feature density of 100 per
square millimeter, the contribution of each of these portions to total analysis time (for ASPEX
EXPLORER SEM) is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Measured noise-to-signal ratios as a function of pixel dwell time at 10 kV and 20 kV for
ASPEX EXPLORER.

Figure 2. Calculated time distribution for different analysis parts on ASPEX EXPLORER SEM.

References:
[1] P. C. Pistorius and N. Verma, Microscopy and Microanalysis, 17, 963-971 (2011).
[2] P. C. Pistorius, A. Patadia and J. Lee, AISTech 2013 Proceedings, 1037-1044 (2013).
[3] P. C. Pistorius, D. Tang and M. Ferreira, the 9th International Conference on Clean Steel (2014).
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Quantitative EPMA Compositional Mapping of Apollo 12013 Granite
Sarah N. Valencia1, Paul K. Carpenter1, Bradley L. Jolliff1, and Randy L. Korotev1.
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Washington University in St. Louis, Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences and the McDonnell
Center for the Space Sciences, St. Louis, MO 63130 USA
Sample 12013 is a polymict impact breccia collected from the surface of the Moon during the Apollo 12
mission. Early analyses showed that that 12013 is a unique rock with high-silica components and elevated
levels of incompatible elements [1]. The rock has been described as an impact-generated two-component
mixture, a black breccia and a granite-rich gray breccia [2,3]. INAA (instrumental neutron activation
analysis) done by [4] show that 12013 is better described as a three-component system comprising granite, mafic and REE (rare earth element) rich breccia components. INAA is a bulk analysis method
and as such, fragments of 12013 analyzed by INAA are mostly mixtures composed of different proportions
of the three components. EPMA (electron-probe microanalysis) is used to determine the relative
proportions and to obtain the chemical compositions of the end-member components. This work focuses
on using EPMA to describe the petrography and chemistry of the three components of 12013, including
the use of quantitative imaging.
In order to correlate INAA data with the end-member components of the 12013 system, EPMA analyses
of individual phases are needed. For this work, fragments chosen for analysis were those richest in the
granitic, REE-rich, and mafic components because these fragments will be most useful in obtaining the
composition of the end-member components. Chosen fragments were mounted in epoxy and polished
before carbon coating. X-ray maps and spot analyses were done at Washington University in St. Louis on
the JEOL JXA-8200, equipped with 5 WDS (wavelength dispersive spectrometers) and an E2V/Gresham
SDD (silicon-drift energy dispersive spectrometer). Calibrations were completed using silicate and oxide
minerals, and glass standards. X-ray maps of 13 elements were made with a 0.75 – 3 µm spot size and 12
– 35 msec dwell time. Spot analyses were done with 15 kV accelerating voltage, at 25 nA beam current,
and a spot size of 1 to 5 µm, where a defocused beam was used for beam-sensitive materials.
X-ray maps revealed diverse textures and modal mineralogy among the three components (Fig. 1). Each
of the end-member lithologies present in 12013 can be identified using X-ray composite RGB maps. These
maps, coupled with bulk compositions obtained via modal recombination, lead us to define the three endmembers as follows: a granitic lithology, an REE-rich impact melt breccia with a monzogabbro precursor,
and a mafic lithology resembling a gabbro or an aluminous basalt [6].
The grains rich in granite are generally uniform in mineralogy, where some minerals (e.g. silica) are fine
grained, making the granite a good candidate for quantitative compositional mapping. Using Probe for
EPMA (Probe Software), 1024×1024 maps were collected using 1 µm beam size, 1 µm step size, 40 msec
count time, and 50 nA beam current, according to the methods of [5]. A WDS calibration was done using
the MAN (mean atomic number) method, and a full Φ(ρz) correction, relative to a set of standards, was
calculated at each pixel using CalcImage. Subsequent work with the data sets was done using Surfer
(Golden Software). Using the generated polygon data files in Surfer Scripter gives the user the ability to
obtain a bulk composition for any desired region of the quantitative compositional map. Figure 2 shows
one generated map, wt.% K2O and the generated bulk composition for the image.
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Figure 1. Fragments rich in each of the three components of 12013. Plg = plagioclase, Pyx = pyroxene, Olv = olivine, Sil
= silica, Ilm = ilmenite, Zrn = zircon, Zrc = zirconolite, Mer = merrillite, and Apt = apatite. Figures B and C are X-ray
composite images, where Al is in the red channel, Mg, green, and Fe, blue. A. BSE image of a fragment of 12013,163,I,
composed entirely of granite. B. 12013, 163,M, the sample richest in the mafic component of 12013. Dark red regions are
granitic. C. 12013,163,B, which contains the most REE-rich component.

Figure 2. Quantitative compositional maps of a portion of the granitic lithology of 12013. A. Map of Fe wt.%, which is
used to highlight pyroxene, ilmenite and troilite. Also seen, is a bulk composition of the region obtained using the surfer
polygon script. B. Map of K wt.% of the K-feldspar, which is used to map compositional variation in the K-feldspar that
dominated the granitic component. All other minerals appear black, including acicular silica grains and pyroxene.
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Hydrous Basaltic Glass Stability During EPMA: Does ‘Volatiles by Difference’
Work?
Ery Hughes1 and Ben Buse1
1.

School of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol, Bristol, UK

Melt inclusions are small pockets of melt trapped in crystals during magma ascent that can be used as a
window into the pre-eruptive conditions of the magma. The compositions, especially of volatiles (H2O
and CO2), of these melt inclusions are useful for reconstructing the magma history and quantifying the
total volatile budget available to drive eruptions (e.g. [1]). Many of these melt inclusions are small (< 20
µm) precluding direct measurement of volatiles by SIMS or FTIR methods. Although EPMA of melt
inclusions cannot be used to directly measure H, its concentration can be calculated by difference
(volatiles by difference, VBD). The error of a VBD calculation is, in effect, the sum of all the other
measurement errors.
A review of literature data for silicate glasses with volatiles measured by SIMS, FTIR or KF titration,
and Fe oxidation state constrained by wet chemistry, Mössbauer or XANES, shows a systematic
overestimate of volatile contents when measured using VBD (Figure 1, n=295). The aim of this study is
to develop a protocol for measuring small volumes of hydrous basaltic glasses using EPMA to allow
reliable VBD to be calculated. Initial tests of basaltic glasses of known volatile content (H2O and CO2
by SIMS, [2]) revealed the same systematic overestimation of water contents, despite conditions being
optimized to either eliminate beam-induced damage or allow time dependent intensity (TDI) corrections
to be used at a range of small spot sizes (2-10 µm). No cryogenic stage was used for these
measurements.
To obtain accurate measurements using VBD, the effects of several analytical parameters are
investigated, for instance the Fe oxidation state must be constrained [3]. During EPMA analysis, iron is
observed to oxidise preferentially within the hydrous basaltic glass - this is demonstrated by monitoring
the intensity of the Fe Lα peak position for andradite Fe(III) and orthopyroxene Fe(II) (Figure 2). To
obtain the initial oxidation state, time dependent measurements are made allowing interpolation to zero
time. The overestimation of volatile contents by EPMA must also be addressed which appears to relate
to the oxidation of hydrous glasses as evidenced by Fe. Other speciation issues are therefore considered
(e.g. sulphur). The potential for element mobility during EPMA of glasses is well known; all major and
minor elements including oxygen (Figure 1b) are monitored with time at various voltages to establish
which elements require TDI treatment for quantitation. Trace elements are analysed. Choice of standards
is considered with anhydrous glasses compared to silicate minerals and a view to preparing hydrous
glasses that can be independently verified by other techniques to assess anomalous matrix effects.
References:
[1] P Wallace, JVGR 140 (2004), p. 217
[2] P Lesne et al, J. Pet. 52 (2011), p. 1737
[3] M Fialin et al, Am. Min. 86 (2001), p. 456
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Figure 1a) Left: Literature data for volatiles by difference (VBD) (elements by EPMA with oxygen
content assumed by stoichiometry except for iron oxidation state which is measured using wet
chemistry, Mossbauer spectrometry or XANES) compared to direct measurement of volatiles (H2O and
sometimes CO2 using SIMS, FTIR or Karl-Fischer titration). One-to-one relationship indicated by
solid line and line of best fit with dashed line. 1b) Right: Time dependent intensity (TDI) graphs for O
Kα peak for VG2 (anhydrous, open circles, dashed line) and MAS.1.B4 (hydrous, filled triangles, solid
line).
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Figure 2. Time dependent intensity (TDI) graphs for Fe Lα peak centered on andradite (dashed line,
open circles) and orthopyroxene (solid line, filled triangles) peak positions. VG2 (a) and MAS.1.B4 (b)
are different basaltic glasses with 0.02 and 2.55 wt.% water content respectively.
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X-ray Microanalysis Phase Map on Rare Earth Minerals with a Conventional and
an Annular Silicon Drift Detector
Chaoyi Teng1, Hendrix Demers1, Nicolas Brodusch1, Kristian Waters1, and Raynald Gauvin1
1

Department of Mining and Materials Engineering, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H3A
0C5
Rare earth elements (REEs) have become important components in over 200 products across an extensive
range of applications, causing the demand for these elements keeping rising and the rare earth industry
keeping flourishing [1]. The Nechalacho rare earth deposit, located in the Northwest Territories in Canada,
is one of the most important REE sources in the world [2]. The aim of this work is to use one high spatial
resolution and high count rate scanning electron microscope/x-ray energy dispersive spectrometry
(SEM/EDS) system to characterize rare earth minerals (REMs) in this deposit using phase maps. The Xray microanalysis was achieved by a conventional silicon drift detector (SDD) with 60 mm2 collecting
area located on the side of specimen and an annular SDD with a same collecting area inserted below the
objective lens. The position of the annular detector provides the shortest working distance and the largest
solid angle, allowing the X-ray microanalysis with a count rate as high as 2,000,000 cps and short
acquisition time. Because of the high count rate, the relatively low accelerating voltage can be used,
providing a high spatial resolution, making the characterisation of small features in micron-scale possible.
The traditional EDS elemental map shows distribution of elements, but it cannot provide enough
information for phase identification. The problem is more obvious in geological materials, where the
samples have numerous micro phases with unknown composition. In order to overcome that, we develop
a phase map method using the traditional EDS map and the f-ratio method [3]. The method was applied
to acquire the compositional information of REM and to show their distribution.
Figure 1 displays the phase map of rare earth ores from the Nechalacho deposit acquired with the annular
SDD and the conventional SDD at the same conditions. These maps were obtained with the probe current
of 280 pA at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV for 5 minutes, 30 minutes, and 60 minutes. The output count
rate of the annular detector can reach 67.6 kcps at this condition, but the conventional detector only
produce the output count rate of 2 kcps. So with the same acquisition time, the annular SDD can produce
a much better map than the conventional SDD. In the phase map, the main phases are identified and
labeled, so the phase distribution was easily observed. Furthermore, the high spatial resolution provided
by the annular detector allows the characterization of one particle. As shown in Figure 2, the magnification
of 1800X was used and a mixture of multiply phases was observed clearly. All the maps were acquired at
a low accelerating voltage of 10 kV for 20 minutes.
The phase map method and the annular SDD were successfully used to judge the efficiency of different
separation stages during the REM beneficiation [4].
References:
[1] Weeks, M.E., The discovery of the elements. XVI. The rare earth elements. Journal of Chemical
Education, 1932. 9(10): p. 1751.
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Figure 1. Phase maps of the Nechalacho deposit rare earth ores acquired with the annular SDD and the
conventinal SDD for 5 minutes, 30 minutes, and 60 minutes with the same conditions. All the maps were
acquired at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Phase map of the Nechalacho deposit rare earth ores acquired with an annular SDD at an
accelerating voltage of 10 kV for 20 minutes. (a) SE image; (b) phase map of all main phases; (c) phase
map of phases with and without rare earth.
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Putting Undergraduates at the Helm: 6 Years of EPMA at a Small, Public,
Undergraduate University
Stephen C. Kuehn and Joseph A. Allen
Department of Physical Science, Concord University, Athens, WV 24712-1000, USA
In 2010, Concord University, a 2800-student, predominantly undergraduate institution in West Virginia,
installed an ARL SEMQ microprobe as the first stage of a plan to establish a microanalytical facility that
emphasizes undergraduate teaching and research while also supporting other uses. This facility has now
operated successfully for six years as the sole EPMA laboratory in West Virginia and as the sole
undergraduate-focused EPMA in North America. Undergraduate use of the instrument began in 2011.
Since 2012 undergraduate students have typically used the instrument four or five days per week during
the academic year. The laboratory has supported numerous undergraduate research projects, most of
which have led to student presentations at national and regional conferences. The laboratory has also
been used in introductory through advanced courses in geology, chemistry, and physics as well as
outreach to visiting K-12 students, teachers, and parents. By integrating EPMA into introductory general
education geology labs, hundreds of students, consisting mainly of non-science majors, have been
introduced to and obtained data from a major scientific instrument.
The laboratory was established with initial funding from the West Virginia Research Trust Fund and a
used ARL SEMQ transferred from the University of Kentucky. The instrument is installed in a dedicated
440 square foot, bottom-floor laboratory, with a floor 10 feet below exterior grade. During the first year,
the instrument was assembled and tested, Probe for EPMA software was installed, a sample preparation
facility was established, the reference material collection was developed, and the first analytical data
was submitted for publication. In 2012, the instrument received a major upgrade. With funding from a
West Virginia EPSCoR Innovation grant, a modern SDD EDS detector (Bruker 5030) with a lightelement window was installed. The EDS system also added much easier digital image acquisition, and it
includes full control of the sample stage for automated large area mosaic imaging and x-ray mapping.
Dedicated climate control was also installed in 2012 (70 +/- 1 F typical). Further improvements include
improved beam current regulation (2013), dual digital video cameras on the visible light optics (for two
simultaneous magnifications), a new gun housing for improved gun vacuum (2014), a rebuilt and
improved stage (2015), and a new filament standby/warm-up timer (2016). In this time, the reference
collection has continued to grow and now exceeds 350 minerals, metals, glasses, and synthetic
compounds. All data produced in the laboratory is backed up to both an onsite incremental backup
server (nightly) and to a redundant offsite server.
One might expect an older instrument to be a liability, and the ARL does have its limitations. However,
it has proven to be relatively easy to keep running and performs well, in spite of being more than 30
years old. With good climate control, peak positions change little over months. The beam is also stable.
With a warmed-up gun and current regulation enabled, beam current typically drifts no more than 0.3%
relative during a typical 10-12 hour analytical day. The fact that many functions remain under analog
control, while limiting what can be operated remotely, turns out to have some benefits as well. Having a
student do it themselves (rather than having the computer do it) is great for learning.
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Much of the research conducted in the laboratory relates to interests of our geoscience faculty, including
studies of volcanic eruptions and their deposits and of the dynamics of ancient earthquakes. Having an
onsite EPMA has made it possible to engage undergraduate students in data collection aspects of this
research in ways and to an extent that would not otherwise have been possible. The laboratory has also
facilitated collaborations with other institutions, has brought in contract work from external clients, and
has enabled multiple grant-funded projects. Those grants have in turn made it possible to take
undergraduates to do field work in Greenland, for example. Graduate students, faculty, and
undergraduates from other institutions have also visited from as far as Arizona to analyze their samples.
Other collaborators have sent volcanic ash samples from as far as Greece and Chile, and consulting
firms have contracted for similar tephra analysis. We look forward to seeing where the undergraduate
microprobe will take our students, faculty, and collaborators during the next six years.
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SEM (VPM) – EDS SDD X-Ray Spectrophotometry - A Surface Analytical Study
and Observation of some Minerals on Varied Matrix like Human Scalp Hair, Nail
and Honey Ash Samples
S. Balasubramanian1
1
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Micro Analytical elemental assessment in materials such as Human hair, Nail and Honey in the past few
decades have adopted analytical techniques such as AAS, ICP-OES, ICP-MS, INAA etc., using
digestion and extraction methods. SEM-EDS Micro Analytical technique has shown some mineral
changes on the weathering human scalp hair after burial, elemental composition of human hair bulb and
Felidae Animals hair for species identification [1, 2, 3]. The motivation to study the referred material
samples offered three characteristic challenges and opportunities namely 1. Complex Matrix, 2. The
total mineral presences in these matrices are very low and their presence do not exceed more than 1% of
total and typically between 0.1 -0.6%, and 3. No standard limits for all inorganic elements either
metallic or non metallic in these materials. Hence opportunity exists to study and observe the surface
mineral presence and its composition after PB-ZAF correction using Zeiss EVO 18 Research SEM
(VPM) with BRUKER EDS-SDD XFlash® 6│30 SERIES X-Ray spectrophotometry.
Each matrix was a challenge and all were analysed using Variable Pressure Mode (non conducting).
Examined samples of Scalp hair cuticle, nail and honey ash matrix spectra showed six to nine elemental
presence and its composition varied depending on the matrix. Elements presence and its composition
obtained in the scalp hair cuticle of four volunteers and single volunteer finger/toe nail shall be classified
in the following order: carbon>>oxygen>>nitrogen>>sulphur>>Aluminium>>Calcium. Finger nail
additionally showed the presence of Silicon and Magnesium while the toe nail spectra did not show
peaks for silicon and Magnesium. Honey Ash spectra showed the presence of Potassium, a major
element in the ash (~80-85%) with 3 sigma error of 4.3 % accuracy among other minerals such as
Magnesium, Aluminium, Chlorine, Silicon, Sulphur with less than 1% error of accuracy. All elements
obtained are in normalized 100 %. Wt % as well in Atomic Wt %.
Results showed a clear trend among volunteers of urban or rural based in terms of Calcium and
Aluminium concentration observed in scalp hair cuticle. The Table.1 and Figure.1 show higher
concentration of calcium 3 to 4 times in rural based male volunteers compared to volunteers from urban
area. The increased uptake of redox active metal cations like Calcium absorption at the surface of hair
cuticle in rural volunteers may be through high water hardness [4] as untreated water used by volunteers
from rural villages for bathing, cleaning and for day to day use etc., may be the cause. Whereas very
high Aluminium content in the cuticle surface show a reversed trend i.e., urban volunteers show higher
Aluminium presence >1 % Wt. It is likely that urban life style and Aluminium related to pollutants
associated with ever pervading the atmosphere of metros, aluminium containing flocculants used in
water treatment, excessive use of antiperspirants, deodorants, food additives etc., might have entered
into the surface of hair and nail. It is believed that Aluminium is likely to enter through sweat glands in
the scalp. This study has proved that SEM-EDS (VPM) could be used. Elaborate extended research
studies underway using large number of samples may confirm our limited study observation done so far.
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Sl.
No

Volunteer
Scalp Hair

Carbon Oxygen Nitrogen Sulphur Aluminium Calcium
Wt%
Wt%
Wt%
Wt%
Wt%
Wt%

Dia. µm

Age
Years

1

(Volunteer 1)
64.81
Rural*

19.28

8.84

5.85

0.52ⱡ↓

0.69*↑

74.41

43

2

(Volunteer 2)
61.1
Rural*

22.82

9.61

4.85

0.72ⱡ↓

0.89*↑

92.28

36

3

(Volunteer 3)
70.15
Urban**

18.65

4.20

5.76

1.03ⱡⱡ↑

0.21**↓

74.43

32

4

(Volunteer 4)
62.73
Urban**

18.89

11.40

5.15

1.60ⱡⱡ↑

0.24**↓

59.77
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Table 1. Scalp Hair – SEM-EDS Inorganic Elemental Analysis showing major and minor components

Figure 1. EDS Spectra of volunteers Hair (left-urban Volunteer-4) and (right-rural volunteer-2)
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Analysis of Ti- and V-Bearing Samples by Standards-Based Quantitative EDS
Michael J. Mengason, Dale E. Newbury, and Nicholas W. M. Ritchie
National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899-8370, USA
The ability of standards-based quantitative SDD-EDS analysis to determine accurate vanadium
concentrations despite a significant overlap from titanium is demonstrated with two NIST reference
glasses. Analysis by electron-stimulated X-ray spectrometry is often complicated by the nearcoincidence, in energy/wavelength, of X-rays from different elements present in the sample. NIST
DTSA-II uses multiple linear least squares (MLLS) fitting of spectra from all elements present for
precise and accurate quantification with analytical precision supported by both high count rate and the
utilization of all of the counts within the peaks.
Two NIST reference materials were chosen to investigate Ti-V measurement performance with
additional characteristics regarded as challenging for EDS measurements—long element lists and
multiple overlaps. NIST K1546 contains O, Mg, Al, Si, P, Ca, Ti, V, Mn, Co, Cu, and Zn. NIST K2472
contains O, Si, Ti, V, and 43 wt. % Ba having multiple M lines overlapping the region of interest for Ti
and V. Analysis was performed on a JEOL* 8500F fitted with a Bruker* X-Flash 5040 SDD-EDS.
Accelerating voltage was 20keV, beam current was 10nA, and the focused beam was rastered over a
small area. Reference materials and “unknowns” were analyzed for 100 seconds. Oxygen was
calculated by stoichiometry.
The degree of overlap of Ti Kβ and V Kα are demonstrated in Figure 1 at left. A representative
spectrum from NIST K1546 and the residual spectrum after each element has been subtracted are shown
at middle and right. NIST DTSA-II [1] is able to fit and quantify each peak despite the complex
chemical makeup of the material (Table 1). NIST K1546 and a spectrum from Sanbornite (BaSi2O5) are
shown at left in Figure 2. Here both Ti and Ba overlap with the V Kα peak and Ba overlaps with the V
Kβ peak. The middle image shows the residual spectrum when V is deliberately not fit. The right
image shows the residual after full fitting. EDS records the full spectrum allowing quantification using
the V Kβ peak as easily as the V Kα peak. Results from both methods are given in Table 2. Note that
the V concentration does not change beyond uncertainty indicating that the TiKβ peak was properly
accounted for. The uncertainty due to counting statistics does increase as there are less total counts for
V Kβ.
Analysis by WDS typically uses the greater resolution of that method to avoid potentially interfering
peaks. However, in cases of unavoidable overlaps a numerical correction is used to subtract the second
element. The approach of standards-based quantitative EDS using MLLS to find a ‘best fit’ mixture of
element spectra inherently overcomes the problem without additional corrections with beneficial
counting statistics. The results of this study suggest that EDS could be an effective method for the
measurement of Ti and V concentrations and may be well suited to certain industrial or mining settings
where time and cost effectiveness are important factors.
References
[1] N. Ritchie, DTSA-II available free at: www.cstl.nist.gov/div837/837.02/epq/dtsa2/index.html
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Figure 1. (left) Overlaid Ti and V EDS spectra from reference metals to show degree of overlap and
potential overestimation of V. (middle and right) Spectra from NIST K1546 glass shown with the
residual spectra after subtraction of the contribution of each element.
Table 1
K1546
Nominal
Measured
1σ n=5

O wt. %

Mg

Al

Si

P

Ca

Ti

V

Mn

Co

Cu

Zn

43.2598

7.2369

5.0515

18.2312

2.8168

8.5763

2.9975

1.1203

1.2639

1.4212

1.5977

6.4269

43.9

7.45

5.17

18.77

2.80

8.68

3.07

1.10

1.316

1.476

1.58

6.67

(0.1)

(0.02)

(0.01)

(0.05)

(0.01)

(0.01)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(0.008)

(0.007)

(0.03)

(0.03)

Figure 2. (left) EDS spectra from K2472 and Sanbornite (BaSi2O5) (counts normalized to 60 nA·s) for
reference. K2472 and residual spectra after fitting (raw counts) with Si, Ba, and Ti fitted (middle) and
Si, Ba, Ti, and V fitted (right). The presence of V is indicated in the peak at the V K position as well
as in the mis-fit of the TiK and TiKβ peaks. Final solution after MLLS fitting reveals minimal
fluctuations remaining in the background.
Table 2
K2472

O wt. %

Nominal
Measured
(V Kα)
Measured
(V Kβ)

30.8251
30.3

1σ
n=10

c.u.

0.10

0.2

Si

1σ
n=10

c.u.

0.04

0.2

16.8288
16.6

Ti

1σ
n=10

c.u.

0.02

0.02

5.9950
5.72

1σ
n=10

c.u.

3.33

0.06

0.05

3.34

0.07

0.1

V
3.3609

Ba

1σ
n=10

c.u.

0.10

0.06

42.9902
42.37

c.u. Calculated uncertainty due to counting statistics incorporating standard and unknown as well as
peak to background.
*Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this paper to foster understanding. Such
identification does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor
does it imply that the materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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High Accuracy Compositional Measurements With Silicon Drift Detectors
Nicholas W. M. Ritchie1, Michael Mengason1 and Dale E. Newbury1
1.

NIST, Materials Measurement Science Division, Gaithersburg, MD, USA

A bit over a decade ago, the introduction of silicon drift energy dispersive detector (SDD) technologies
started a revolution in energy dispersive x-ray microanalysis. Energy dispersive x-ray spectrometers
(EDS) had existed since the late 1960’s but with throughputs in the few thousands of counts per second,
the precision of the measurements was limited. Silicon drift detectors brought both higher resolving
powers and orders-of-magnitude higher throughput. Spectra with millions of counts could be collected in
less than a minute. It was now possible to achieve wavelength spectrometer (WDS) type precision using
an energy dispersive spectrometer[1] in a fraction of the time necessary to collect WDS datasets. There
remained many questions about the accuracy of SDD measurements in challenging samples and for
challenging elements. More recently many of these concerns have been addressed. Silicon drift detectors
can handle low Z elements, low energy lines, challenging interferences and low beam energies[2].
Because silicon drift detectors have a larger collection solid angle, it is possible to use orders-of-magnitude
lower probe currents. Lower probe currents can be particularly helpful with easily damaged samples and
element migration. This is not to say that SDDs can or should replace WDS in all situations. There remain
a number of cases in which the resolving and discrimination power of the WDS is necessary[1].
Quantification of ultra-trace elements is best performed by WDS. Furthermore, there are a few trace
elements which are particularly difficult because of SDD artifacts – carbon and silicon being two. Nor is
it to say that reliable quantification with an SDD is easy. Many of the same disciplines developed in classic
wavelength spectrometry are necessary in quantitative EDS – good sample preparation, standards-based
quantification, good choice of standards and well thought-out and carefully implemented measurement
protocols.
To demonstrate, the performance potential of SDD quantification consider two challenging cases – an
example of trace analysis with peak interference and an example of low voltage analysis. As an example
of trace element analysis with significant characteristic peak interference, consider the material Corning
A glass[4] measured on JEOL JXA-8500 with a Bruker 4040 at 20 keV. Table 1 shows the average results
of 5 distinct measurements. In addition to being able to perform reliable analyses on the major elements
(C > 0.1, Si & Na), the minor elements (C > 0.01, Mg, K, Ca & Sb), we were able to perform credible
analyses on the trace elements (C < 0.01, Al, P, S, Cl, Ti, Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Zn, Sn, Ba, Pb) with a 10.5
million count spectrum. Zinc at 350 ppm was measured to within 14% relative uncertainty. Phosphorous
at 570 ppm was within 6 % relative uncertainty.
Low voltage analysis is difficult for many reasons in common to both WDS and EDS but typically the
resolution of WDS has been viewed as a strength for disentangling the characteristic lines which often
interfere at low energies. On the other hand, chemical shifts will sometimes change the shape of low
energy characteristic lines or shift the peak position requiring special WDS analysis techniques like peak
shape factors. As an example of a low voltage analysis consider Y123, a Y-Ba-Cu, superconductor
measured on the JXA-8500 with a Bruker 4040 at 5 keV. The Ba M lines are low intensity and they
interfere with the O K and the Cu L. Furthermore, significant edge structure in the continuum at roughly
the same energies as the characteristic x-rays would seem to make it much more challenging to process
energy dispersive spectra. However, SDDs do much better than one might expect. The L and M
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characteristic x-ray families tend to have lots of structure that allows the fitting algorithms to differentiate
one element from another. The magnitude of the edge structure also scales with the quantity of the element
and thus plays less of an effect than might otherwise be anticipated. The relatively poor resolution of an
SDD obscures small changes in peak shape and position. So long as the chemical effects simply shift the
energy of the x-ray photons but do not change the integrated intensity, quantification continues to work
as expected. In this case as with many others, it seems that through a fortuitous set of circumstances, SDD
quantification at low energies works much works better than one might at initially expect.
Ultimately, the best solution for an all-around workhorse that can handle it all will likely be an instrument
that performs major, minor and some trace element analysis with an SDD and uses a WDS for the most
challenging trace elements.
[1] Newbury, D. E. and Ritchie, N. W. M., “Review: Performing Elemental Microanalysis with High
Accuracy and High Precision by Scanning Electron Microscopy/Silicon Drift Detector Energy
Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry (SEM/SDD-EDS)”, J. Materials Science 50 (2015) 493-518.
[2] Newbury, D. E. and Ritchie, N. W. M.,”Electron Excited X-ray Microanalysis at Low Beam Energy:
Almost Always an Adventure”, submitted for publication.
[3] Vicenzi, E.P. Eggins, S., Logan, A., and Wysoczanski, R., “Microbeam Characterization of Corning
Archeological Reference Glasses: New Additions to the Smithsonian Microbeam Standard Collection”,
J. Res. Natl Inst. Stand. Technol., 107 (2002) 719-727.
[4] Newbury, D. E. and Ritchie, N. W. M. “Measurement of Trace Constituents by Electron-Excited Xray Microanalysis with Energy Dispersive Spectrometry”, submitted for publication

Element
O
Si
Na
Ca
K
Mg
Sb
Cu
Mn
Fe

Bulk mass
(reference
Standard)
0.441
0.311
0.106
0.0359
0.0238
0.016
0.0146
0.00935
0.00774
0.00762

Standard
SiO2
Albite
K411
KCl
MgO
Sb
Cu
Mn
Fe

NIST DTSA-II analysis
(mean of 5 analyses)
0.448 stoichiometry
0.318 ±0.0005
0.104 ±0.0004
0.0343 ±0.0001
0.0239 ±0.0001
0.0163 ±0.0001
0.0136 ±0.0002
0.00942 ±0.0001
0.00774 ±0.0001
0.00772 ±0.0001

Relative
Uncertainty
(%)
2.30%
-1.90%
-4.40%
0.40%
1.90%
-7.00%
0.80%
0.00%
-5.20%

Element
Al
Ba
Ti
Sn
Co
Pb
Cl
S
P
Zn

Bulk mass
(reference
Standard)
0.0053
0.005
0.00474
0.0015
0.00134
0.0011
0.00069
0.0006
0.00057
0.00035

Standard
Al2O3
BaCO3
Ti
Sn
Co
PbTe
KCl
CuS
GaP
Zn

NIST DTSA-II analysis
(mean of 5 analyses)
0.0051 ±0.0001
0.0053 ±0.0001
0.00486 ±0.0001
0.0025 ±0.0002
0.00142 ±0.0001
0.0009 ±0.0002
0.00072 ±0.0001
0.0007 ±0.0001
0.0006 ±0.0001
0.0004 ±0.0001

Relative
Uncertainty
(%)
-3.60%
6.00%
2.50%
66.00%
6.00%
-18.00%
4.30%
16.00%
5.30%
14.00%

Table 1. A table of mass fractions for the elements in Corning Glass A. The elements are sorted by mass
fraction from major, minor into trace. Zn for example is present at 350 ppm and is measured at 400 ppm
± 100 ppm.
(Mass
Raw Sum Conc.)
(Atom
Conc)
O
(Atom
Al
Conc)
(Atom
Conc)
Cu
(Atom
Y
Conc)
(Atom
Ba
Conc)

Relative
Uncertainty

Mean

σ

σrel

0.9952
0.5246
±0.0022
0.0111
±0.0002
0.2409
±0.0040
0.076
±0.0003
0.1475
±0.0020

0.0097

0.0097

0.0021

0.0041

0.00012

0.011

0.000162

0.0007

0.044

0.00039

0.0051

-0.012

0.00258

0.018

-0.041

-0.026

Figure 1 and Table 2. The original spectrum and the associated residual spectrum for a spectrum
collected from Y123 Y-Ba-Cu oxide superconductor at 5 keV. The table shows the resulting quantified
elemental atomic concentrations.
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Comparing the Intensities Achieved by Wavelength-Dispersive Spectrometers on
Electron Microprobes and SEMs.
Stephen M. Seddio1
1.

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Fitchburg, WI, USA.

EMPs (electron microprobes) use WD (wavelength-dispersive) spectrometers that rely on curved
diffractors and Rowland circle geometry. Today, EMPs are outfitted with as many as five WD
spectrometers. Individual WD spectrometers are also available for SEMs. These spectrometers rely on
either a Rowland circle geometry or a parallel beam geometry (hereafter, PB-WDS). The latter was
developed to improve X-ray count rates in order to counter the generally lower beam current in an SEM
relative to an EMP. The improved count rate in PB-WDS is the result of a much larger solid angle as a
collimating optic is inserted deep into the SEM sample chamber during sample analysis. This study
compares the X-ray intensities achievable by the Rowland circle geometer as mounted on an EMP, and
the PB-WDS geometry as singly mounted on an SEM. These measurements are compared to expected
intensities achievable by an EMP, a Rowland circle spectrometer on an SEM, and a PB-WDS on an
SEM as calculated by solid angles and the reflectance and transmittance of collimating optics (Fig. 1).
EMP measurements were made using the Cameca SX51 at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, which
has five 160 mm diameter Rowland circle wavelength-dispersive spectrometers, three of which contain
low-pressure P10 flow-though detectors and two of which contain high-pressure P10 flow-though
detectors. SEM measurements were made using a Thermo Scientific™ MagnaRay™ PB-WDS, which
contains a sealed Xe detector, mounted on a JEOL 7001F FE-SEM. Measurements were made under
similar or, when possible, identical conditions (e.g., accelerating voltage, beam current, count times, and
diffractor) on the same metal standards. In order to compare intensities across a wide range of
wavelengths, X-ray intensities were measured on B Kα, C Kα, Al Kα, Si Kα, Ti Kα, Fe Kα, and Cu Kα.
The diffractors used by the EMP were PC2 (NiC95) for B and C; PC1 (WSi60) for C; TAP for Al and
Si; PET for Si and Ti; LiF200 for Ti, Fe, and Cu; and LiF220 for Cu. When possible, measurements
were made concurrently using both high- and low-pressure P10 detectors on multiple spectrometers. If
measurements were made on multiple spectrometers using the same diffractors and detector type (i.e.,
high- or low-pressure Ar), the reported intensities are those of whichever spectrometer yielded higher
intensities. The diffractors used by the parallel beam WDS were MoB4C for B; NiC80 for B and C;
WSi60 for C; TAP for Al and Si; PET for Si and Ti; and LiF200 for Ti, Fe, and Cu. A MagnaRay can
concurrently contain six diffractors. The LiF220 diffractor was not available in the MagnaRay used in
this study. The reported LiF220 Cu intensity for MagnaRay is the average of the intensities obtained by
the factory from all MagnaRays containing LiF220 diffractors. In order to maximize count rates,
detectors for both the EMP and the SEM were set to integral mode. Additionally, peak searches were
done to assure that the spectrometers were positioned correctly to maximize count rates for a given
element. These results are the same as those reported in [1]
Results are summarized in Figure 2.The PB-WDS yields dramatically higher intensities than the EMP
for low-energy X-rays (e.g., B, C). The EMP generated moderately higher intensities than the PB-WDS
for Al and Si when measured on TAP, although this was reversed for PET. For higher energy X-rays
(e.g., Ti, Fe, Cu), PB-WDS typically yields higher intensities compared to the low-pressure detectors of
the EMP but lower intensities compared to the high-pressure detectors of the EMP. The measured results
concur well with the calculated expected intensities.
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[1] Seddio, S. and Fournelle, J.H., M&M Proceedings (2015), abstract 464.
0.14

Figure 1. Expected intensities (sr) achievable by a 160 mm
Rowland circle WDS, with a regular and large diffractor, a
210 mm Rowland circle WDS on an SEM, and PB-WDS
with grazing incidence, polycapillary, and hybrid optics.
The expected intensities for the grazing incidence and hybrid
optics are calculated based on the smallest angle of incidence,
which yields the most conservative expected intensities.
Vertical lines represent the positions of Be, B, C, Al, Si, Ti,
Fe, and Cu Kα X-rays, for reference.

Expected Intensity (sr)

0.12

0.10

0.08

0.06

0.04
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0.00
0.1

1

10
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Figure 2. Measured intensities for selected elements. Diffractor information is included.
For EMP measurements, “low” and “high” refer to whether the intensities were
measured with a low- or high-pressure detector. “LiF*” refers to a LiF220 diffractor.
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Comparing the Intensities and Spectral Resolution Achieved by WavelengthDispersive Spectrometers on Microprobes and SEMs.
Stephen M. Seddio1 and John J. Donovan2
1.
2.

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Fitchburg, WI, USA.
CAMCOR, University of Oregon, Eugene OR, USA.

Recently, there has been much discussion regarding whether quantitative X-ray microanalysis by EDS
has achieved the accuracy and precision yielded by traditional EPMA (e.g., [1]). In the most recent of
these comparative studies [2], WDS analysis was done using an electron microprobe and EDS analysis
was done using an SDD-EDS on an SEM. Here, we compare the accuracy and precision achieved by
quantitative microanalysis using concurrently acquired WDS and EDS measurements.
Quantitative compositions were determined using the Cameca SX100 at the University of Oregon,
which has five Rowland circle wavelength-dispersive spectrometers—three contain low-pressure P10
flow-though detectors and two contain high-pressure P10 flow-though detectors—and a Thermo
Scientific UltraDry EDS, and the Probe for EPMA software [3]. All measurements were made using a
15 kV accelerating voltage, a 30 nA beam current, and a beam diameter of 10 µm. Standardization was
done using synthetic MgO for Mg Kα, labradorite (Lake Co.) for Al Kα, synthetic SiO2 for Si Kα,
diopside (Chesterman) for Ca Kα, and magnetite (Port Henry, U.C. #3380) for Fe Kα. The following
standards were analyzed as unknown samples for Mg Kα, Al Kα, Si Kα, Ca Kα, and Fe Kα: synthetic
TiO2, synthetic MnO, synthetic NiO, synthetic Mg2SiO4 (forsterite), NBS K-411, NBS K-412, VG-A99
USNM 113498/1, and orthoclase (MAD-10). Standard (primary and secondary) intensities were
corrected for deadtime. Standard intensities were corrected for standard drift over time. In cases in
which “unknown” samples contain unanalyzed elements, these elemental concentrations were entered as
fixed concentrations for the matrix corrections. The synthetic TiO2, MnO, and NiO standards were
analyzed to determine the ability of EDS and WDS to measure 0 wt%. For WDS measurements, all
elements were counted on peak for 60 s. A TAP crystal was used for counting Mg Kα and Al Kα, a
LPET crystal was used for counting Si Kα and Ca Kα, and an LiF diffractor was used for counting Fe
Kα. For EDS measurements, spectra were collected with the time constant set to “auto”, and deadtimes
were typically kept below 30%, in order to minimize the magnitude of the corrections made by peak
deconvolution and sum peak removal algorithms. EDS spectra were acquired for 40 s of livetime. The
K-lines were used for quantitative analysis by EDS. For calculating concentrations from WDS
measurements, the backgrounds were calculated using both off peak and mean atomic number (MAN,
[4]) methods. Off peak intensities were counted for 10 s. The off peak correction method was linear for
Mg Kα, Si Kα, Ca Kα, and Fe Kα and exponential for Al Kα. We used ZAF or Phi-Rho-Z
(Armstrong/Love-Scott [5]) for the matrix correction method and Henke (LINEMU.DAT) [6,7,8] for the
mass absorption coefficients dataset for calculating concentrations from EDS and WDS data.
Results are summarized in Table 1. The results are the averages of ten analyses, and the 99% CI WDS
detection limits ranged from 0.012 wt% for Si Kα to 0.050 wt% for Fe Kα.
In most cases, modern SDD-EDS is now closely rivaling the accuracy and precision achievable by
WDS. However, WDS analysis is better, certainly more practical, for trace analysis (see the Al
concentrations measured in the TiO2 standard in Table 1). The combination of integrated and concurrent
EDS and WDS for quantitative analysis is now an appealing option in which major and minor elements
could be analyzed by EDS and minor and trace elements could be analyzed by WDS.
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Table 1. WDS and EDS analyses
TiO2
MnO
Publ.
MAN Off-Pk
EDS
Publ.
MAN Off-Pk
EDS
O
22.55
22.55
22.55
22.55
40.05
40.05
40.05
40.05
Mg
0
0
-0.001
-0.002
0.004
0.000
0.002
0.000
Al
0
0.01
0.016
0.010
0.025
-0.001
0.003
0.028
Si
0
0
0.002
0.009
0.101
-0.004
0.011
0.123
Ca
0
0
0.001
0.000
0.000
-0.001 -0.002
0.001
Ti
0
59.94
59.94
59.94
59.94
Mn
77.45
0
77.45
77.45
77.45
Fe
0
0
0.000
0.005
0.014
0.098
0.024
1.530
Ni
0
0
Sum 100
100
100.09
100.04
101.68
100.01 100.01 100.13
Mg2SiO4
NBS K-411
Publ.
MAN Off-Pk
EDS
Publ.
MAN Off-Pk
EDS
O
43.60
43.60
43.60
43.60
45.49
45.49
45.49
45.49
Mg
8.85
34.55
34.72
34.71
34.71
8.88
8.87
8.80
Al
0.053
0.025
0.022
0.081
0
-0.002
0.003
0.000
Si
25.38
25.32
25.30
24.66
19.96
19.85
19.83
20.39
Ca
10.80
10.79
10.86
0
0.004
0.007
0.000 11.06
Mn
0.077
0.077
0.077
0.077
0
Fe
11.11
11.10
11.22
0
0.001
0.007
0.017 11.21
Sum 100
99.81
99.76
99.30
100.06 100.04 100.59 100.2
VG-A99 USNM 113498/1
Orthoclase (MAD-10)
Publ.
MAN Off-Pk EDS
Publ.
MAN Off-Pk
EDS
O
45.80
45.80
45.80
45.80
43.34
43.34
43.34
43.34
Na
0.675
0.675
0.675
0.675
1.97
1.97
1.97
1.97
Mg
0
3.06
3.03
3.03
3.00
0.001 -0.001
0.036
Al
8.85
8.77
8.77
8.81
6.61
6.47
6.46
6.61
Si
30.29
30.26
30.23
30.16
23.81
23.57
23.55
23.51
P
0.166
0.166
0.166
0.166
0
K
12.86
12.86
12.86
12.86
0.681
0.681
0.681
0.681
Ca
0
0.000 -0.015
0.000
6.65
6.41
6.41
6.42
Ti
2.43
2.43
2.43
2.43
0
Mn
0.116
0.116
0.116
0.116
0
Fe
1.46
1.36
1.36
1.28
10.34
10.17
10.17
10.28
Ba
0.054
0.054
0.054
0.054
0
Sum 99.17
99.99 99.78
99.73
99.68
98.35
98.32
98.52
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NiO
MAN Off-Pk
EDS
21.42
21.42
21.42
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.008
0.000
0.002
0.025
0.216
0.000 -0.001
0.006
0.000
0.010
0.030
78.58
78.58
78.58
100.00 100.04 100.25
NBS K-412
Publ.
MAN Off-Pk
EDS
43.60
43.60
43.60
43.60
11.66
11.77
11.76
11.55
4.91
4.90
4.90
5.00
21.20
21.10
21.09
21.14
10.90
10.68
10.68
10.78
0.062
0.062
0.062
0.062
7.74
7.72
7.73
7.80
100
99.83
99.82
99.93
Publ.
21.42
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
78.58
100

All values are in wt% and are averages
of 10 analyses. “Publ.” refers to the
actual standard composition. “MAN”
refers to WDS analyses calculated
using the MAN background method.
“Off-Pk” refers to WDS analyses
calculated
using
an
off-peak
background method. Italicized values
are fixed. The standard deviation of
the WDS analyses ranged from 0.001
to 0.079. The standard deviation of the
EDS analyses ranged from 0.001 to
1.182.
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As we move toward a more green and technology rich society, the demand for critical elements such as the rare
earth elements (REE) has increased. Quantitative microanalysis of numerous REE containing minerals from
prospective deposits helps to determine its potential as an economic resource. WDS analysis of REE minerals is
complicated due to on- and off-peak interferences, background selection, beam sensitivity of some minerals,
availability of standards, and the large number of elements present to analyze (fig.1). EDS analysis may speed set
up and acquisition time compared to WDS but suffers from lower energy resolution and higher detection limits
(fig. 1). We compare standards and standardless based EDS to WDS to determine the best option with regard to
time of analysis, accuracy, and element detection.
Standards-based EDS analyses were acquired at 15 kV, 50 nA probe current, 20 micron defocused beam diameter,
and 200-600 seconds live count time on a JEOL 8200 electron microprobe with a 10 mm2 e2v Gresham silicon
drift detector at Washington University. WDS analyses with off-peak and mean atomic number (MAN)
background corrections were also acquired on the same instrument utilizing the same operating conditions.
Natural and synthetic mineral standards, Edinburgh REE glasses [1], Roeder REE glasses [2], Drake and Weill
REE glasses [3], and Smithsonian REE orthophosphates [4] were used for calibration and accuracy checks for
both EDS and WDS analysis. The Edinburgh REE glasses and Smithsonian orthophosphates contain a single rare
earth element in a Ca-Al-Si-O matrix and PO4 matrix, respectively. The Drake and Weill REE glasses contain
multiple REEs, usually four, which were chosen to reduce to the number of peak interferences on the WDS
spectrometer. Standardless EDS analyses were acquired at 20kV, approximately 1 nA beam current, and 30
seconds live count time on a JEOL 5800 at USGS, Denver. Data was processed with the ThermoFisher Scientific
Noran System Seven software package using vendor supplied peak profiles and all data are normalized to 100%.
A nonbiased method for evaluating the accuracy of the WDS and EDS standards is to compare the measured kratio (k-measured) on the unknown using a multielement standard to the theoretically calculated k-ratio (kcalculated). K-calculated is obtained by division of the elemental k-ratio for each secondary standard by the
elemental k-ratio for the primary standard using k-ratio values calculated using the Armstrong Φ(ρz) of the
CalcZAF program [5]. The ratio k measured/k calculated is plotted versus elemental weight percent in figure 1.
A value of one on these plots represents perfect agreement between the measured and observed values regardless
of element concentration.
The off-peak background-corrected WDS data (figure 1) reveals reasonable agreement among the standards with
the exception of Ce, Er, and Tm in the Edinburgh REE glasses and the low level Roeder glasses. These
inconsistencies suggest an error in the accepted element concentrations of these materials. The error in
measurement of Tb in the Drake and Weill glass is due to an off-peak interference (Eu) and is eliminated with the
mean atomic number (MAN) background correction. This k-ratio evaluation method allows inspection of data,
reveals background placement issues, and possible problems with standard compositions regardless of the matrix
correction scheme used.
The standards based EDS data (fig. 1) indicate excellent agreement with the Drake and Weill REE standards but
an overestimation of the measurement for the Edinburgh glasses due to pulse-pileup peaks in the REE L-family
range, which are not corrected for on the EDS system used. A wide dispersion of the ratio for the ~1 and ~0.1
wt% Roeder REE glasses indicates decreased accuracy by EDS at low concentrations but also possible errors in
the accepted values for the REE in these trace element glasses. Standardless EDS data of the Drake and Weill
glasses reveals accuracy within ± 4 to 10% relative weight percent. The accurate measurement of REE by EDS
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requires accurate removal of pulse-pileup artifacts and long count times for precise measurement at low
concentrations. This k-ratio evaluation method allows inspection of data, reveals background placement issues,
and possible problems with standard compositions regardless of the matrix correction scheme used.
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Figure 1. Top: The energy
resolution acquired with
EDS (thick line) is poorer
than the resolution acquired
with WDS (line lines). This
plot shows the multiple peak
overlaps for the REE.
Bottom: K-ratio
comparisons of REE
elements calibrated relative
to USNM REE
orthophosphates using WDS
with off-peak background
correction.
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Pushing the Limits on SEM Detection – Combining SDD and Fully Focussing WD
detectors
Brandon Brandt1 and Simon Burgess2
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The combination of WDS with EDS on the SEM utilizes the strengths of both techniques offering
simultaneous fast and accurate quantification down to less than 100ppm. The faster Energy Dispersive
Spectrometry (EDS) technique is used for major elements while the minor and trace element analysis
have traditionally been done by Wavelength Dispersive Spectrometry (WDS). Improvements in detector
resolution and quantification software means that EDS is now producing useful results in what was
previously WDS territory (i.e. where peaks overlap and for the quantification of minor elements with
concentrations below 1%). We have investigated the concentration levels at which EDS and/or WDS
are the best techniques for element analysis, X-ray mapping, separating overlaps and measuring
concentration.
Table 1 compares EDS and WDS results for minor and trace elements (Mg, S, Ti, Fe and As) from a
verified glass standard (SRM 621). This standard contains both light and heavy elements at a variety of
concentrations down to 80ppm of Ti. There is also the potential issue of peak overlap in the EDS and
WDS spectrum between BaL and TiK, separated by 42eV. The data was collected using an Oxford
Instruments Wave fully focussing WDS spectrometer at 20kV accelerating voltage and 20nA beam
current in conjunction with an Oxford Instruments X-MaxN 150mm2 EDS detector fitted with an XMax+. Higher beam currents can decrease WDS analysis times, but must be balanced against damaging
the sample. At 20nA, there was evidence of Na migration within the glass. The calculated WDS mean
values are within 2 sigma of the published concentrations. The EDS spectra contain 1.5 million counts,
and show that quantification down to 0.1wt% level is realistic. Lower detection limits may be achievable
for higher energy lines with no overlaps.
Figure 2 shows X-ray maps collected at 100nA on an experimental slag sample. In this sample the K
lines from important elements (Mn, Fe and Cr) overlap. Without any further software correction, the
pure intensity (windows integral) maps fail to separate the Mn Kα and Cr Kβ contributions, resulting in
a very misleading Mn Kα window map. When AZtec Energy TruMap is used to deconvolute the spectra
at each pixel, the overlap is corrected successfully, but the data for Mn (0.1-0.3wt% level) is very noisy
and difficult to interpret. The WDS map has much less noise and provides an accurate representation of
the Mn elemental distribution in this sample.
When using microanalysis techniques such as EDS and WDS to characterise large areas of the sample
using stage automation, a large number of pixels are required to maintain spatial information. This
means long acquisition times. When using WDS to collect maps on minor and trace elements, it is
possible to take advantage of the serial nature of this technique, to maximise count rate. In Figure 3, a
TiK WD map with 1024x600 pixel resolution has been constructed showing in grain variation from 0.3
to 0.15wt%. To achieve the pixel to pixel precision necessary the beam current used was over 1A. The
maximum current is only limited by the microscope and sample integrity. When using EDS, the
effective precision is limited by the count rate of X-rays from the major elements in the sample. When
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the analytical count rate limit of the spectrometer is reached, the only option is to increase the count time
per pixel. In the example shown in Figure 3, achieving the precision to reveal the Ti variation is possible
using EDS, but about 16x less pixels can be measured in the same time taken for the WDS acquisition.

Sp1
Sp2
Sp3
Sp4
Sp5
Mean
Stdev
STANDARD

Mg
Mg
WDS
EDS
0.155
0.153
0.153
0.155
0.155
0.154
0.005
0.16

0.15
0.16
0.17
0.16
0.18

S
S
WDS
EDS
0.038
0.041
0.040
0.039
0.046

0.05
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.05

0.16
0.01

0.041
0.003

0.06
0.01

Ti
Ti
WDS
WDS
0.006
0.01
0.004
-0.01
0.008
-0.01
0.003
-0.02
0.011
-0.01
0.006
0.003

0.05

0.008

-0.01
0.01

Fe
Fe
WDS
EDS
0.044
0.033
0.022
0.031
0.038
0.033
0.008
0.03

0.01
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.04

As
As
WDS
EDS
0.028
0.016
0.032
0.025
0.019

0.03
0.02

0.024
0.006
0.02

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.05
-0.03

Ba
Ba
WDS
EDS
0.112
0.104
0.107
0.110
0.085

0.10
0.15
0.12
0.20
0.13

0.01
0.03

0.104
0.011

0.14
0.04

0.11

Table 1. Combined ED-WD quantification results from a glass standard (SRM 621). Comparison of
results for minor and trace elements quantified by WDS and EDS. EDS measurement time 6 minutes,
total measurement time 24 minutes

A

B

Figure 1. High beam current (100nA) mapping of an experimental slag sample. (a) Spectrum showing
the spectral overlap between CrKβ and MnKα (b) EDS Windows integral X-ray, Peak deconvoluted
EDS TruMaps and WDS map collected from the sample.

TiK
WDS

TiK
EDS

Figure 2. Large area Ti X-ray maps collected from a mineral sample to study minor element variation
between 0.15 and 0.3wt%. Data collected using simultaneous WDS-EDS at >1A. Data constructed by
montaging 428 map acquisitions collected using stage automation. EDS X-ray map binned from 1028x
to 256x pixel resolution.
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Challenges and Solutions for Ultra-high Resolution Elemental Characterization and
Mapping using Low Voltage SEM-EDS
Simon Burgess1
1
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The latest field emission SEM technology offers the potential for nano-scale characterization of bulk
specimens at spatial resolution better than 10nm. Technological advances in electron optics now allow
spatial resolution to be maintained at very low kV and the signals emitted are sensitively picked-up by in
lens SE and BSE detectors. However under these conditions, elemental characterization has not been
possible due to the lack of compatibility of EDS with ultra-low kV operation. This work explores the
challenges and solutions when using EDS for ultra-low kV/ ultra high spatial resolution analysis in the
SEM.
Using low accelerating voltage will reduce electron penetration in a bulk sample and thus reduce the
interaction volume for X-ray emission. Fig. 1 shows that even for a relatively dense material, sub 3kV is
required to reduce interaction below 50nm, and for 10nm resolution 1-1.5kV is required. Reducing
accelerating voltage to this level introduces a number of challenges and Fig. 2 illustrates two issues: the
loss of excitation of well characterized high energy K lines, and the loss of signal intensity. At 2kV
count rates for Fe L are only 3% of the count rate of the Fe K line at 20kV at the same beam current.
One challenge for EDS technology is therefore to maximize the effective solid angle for the detector.
This can be done by removing the detector window and operating in a ‘windowless’ mode, which
increases transmission for low energy X-rays by between 2 and 10x, and optimizing solid angle by
maximizing sensor size and minimizing sample to sensor distance. One further geometrical constraint
must be considered to make EDS suitable for ultra low kV SEM. Adequate microscope resolution and in
lens electron detector contrast require significantly shorter working distance (5mm or less) than used for
conventional microanalysis. Placing a typical round cross-section sensor snout next to a conical polepiece is spatially inefficient for maximizing solid angle and minimizing working distance. However,
designs using non-round sensors developed for TEM are now available such as the Oxford Instruments
windowless 100mm2 X-Max Extreme detector (Fig. 3).
Table 1 lists the highest energy lines available for analysis and X-ray mapping at different accelerating
voltages from 1 to 5kV. As accelerating voltage is decreased the number of familiar well-characterized
lines is reduced. However at lower voltages lines may still be excited to provide some level of
characterization (at high concentration) and this is true for the majority of elements even at 1kV. An
alternative approach of using low over-voltage to achieve high spatial resolution [1] can use higher
energy lines but will require kV to be tuned for an individual element if resolutions < 30nm are required.
Even at low kV, when choosing the appropriate accelerating voltage the analyst often has to choose
between a higher energy line with limited over-voltage, or a poorly characterized lower energy line with
low peak to background. More work is needed to identify and characterize the lowest energy lines, for
example to make them available for spectrum deconvolution, a requirement for overlap/background
corrected mapping. This is important due to high background levels and close separation of peaks at low
energy. The high surface sensitivity of EDS at low accelerating voltage means surface preparation and
potential contamination is a major concern. Bench top and in-chamber plasma cleaning are normally
required before samples can be analysed at 2kV or less. Fig. 4 shows results that can be achieved with
X-ray mapping of 10nm wide NiNb precipitates in a superalloy at 1.5 and 3kV.
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Fig. 1. Monte Carlo simulations at 3, 1.5 and
1kV for pure iron (7.9 gm/cm3) to show the
emission volume for Fe L X-rays at low
accelerating voltage. Sub 10nm resolution is
possible in this material if 1kV can be used.

Fig. 2. Simulated spectra from pure iron at
accelerating voltages in the range 2-20kV.
All other simulation parameters are
identical. As the accelerating voltage is
reduced intensity of K and L lines is
reduced. At 5kV the intensity of the highest
available energy line (FeL) is reduced by 7x
compared to 20kV (FeK), at 2kV it has been
reduced 35x.
Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams showing the
difference in geometry between X-Max
Extreme and a conventional large area SDD
detector. A conventional detector with a
circular sensor operates at a longer working
distance and further from the sample than XMax Extreme with its more efficient sensor
and tube shape.

3kV

1.5kV

250nm

Table 1. Highest energy X-ray line available
for elements at different accelerating
voltages from 5 to 1kV. As accelerating
voltage is decreased the highest energy
available lines will be lower in energy with
reduced intensity and peak to background.
Even at 1kV characteristic lines may be
excited for most elements.
Fig. 4. Layered images of O, Al, Fe, Cr,
and Nb showing Nb3Ni ’’ precipitates in
an additively manufactured Ni-base
superalloy Alloy 718, collected at 3 and
1.5kV. Precipitates are 30nm long and
less than 10nm in width. Data courtesy
of The University of Manchester.

100nm
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Holistic mapping – First results combining SXES, Windowless-SDD and CL
spectrometry in an EPMA
C.M. MacRae1, N.C. Wilson1, A. Torpy1, J. Bergmann2 and H. Takahashi3
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2

Advances in detector technology are lowering the energy of x-rays that can be measured, opening
exciting new possibilities for microanalysis [1, 2]. Energy dispersive spectrometers (EDS) can now
detect x-rays with energies as low as Mg-L (49eV), while the soft x-ray emission spectrometer (SXES)
can measure similarly low energies through to 350eV but with much higher energy resolution.
The process of soft x-ray generation involves transitions from electron orbitals that are involved in
bonding, and thus the peak shape and position of soft x-ray lines are sensitive to the local chemical
environment. X-ray transitions from K, L, M and N shells are now routinely observed and in the case of
SXES higher order reflections are commonly observed. The recent development of windowless- SDD
with optimised pulse processors have now got to the stage of being able to measure peak shape variation
with structure for soft x-rays. This creates both problems and benefits for microanalysis: quantification
becomes problematic when the x-ray line shape and position varies with composition. At lower photon
energies, cathodoluminescence (CL) is sensitive to both material composition and structure of the host
lattice, as it originates from effects such as conduction to valence transitions and phonon modes.
Combining the collection of SXES, EDS, wavelength dispersive spectrometers and CL provides a single
pass mapping solution avoiding pixel misalignment and minimising electron beam induced damage
artefacts associated with multiple pass mapping. The instrument we have developed based upon a JEOL
8530F EPMA, includes a LN cold stage enabling spectroscopy to be performed at cryogenic
temperatures. When acquiring a multi-spectral mapping dataset, the collection of SXES spectra is the
rate limiting step, due to the time required to accumulate sufficient signal and then read the full CCD. In
our case we employ a Princeton Instruments 2K × 2K CCD camera. The fastest mapping currently
undertaken is at 200ms per pixel, which achieves sufficient data per spectra. EDS is collected using a
Bruker windowless-SDD, sensitive down to 50eV. To illustrate the mapping behaviour of this
instrument we have collected a hyperspectral map on a sulphide mineral sample containing sphalerite
and pyrite. The map was collected at 7kV, 150nA, 800ms dwell. We have then clustered the x-ray data
to extract statistically similar spectra and show the spectra associated with phases across the set of
spectrometers.
In Figure 1, a weathered sphalerite (ZnS) sample which has been mapped and SXES spectra have been
extracted from the map and show S Ll (148eV) emission in pyrite (FeS2) is comprised of up to four
peaks spread over a 10eV energy range while in sphalerite it is spread over a smaller energy range and
comprised of two main peaks, see Figure 2. The S Ll has a FWHM of 34eV measured on the
windowless SDD. The pyrite in this sample was only weakly CL active, however the sphalerite yielded a
CL spectra with a main peak at 2.2eV, associated with Mn2+ and a minor peak at 1.35eV reflecting the
bandgap, Figure 3. To interpret the soft x-ray and CL spectra, we examine reference spectra collected
from known standards. The building of libraries of reference spectra are already being created by groups
such as Tohoku University and JEOL [3] for SXES and CSIRO for CL [4].
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Figure 1. Soft x-ray spectra from pyrite (blue) and sphalerite (red), the S Ll in pyrite is comprised of up
to four peaks spread over a 10eV energy range.

Figure 2. Zoomed in region of soft x-ray spectra
highlighted in Fig 1. S Ll structure is in pyrite
shows both peak movement more peaks
compared to sphalerite.
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Figure 3. Cathodoluminescence spectra from
sphalerite showing a peak at 2.2eV associated
with Mn2+. Peak at 1.35eV is due to the
bandgap.
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Cathodoluminescence Imaging and Spectroscopy for Microanalysis of Materials and
Geological Samples
Britt Lassiter1
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Cathodoluminescence (CL) is a microanalysis technique where an electron beam is used to excite lowenergy, crystal band transitions in materials. When the system relaxes to its lower energy state, photons
are emitted at wavelengths characteristic of the transitions, typically in the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared
spectral regions. This light can be collected and analyzed to give important qualitative and quantitative
information about the specimen. Gatan offers a range of CL systems for SEM- and EPMA-based
microanalysis.
The ChromaCL2 system collects light via a parabolic mirror for high sensitivity measurements and
disperses the light into red, green, blue, and ultraviolet components allowing live color imaging that can
be acquired simultaneously with other data types such as secondary electrons, backscatter electrons, or
energy dispersive x-ray measurements. This combination of features allows for analysis of materials
where not only the CL intensity matters, but where the color of the light emitted also gives important
information. For example, in reservoir materials such as shales and sandstones, the color of quartz grains
can give important information about provenance and growth zonation, can allow one to easily distinguish
overgrowths and cements [1].
The MonoCL4 system offers enhanced imaging and spectroscopy capabilities for quantitative CL
measurements. The MonoCL4 collects light via a parabolic mirror and then routes the light to either a
panchromatic light path (for extremely high sensitivity imaging) or to a spectrometer for spectral analysis
and imaging at precise wavelengths. By combining high spectral resolution (< 0.5 nm wavelength
resolution) and the high spatial resolution inherent to the electron microscope, one can identify specific
color centers and activators in a material and precisely map their distributions. For example, this technique
has been used to identify trace rare earth elements (REEs) in zircons at a meteorite impact site [2]. By
selecting for the precise wavelength associated with a certain REE, its distribution can be mapped at
extremely high spatial resolution.
In this presentation, I will introduce Gatan’s CL product line, and I will review and compare the features
of the different instruments. I will present example data to highlight several CL applications and the
capabilities of the product line. These examples will show that CL can be both a qualitative and
quantitative microanalysis tool for geological and materials research.
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Low Voltage, High Spatial Resolution, Field Emission SEM Imaging Coupled With New
Low Energy X-ray Spectrometers, A Novel New Technique - Successes and Challenges
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In just the last few years there has been a quantum leap in the ability of the scanning electron
microscopes (SEM) to observe and chemically analyze a wide variety of materials from various fields of
interest. Field Emission (FEG) SEMs provide the capability to create a very small probe diameter (high
resolution imaging) at a very low accelerating voltage (high resolution microanalysis) with the high
beam currents required for analyses and with exceptional surface detail and reduced beam specimen
interaction in a bulk sample [1] with previously unattainable nanometer scale resolution [2,3] at landing
voltages as low as 10V. However, these extremely low voltages come with some clearly defined sample
preparation and handling requirements [4]. Low voltage imaging has also been successfully employed as
a key technique for charge control and reduction both for imaging and analyzing nonconductive
specimens (Fig. 1). Improvements in electron column optics and x-ray spectrometers especially for low
energy (soft) x-ray lines opens up new avenues for specimen observation, however these extremely low
voltages come with some clearly defined sample preparation and handling procedures.
The microscopes employed for these studies are ultra-high resolution FE-SEM featuring a hybrid lens
design and the ability to bias the specimen stage thus decelerating the primary beam (Gentle Beam).
Beam deceleration also serves as a form of aberration correction [5]; meaning larger specimen bias
enhances resolution at ultra-low kVs. In addition to beam deceleration, through-the- column detection
system features an ability to precisely filter the detected signal, providing the user with an additional
degree of control during the imaging and also allowing analysis simultaneously (Fig. 2). For example,
Fig. 2 shows an energy filtered BSE image that reveals increased surface information at lower
accelerating voltage using in the column detectors and the ability to identify and map the location of the
elements present in the sample with a high degree of surface sensitivity. These new state of the art
SEMs, detectors and spectrometers allow one to overcome many of the historical limitations for both
imaging and microanalysis.
This talk discusses new microanalysis applications that have pushed past the boundaries of conventional
techniques associated with ultra-low voltage / low x-ray energy imaging and microanalysis with EDS
with new large area Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD) EDS detectors and WDS microanalysis introducing a
newly developed Soft X-ray Emission Spectrometer (SXES) [6]. This new spectrometer is a Wavelength
Dispersive Spectrometer (WDS) but not a traditional Rowland Circle type (Fig 3). It employs an X-ray
focusing mirror, variable diffraction grating and a CCD x- ray detector to create a WDS spectrum. The
SXES spectrometer has an extremely high spectral resolution of 0.3ev for separation of overlapped
peaks previously impossible, the detection of Li (Fig. 4), light element detection at the 10 ppm level, and
chemical state analysis previously only available by XPS, scanning Auger, Synchrotron.
Included are some case studies and examples of the good things (and some of the bad) that can result
from pushing the performance limits. Low kV imaging and analysis is a VERY POWERFUL tool, and
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as with all powerful tools, it needs to be used with caution (or at least with keeping an eye out for the
non-intuitive).
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Figure 1. Li ion battery electrode energy
filtered BSE images at different kVs to
accentuate surface information.

Figure 3. Differences between traditional
Rowland Circle WDS and the new SXES
spectrometer.
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Figure 2. Li ion battery electrode: low kV, high
beam current, high mag BSE image with associated
EDS map with extreme surface sensitivity.

Figure 4. SXES spectrometer detection of Li
with a peak at 54 eV (0.054keV) acquired at
5kV, 100nAmps.
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A novel wavelength dispersive soft X-ray emission spectrometer (WD-SXES) has recently been
developed and commercialized. It differs from a traditional WD spectrometer in that it uses a variable
diffraction grating instead of an analyzing crystal to diffract the X-rays. The other main components of
the spectrometer are an X-ray focusing mirror and a high sensitivity CCD X-ray detector. It nominally
covers the X-ray energy range between 50 and 210 eV [1, 2] using two different gratings. One of the
characteristic features of the WD-SXES is its parallel detection of the signal. This allows it to be used
like a conventional energy dispersive spectrometer. A second critical feature is its high- energy
resolution, which is about 0.3 eV for Al-L emission. This resolution is comparable to that of X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy or electron energy-loss spectroscopy. The very high-energy resolution gives
us the ability to obtain important information about chemical bonding in bulk samples from very small
peak shifts and peak shape changes [3].
The energy range of the WD-SXES allows it to detect ultra-low energy X-rays including the Li-K line.
In the case of lithium ion battery (LIB), two types of lithium peaks can be observed; one i s a lower
energy peak at 50eV, from the valence band, and the other a higher energy peak at 54 eV, from the core
loss. In addition, it is also possible to measure various X-ray spectra of K, L, M and N emission,
including higher order reflections from outside the grating range, from Li to U [4].
Another critical feature of the spectrometer is its high sensitivity. Figure 1 compares the carbon spectra
of two low alloy steels (NBS 1264a and 1265a with 8700 ppm and 67 ppm, respectively). It shows that
carbon is clearly measureable in the 67 ppm range. In addition, the spectrometers high-energy resolution
makes it possible to distinguish different forms of carbon (Fig. 2). In this example, carbon in carbides
can be distinguished from that in graphite using the peak shape of the C-Kα spectrum. It is also possible
to similarly analyze for trace boron and nitrogen.
A new group of magnesium-lithium-calcium alloys have become of great interesting recently because of
their ultra-lightweight yet high strength, which has lead to their use in personal computers, phones,
aircraft, trains and automobiles. However, the microanalysis of these alloys is challenging due to the
presence of lithium. It is possible, though, with the SXES. The spectrometer was tuned to allow for the
detection of the Mg-L emission at between 50 to 45eV. Spectrum element mapping was acquired using
the low energy Mg L, Li-K and Ca-Ll emissions. These elemental maps and the backscattered electron
images are shown in Figure 3. The element mapping shows that the Mg and Li are in a higher
concentration in the darker phase (BEI) than in the lighter phase. The Li-K emission is also clearly
detected and can be seen to have a higher concentration in the precipitate than in the matrix. Using the
SXES to investigate these alloys clearly shows that this method of spectrum map is useful in
distinguishing both the chemical bonding states and the distribution of Mg and Li between the phases.
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Figure 1. C-Kα peaks from the SXES for low alloy steels (a) NBS (NIST) 1264a (8700 ppm carbon)
and (b) NBS (NIST) 1265a (67 ppm carbon).

Figure 2. Comparison of C-Kα spectra
between Fe3C (Solid blue line) and graphite
(Dash green line).
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Figure 3. Elemental distribution of Mg, Li, and
Ca and backscattered electron image using a WDSXES on a EPMA JXA-8230.
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Quantitative EPMA of nitrogen in silicate glasses
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Nitrogen is the dominant gas in the Earth’s atmosphere and the key to planetary habitability. However,
exchange processes of nitrogen between deep Earth reservoirs (crust, mantle and core) and the surface
(atmo-, hydro- and biosphere) are still not well understood. Accurate determination of nitrogen at low
concentrations is important to place constraints on N partitioning during planetary differentiation and to
address its role in the evolution of the early atmosphere.
The experimental determination of N partitioning and solubility at high pressure and temperature
conditions requires the use of microbeam techniques due to the size of the experimental charges. In
addition, silicate glasses at relatively high fO2 can have N concentration levels as low as a few tens of
ppm.
Determination of ultra-light elements such as nitrogen by EPMA has consistently been fraught with
problems due to its low fluorescence yield, resulting in low count rates and poor peak-to-background
ratios [1, 2]. Accordingly, few studies on N in silicate glasses have been carried out by EPMA [3-7].
These studies unfortunately only report very limited information on analytical conditions, detection
limits and uncertainties. One study [4] report a practical detection limit of 1500 ppm, limiting the
compositional range that can be accurately constrained in samples, while another [7] achieves lower
detection limits using a calibration curve approach limiting its application to very simple systems.
We developed an analytical protocol on our JEOL JXA-8900 at the University of Minnesota that
resolves concentrations in silicate glasses down to a detection limit of 0.04 wt% N with a reasonable
analysis time. Analytical errors were usually better than 3% for concentrations > 0.6 wt%.
The strong curvature of the background for nitrogen on LDE monochromators demands application of
advanced exponential background models, fit to wavelength scans. The presence of higher order metal
lines close to the N peak has to be taken into account when choosing background positions.
Conveniently, our electron microprobe has two spectrometers with LDE1 monochromators that are
positioned opposite from each other, facilitating use of aggregate intensities to improve count rates
while monitoring artifacts due to sample preparation that would result in inaccurate data.
Our analytical routine is split into multiple steps that take into account differences between unknowns
and standard materials due to their different concentration levels. This helps to avoid dead time and
pulse-height shift problems and to optimize individual background models. This approach was made
possible by using the advanced options of the Probe for EPMA software.
In detail, each analytical session proceeded with the following steps:
1) Standards and unknowns were coated together in each analytical session.
2) Major elements were acquired at 15 kV and 20 nA on standards and unknowns.
3) Nitrogen was acquired on nitride standards at 10 kV, 50 nA with wide-set background positions.
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4)
5)
6)
7)

Nitrogen was acquired on unknowns at 10 kV, 150 nA with narrowly set background positions.
Exponential background models were applied, fitted to previously acquired wavelength scans.
Major element and nitrogen data were then combined in Probe for EPMA for each analysis point.
Nitrogen data were checked to make sure that spectrometers did not deviate from each other
outside of their range of analytical precision.
8) Nitrogen intensities from both spectrometers were aggregated.
9) Final data processing used the PROZA matrix correction [8] and FFAST MACs [9].
References:
[1] M Raudsepp, Canadian Mineralogist 33 (1995), pp. 203-203.
[2] GF Bastin, HJM Heijligers, Scanning 13 (1991), pp. 325-342.
[3] M Roskosz et al., Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 70 (2006), pp. 2902-2918.
[4] M Roskosz et al. Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta, 121 (2013), pp. 15-28.
[5] AA Kadik et al., Geochemistry International 49 (2011), pp. 429-438.
[6] AA Kadik et al., Geochemistry International 53 (2015), pp. 849-868.
[7] Y Li et al., Earth and Planetary Science Letters 41 (2015), pp. 218-228.
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Figure 1: Nitrogen spectra recorded on
LDE1 on various materials. A:
Comparison of nitrogen spectra of
Si3N4 and nitrogen-bearing silicate
glasses. The background geometry
differs between both materials. B:
Position of higher order metal lines
close to the N k-alpha peak, here iron
that occurs in high abundance in our
material, needs to be carefully
recorded. C: Highly curved background
geometry
requires
exponential
background fits for accurate results.
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Electron probe microanalysis of transition-metal compounds using L-lines: a case
study of Ni silicides.
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Interest in the use of electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) at low accelerating voltage (< 10 kV) has
grown considerably in recent years mainly because of the incorporation of the field-emission gun into
electron beam instruments. At low accelerating voltage, the penetrative range of incident electrons
inside the sample reduces considerably (down to the sub-micron level), with the subsequent
improvement in the spatial resolution of the technique. However, the operation of EPMA at low
accelerating voltages is plagued by a number of problems (see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4]. On the one hand, at low
energies, a surface layer several nanometres in thickness may represent a non-negligible fraction of the
volume from which X-rays escape and therefore the influence of carbon contamination, surface
oxidation, or the quality of the sample polish becomes crucial. On the other hand, for most elements
conventional K-lines cannot be excited and therefore we have to rely on the use of L- and M-lines,
which are less intense and more sensitive to chemical bonding effects, especially below 1 keV photon
emission energy. For example, at 5 keV, we have to use the L-lines for the analysis of first-row transition
element compounds.
Using conventional matrix correction procedures, quantitative analysis of transition-element compounds
using L-lines appears to be particularly problematic when the electron transitions involve the partially
filled 3d shell [2, 5, 6, 7]. This is the case e.g. for the most intense and widely used L (L3-M5 transition)
and L (L2-M4 transition) lines. Yet, there is a limited understanding of the quantification problems
affecting the use of such X-ray lines.
In this study, we have carried out systematic EPMA measurements on Ni silicides Ni 5Si2, Ni2Si, Ni3Si2,
and NiSi in order to investigate the anomalies which afflict the analysis of such materials using the Ni
L line. Possible sources of the systematic discrepancies between experimental data and theoretical
predictions of the Ni L k-ratios are examined, and special attention is paid to the dependence of Ni L
k-ratios on the mass-absorption coefficient (MAC) and the partial fluorescence yield (defined as the
fluorescence yield times the line fraction). Self-absorption X-ray spectra [8] and effective MACs [2] are
obtained from X-ray emission spectra and relative X-ray intensity measurements, respectively. Our
results suggest that both the MAC and the partial fluorescence yield of Ni L X-rays by Ni atoms
bonded to Si atoms depend on Ni concentration. This anomalous dependence can be ascribed to changes
in the 3d electron occupation of Ni upon reacting with Si [9]. The use of empirical MACs and modified
fluorescence yields, aimed at accounting for these chemical-bonding effects, come closest to explaining
the experimental data. Finally we show that reliable EPMA analyses of Ni silicides at low accelerating
voltage can also be obtained using the Ni Ll line.
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Trace element analysis by EPMA and applications to geochronology.
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"Knowing the rate of disintegration of uranium, it would be possible to calculate the time required for
the production of the proportions of lead found in the different minerals, or in other words the ages of
the minerals." - B.B. Boltwood, 1907 [1]. This remarkable realization, based on a suggestion by Ernest
Rutherford, initiated the formal study of quantitative geochronology and establishment of absolute ages
of minerals and rocks, which has also become a classic example of evolving modern metrology. The
study of geochronology has led to a revolution in understanding planetary processes, and has benefitted
from the continual, synergistic progression of technological innovation and scientific inquiry. Indeed,
placing chronologic constraints on reaction and/or deformation histories at the finest scales is
transforming the very way we think about both the processes and philosophy of geochronology.
The sensitivity and accuracy available for geochronologic analysis today are extraordinary, but not
without numerous assumptions and caveats. Inconsistent or even conflicting results can lead to
uncomfortable ad hoc explanations and creative speculation. EPMA offers insights with the potential to
significantly improve our understanding of the observed phase interactions, and has proven in recent
years to both illuminate existing geochronologic problems, and to reveal some problems unforeseen by
any other methodology. Applications to multiply deformed and metamorphosed terranes, leading to the
formation of polygenetic mineral grains down to the nano-scale, are at the exciting forefront of
geochronological research [2][3]. The savvy researcher brings as many things as possible to bear on
these complex problems, hoping to emerge with a coherent story, and high resolution EPMA is
contributing substantially. The analyst must, however, always be wary of the possibility of thesis-driven
results, convenient disregard of data that does not fit “what it should be”, and overlooking analytical
details that can result in interesting data sets that are ultimately meaningless. It is most important to
recognize that no geochronologic technique actually yields dates, but is actually measuring other values
(e.g. isotopic mass ratios, characteristic X-ray intensities) that can be used to calculate dates using
appropriate assumptions.
EPMA, of course, does not have a resolvable isotopic aspect, producing ratios of characteristic X-rays
used to estimate elemental concentration based on “known” standards. EPMA is traditionally limited by
aspects of sensitivity coupled with spatial resolution, governed primarily by evaluating signal/noise, and
limiting electron scattering relative to critical excitation potentials in the specimen respectively.
Because of the developmental synergy mentioned above, we look at these limitations today more as
frontiers, to see what you can do, rather than strictly enforcing seeming barriers to say what you cannot
do. The first step for the analyst is to remember that there is no correct answer, that the various tools
used can yield remarkably different results, and that the same tools in different facilities can even
sometimes yield quite different results. Today, EPMA labs are not trying to duplicate ID_TIMS, SIMS,
or LA-ICPMS, nor are they trying to do a quick and dirty, relatively inexpensive assessment of ages. A
massive amount of information is available by EPMA, including mapping and full quantitative analysis.
Mapping in particular is changing the game as the full power of extensive image acquisition and
processing are coming into their own for evaluating accessory phase locations and comparative
compositional analysis. The locations of accessory minerals within a rock alone can yield some
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remarkable relationships heretofore unsuspected, and in a number of cases, EPMA can reveal mineral
populations not seen by traditional separation techniques. In addition, all other geochronologic
techniques have come to rely heavily on electron microscopy, and EPMA in particular, for essential
phase location and imaging (BSE, X-ray mapping, CL), to elucidate mineral complexities not revealed
any other way. EPMA remains the ultimate in-situ technique, allowing datable accessory phases to be
kept in structural and petrologic context, and can access meaningful geochronologic information from
domains substantially below 1 micrometer. With continued development of low kV techniques coupled
with Schottky sources, this may yet further improve.
Minor and trace element micro-analysis are rapidly becoming very significant daily uses of EPMA in
geoscience and other applications, and geochronology is but one application that is pushing development
of both hardware and software to acquire better and more reliable results. Major element analysis, with
large peak/background values, is more forgiving of minor background errors, whereas trace element
analysis is fully dependent upon the proper characterization of background, including both shape and
interferences, therefore great effort is spent on refining these aspects of analysis [2][4][5][6].
A basic strategy for the analysis of accessory minerals for geochronology encompasses both extensive
X-ray mapping as well as detailed, highly sensitive quantitative analysis. It cannot be overemphasized
that the entire quantitative strategy should be based on mapping, not just for efficiency, but for
extracting the maximum information that is most pertinent to the questions being asked. The following
general strategy is suggested:
1) Generate full thin-section compositional map, including at least one major element as a base map
(e.g. Mg, Ca, Al), and elements for accessory phase ID (e.g. Ce, Zr, Y).
2) Process above and overlay accessory phase locations on base map.
3) Select accessory phase grains, and map them individually at high magnification to reveal internal
structure using appropriate elements (Y, Th, U, Ca, etc. for monazite).
4) Process grain maps simultaneously to assess inter-grain domain compositions.
5) Quantitative analysis of selected mineral grains based on individual domains defined in maps.
Background is explicitly acquired for a single compositional domain and points are acquired
until the requisite precision is reached.
Periodic analysis of a reference material is essential during quantitative sessions to monitor consistency.
The protocol for quantitative analysis should stress background characterization, noting that complex
matrices present many challenges. The best approach employs an adjustable multi-point method which
allows high precision counting at a number of selected wavelength positions, identifying subtle
interferences, and shape refinement to properly characterize background. As high spatial resolution and
high count precision involves very high beam current density and lengthy count times, there is a
potential for beam damage and X-ray emission time-dependence. Alternative coatings and advanced
software procedures can help in both cases.
[1] BB Boltwood, Am. Jour. Sci. 23 (1907), p. 78.
[2] ML Williams, MJ Jercinovic, CJ Hetherington et al., A. Rev. Ear Plan. Sci. 35 (2007), p. 137.
[3] ML Williams and MJ Jercinovic, J. Metamorphic Geol. 30 (2012), p. 739.
[4] MJ Jercinovic and ML Williams, Am. Mineral. 90 (2005), p. 526.
[5] MJ Jercinovic, ML Williams, ED Lane, Chem. Geol. 254 (2008), p. 197.
[6] Allaz et al, EMAS 2011, Angers France (2011), p. 319.
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Quantitative Analysis Of Actinides By Virtual Standard WDS-EPMA
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Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) is a non-destructive method of analysis of micron- sized volumes
used to quantify the amount of elements present on a sample of unknown composition with sensitivity at
the level of ppm. However, for some elements, quantitative EPMA is not possible to perform due to the
lack of suitable standard samples. This is particularly the case for the actinide elements where standards
are difficult to produce and handle due to their high radiotoxicity. To overcome this difficulty,
standardless methods of quantification can be employed with the use of calculated standards. But these
calculations require the accurate knowledge of absolute characteristic x-ray intensities emitted under
electron beam irradiation. These x-ray intensities are dependent of the sample composition and can be
obtained by analytical calculations or by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations with mean of fundamental
atomic parameters. However, for the heavy elements, these parameters are poorly known, especially the
x-ray production cross sections, and can conduct to inaccurate results. X-ray production cross sections
can be obtained theoretically with the help of calculated inner-shell ionization cross sections and atomic
parameters but these calculations must be validated by experimental measurements before their use for
the prediction of x-ray intensities.
Main L- and M-subshell absolute x-ray production cross sections were measured experimentally for
elements Pb, Th and U [1-3] by 3-38 keV electron impact using ultrathin auto-supported targets (0.2–8
nm). Experimental data were recorded with two electron microprobes using several high resolution
wavelength-dispersive spectrometers (WDSs). Measurements were converted into absolute x-ray
production cross sections by accurate evaluation of the number of incident electrons, target thickness
and detector characteristics. Experimental cross sections have been compared with inner-shell ionization
cross sections calculated by Bote et al. [4] using the distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) and
converted into x-ray production cross sections with atomic data extracted from the Evaluated Atomic
Data Library (EADL). DWBA x-ray production cross sections were found to be in good agreement with
the measurements, especially for the Mα x-ray lines. These cross sections are implemented into the
multi-purpose MC code PENELOPE [5] and the obtained good results allow their use in the calculation
of x-ray intensities. But, validation by experimental measurements of the calculated x-ray intensities is
also needed.
Absolute x-ray intensities of the Mα and Mβ lines were measured on thick Pt, Au, Pb, U and ThO2
samples by electron impact with energies ranging from the ionization threshold up to 38 keV [6]. X-ray
intensities were converted into absolute x-ray yields by determination of the spectrometer efficiency and
were compared to the absolute x-ray intensities calculated by PENELOPE. Good agreements were found
between experimental and simulated data (Fig. 1), allowing future use of the calculated x-ray intensities
for standardless quantification purpose. For practical applications, the intensities of the most intense L
and M x-ray lines were calculated for elements with atomic number 89 ≤ Z ≤ 99, for several accelerating
voltage ranging from the ionization threshold up to 40 kV and stored in a database for future use.
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To convert the calculated intensities into virtual standard intensities, comparable to experimental
measurements, the spectrometers characteristics must be accurately evaluated [7]. Indeed, the calculated
intensity is related to the recorded intensity by the spectral broadening of the studied x-ray line and by
the spectrometer detection efficiency. The spectral broadening induced by the spectrometer and by the
natural line-width can be determined by fitting of the x-ray line with a set of Pseudo-Voigt functions.
The spectrometer detection efficiency can be determined by comparison between the recorded
bremsstrahlung intensity emitted by a bulk C or Ni standard with the same bremsstrahlung calculated by
PENELOPE. The virtual standard intensity is finally given by the ratio of the calculated x-ray intensity
with the area of the x-ray line, timed by the spectrometer detection efficiency. To help the calculation of
virtual intensities, a software program was developed to manage the database of pre-calculated x-ray
intensities, to assist the user during the determination of the spectrometer characteristics and to calculate
the final virtual standard value. The latter can then be entered in the microprobe software as a standard
value and used to perform quantitative analysis.
To validate the method, standardless quantifications were tested on well-known standard samples of
PbS, PbTe, PbCl2, vanadinite, and UO2 [6]. The standardless quantification results were shown to be in
agreement with conventional quantification results. The measurements were then performed on actinide
samples of U, ThO2, ThF4, (U-Pu-Am)O2, and NpO2 (Fig. 2). The standardless quantifications of
actinides were also found to be in good agreements with the expected results and the standard deviations
were shown to be below 15%. This confirms the reliability of the x-ray intensities calculated by
PENELOPE and the accuracy in the determination of the spectrometers characteristics. These good
results show that quantification of actinides by WDS-EPMA can be performed without actinide material
standards at a good level of accuracy using calculated virtual standards.
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Figure 1. Experimental and calculated absolute
Th Mα and Mβ x-ray yields.
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Figure 2. Standardless quantification of Th in a
ThO2 sample at 15 kV using the Mα line.
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Pseudotachylyte (PST; frictional melt from earthquakes; Fig. 1A) veins are primary geologic evidence of
individual earthquake events [1], but extracting timing and conditions of formation has traditionally been
difficult due to the rapid non-equilibrium melt and quench processes. Further, PST matrix material is
highly susceptible to alteration while amorphous, and post-rupture hydrous alteration of vein material
commonly obscures or destroys primary melt features. However, in the rare case of PST that has formed
under high-temperature metamorphic conditions, the thermodynamic instability of quenched melt can
instead lead to the preservation of information about co-seismic pressure and temperature conditions in
the form of a new mineral assemblage equilibrated to the ambient conditions [2–4]. Recovery of the
potential pressure-temperature information recorded in a neocrystallized mineral assemblage requires
observing detailed compositions in mineral grains with diameters on the order of 1-10 microns. The
electron microprobe is ideal for such a study, as it is capable of measuring accurately and precisely the
composition of micron- (to sub-micron) sized grains. As a first-order approach to this problem, several
WDS compositional maps were acquired at 15 keV to reveal the microcrystalline structure (e.g., Mn for
garnet, Ca and Al for plagioclase and ortho- or clino-pyroxene; Fig. 1C).
Analyzed samples are Proterozoic granulite-facies (1.06-0.82 GPa; 800-700°C, corresponding to 30-45
kilometers paleodepth) mafic garnet + orthopyroxene + clinopyroxene + plagioclase ± quartz rocks
collected in the East Athabasca Mylonite Triangle, northern Saskatchewan. The area is strongly deformed
by dominantly strike-slip ductile shear (the Cora Lake shear zone [5]), which resulted in localized
mylonitization and formation of PST. Petrographic and microprobe observations revealed multiple
generations of PST in varying states of ductile deformation and metamorphic re/neocrystallization. These
melt veins contain varying modal abundances of garnet, plagioclase, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, and
amphibole, similar to the host rock mineralogy (Fig. 1B) but with distinctly different compositions within
the veins. This allows clastic material to be differentiated from neocrystallized material; e.g. plagioclase
within the melt veins are 75% anorthite (host is 50%), as well as a systematic increase in garnet almandine
content within the veins. The presence of these minerals in the PST is intriguing, as it suggests earthquake
rupture occurred far deeper than traditional models of earthquake mechanics imply is possible.
BSE images and WDS compositional maps reveal that neocrystallized grain diameters vary considerably
between generations of melt, from <5 µm to ~30 µm, and are surrounded by matrix material with submicron grains. These analytical targets present a challenge when considering “normal” analytical
conditions (15 keV, 20 nA) due to the large activation volume compared to grain diameters. At these
conditions, Monte Carlo simulations with the program Casino v2.48 suggest activation volumes up to ~8
µm3 for the least dense mineral (e.g., plagioclase; beam penetration depth ~ 2.5 µm), and ~1 µm3 for the
most dense mineral (e.g., garnet). Therefore, it is likely that most analyzed volumes are mixtures of
neighboring phases. In addition, the fine grain size forces use of a focused beam (~0.7 µm at the best),
which is likely to induce a beam damage effect (e.g., alkali diffusion in plagioclase). This modelling has
proven largely verified by preliminary analyses, but some satisfactory results were obtained in the largest
grains (>2-3 µm).
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Additional work at lower voltage is required; an acceleration voltage of 10 keV would be ideal, as it would
still permit the analysis of Fe Kα with sufficient precision while simultaneously reducing the analytical
volume to more acceptable ranges (e.g., down to 0.5 µm3 for plagioclase). Unfortunately, due to
instrument and software limitations, work at lower voltage is currently not possible on our instrument, and
will be attempted as soon as an incoming new instrument is installed. To reach even smaller activation
volumes and higher spatial resolution, the use of FE-EPMA is envisioned, although this is likely to induce
other analytical challenges: most notably the need to quantify results using Fe L-lines and a stronger beam
damage effect. To counteract the beam damage effect, the use of time dependent intensity corrections will
likely be a necessity.
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Figure 1. Example of a type study area with telescoping insets. (A) microphotograph (plane-polarized
light), (B) BSE image, (C-E) RGB color-mixed stack of Mg-Ca-Al WDS maps used to calculate phase
abundances. Legend shows mineral species at appropriate color mixtures. RGB map (E) was obtained at
both 15 and 10 keV, and slight improvement on the spatial resolution at 10 keV is observed.
Conditions: (C) 15 keV, 100 nA, 1.5 µm/pixel, (D) 15 keV, 50 nA 0.2 µm/pixel, (E) 15/10 keV, 50 nA, 0.1 µm/pixel.
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Elemental analysis of samples recovered from high-pressure experiments
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Electron microprobe is an essential tool for quantitative chemical analysis on natural and synthetic
samples. It provides accurate measurements on samples down to a few microns using conventional
probe and to submicrons using field-emission microprobe, with elemental abundances from ppm to
weight percent level. We utilize microprobe to analyze samples recovered from high-pressure
experiments. These experiments are designed to simulate the Earth's and planetary interiors using highpressure devices such as piston-cylinder apparatus, multi-anvil press and diamond anvil cell. The
experimental conditions range from 1 GPa to over 200 GPa, covering from Earth’s crust to the core.
As a result of the extreme conditions, the recovered samples are usually very delicate and small in
dimension, 10 µm - 2 mm. The typical dimensions of single phases to be analyzed are a few
micrometers, or even submicron. This imposes a great challenge for quantitative analysis using electron
microprobe.

For samples recovered from piston-cylinder and multi-anvil press, the sample size is usually about a few
millimeters. So the preparation for the electron probe analysis is straightforward, which generally
involves mounting the samples in the epoxy-resin, subsequently polishing to a smooth surface with
flatness ~0.1 um. Figure 1 shows a recovered sample from a multi-anvil experiment. We analyzed the
compositions of the solid and liquid phases using both energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) with
a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) equipped with an Oxford X-Max large area
(80mm2) analytical silicon drift detector (SDD) and wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDS)
with an electron microprobe.
In comparison with the WDS measurements of the electron microprobe, the analytical EDS SDD on the
FE-SEM instrument produces equally good quantitative results for the common major elements in earth
materials, but with much high spatial resolution at low-keV. Table 1 compares the measured
compositions of the quenched Fe-FeS melting sample from 21 GPa and 2023K, using WDS and
analytical SDD-EDS. Using the same beam condition and standards, the measured compositions are in
an excellent agreement.
Samples recovered from diamond-anvil cell are very fragile and much smaller, i.e., tens of microns in
dimension. So mounting and polishing requires special care. This is usually performed by focus ion
beam (FIB), which utilize Gallium ion beam to polish sample at submicron precision. Figure 2 shows
representative image of sample recovered from 45 GPa and 2200K.
It is a grand challenge to understand the deep earth processes, e.g., phase relations, melting, rheology,
etc. Elemental analysis is pivotal to unravel the elemental partitioning in those processes. Our newly
installed field-emission electron microprobe is unique to provide quantitative measurements at
submicron scale.
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Figure 1. Image of quenched Fe-FeS melting sample
from a multi-anvil experiment conducted at 21 GPa

Figure 2. Element mapping of the recovered sample at 50 GPa and 2200 K with field-emission SEM,
showing existence of solid Fe with Fe-S melt (Fei et al., in preparation)

Table 1. Comparison of chemical compositions of the 21GPa quenched samples by WDS analysis with
the JEOL JXA-8900 electron microprobe and by EDS analysis with Zeiss Auriga FIB/SEM equipped
with a silicon drift detector (SDD). All analyses were done at 15 kV and using FeS2 and pure Fe as
standards.
WDS analysis
SDD EDS analysis
S, wt%
Fe, wt%
Total
S, wt%
Fe, wt%
Total
340a_Fe 0.16(.01)
99.14(.32)
99.31(.32)
0.18(.01)
99.05(.12)
99.23(.18)
340a_L 4.29(.07)
94.40(.07)
98.68(.09)
4.42(.24)
94.46(.26)
98.87(.40)
340b_L 7.66(.21)
90.71(.20)
98.37(.33)
7.77(.46)
91.09(.44)
98.86(.15)
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Neoproterozoic Fossils from Laurentia and Their Preservation by Direct
Precipitation of Iron Oxy-Hydroxides and Iron-Rich Aluminosilicates: A New Mode
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Life’s history on Earth is studied through oftentimes brief windows, allowing glimpses into the past for
study in the present. Understanding these windows and the biases they represent is a central theme in
paleontological research. If we do not understand the environmental circumstances in which a fauna is
deposited in, or the subjected diagenetic conditions withstood, then we are severely limited to our
understanding of said fauna. Principal to these studies are the understanding of taphonomic pathways
which resulted in preservation. For studies of the Ediacaran-Cambrian transition, such faunas are rare
and often require exceptional preservation beyond the usual pathways available. The recrystallization of
“hard-parts”- a typical pathway to preservation for animals such as gastropods- is inadequate to preserve
the delicate soft-tissues of early animals. We report a new taphonomic pathway which utilizes
environmental and biologically-incorporated iron to precipitate minerals durable enough to withstand
the ages of time.
Precambrian tube fossils, generally known as “Cloudinids” and possessing a cone-in-cone structure, are
found lightly scattered throughout the world. Recently, soft-tissue Cloudinids known as Conotubus
(Figures 1&2) were found in the Deep Spring Formation of Nevada. These Cloudinids are the first
examples of Precambrian soft-tissue preservation in Laurentia. The study of fossil preservation has
received a recent revival with detailed geochemical studies, decomposition experiments, and
quantitative methodologies. Previous examples of Conotubus found in China were preserved through
pyritization-a taphonomic pathway in which biogenic pyrite precipitation creates an internal mold of the
organism. Our initial studies of the Deep Spring Conotubus specimens show little to no sulfur, leaving
only iron-oxides and iron-rich aluminosilicates as the preserving mineral. This leads to two possible
scenarios which could have preserved Laurentian Conotubus: 1) Authigenic mineralization involved the
direct precipitation of iron-oxides and iron-rich aluminosilicates with the aid of biogenic iron oxidation,
or 2) pyrite was the original preserving mineral with the aid of sulfate-reducing bacteria and was later
oxidized into its current form.
It is well known that microbial activity effects the cycling of the majority of trace elements (Vorhies and
Gaines 2009). Vorhies and Gaines 2009 showed the importance which microbial activity plays in the
cycling of Fe(III) by studying low grade mudstones. They found that authigenic illite, along with quartz,
pyrite, and calcite were primary precipitations due to the microbial disintegration of clays during and
after deposition. This low temperature mobilization of Fe(III) ions from clay minerals has potential to
allow for the concentration of ions within the microchemical environment around the decaying
organism. Mobilization of Fe(III) from sediments, or the concentration of dissolved Fe(II) with later
oxidation, would be the first step to allowing the authigenic precipitation of iron-rich minerals. The
speed of liberation and concentration in the microchemical environment of the organism, as well as the
presence or absence of sulfur, will determine the mineral phase: low levels of iron will simply be reincorporated back into the surrounding clay matrix; higher levels of iron will develop into iron oxyhydroxides or iron oxides in the oxygenated environment; and the pyrite precipitation in the presence of
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significant sulfur. For example, while decomposing organic tissue, nitrate reducing/iron oxidizing
bacteria can concentrate Fe(III) ions in the surrounding microchemical environment by oxidizing F(II)
to Fe(III). The result is the precipitation of a large variety of iron oxides including ferrihydrite, goethite,
and limonite, as well as iron-rich aluminosilicates.
Microprobe analyses of several specimens suggest the second scenario is the most likely process for
these fossils (Figures 1&2). There is a strong prevalence of iron-rich minerals other than pyrite
preserving the tissues of Conotobus specimens. Wavelength Dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy data show
quantitative evidence of the complex mixing of aluminosilicates and iron oxy-hydroxides. Comparison
of the morphologies of iron containing minerals from Deep Spring Conotubus specimens with those
found in diagenetic iron oxy-hydroxide minerals made through pyrite pseudomorphing shows little in
common. The typical diagnostic features of pyrite pseudomorphing- cubic and framboidal
morphologies, abundant sulfur, three dimensionality of fossils, etc.- are absent in Deep Spring
specimens. These data suggest that the tube walls of Conotubus in the Deep Spring Formation were not
preserved through pervasive pyritization (the dominant taphonomic pathway in the Gaojiashan
Lagerstätte), but rather by various degrees of mixing of authigenic iron oxy-hydroxides and iron-rich
aluminosilicates. Precipitated iron phase is most likely due to oxygenated conditions of the sedimentlow oxygen results in the creation of iron-rich aluminosilicates while high oxygen results in iron oxyhydroxides and oxides with relatively low levels of
available sulfur.
[1] Vorhies and Gaines, 2009, Nature Geoscience 2, p.
221-225.

Figure 1 (above). A) Iron concentration across the
tube wall of Conotubus denoted as red line. B) Iron
map of boxed area in “D”. C) Original specimen. D)
polished specimen.

Figure 2 (right). A-E,G) X-ray maps of Conotubus
specimen. F) phase map showing location of Fe OxyHydroxides (orange) and Fe -Oxides (red)
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Evaluation of Aluminum Diffusion in Magnesium-Lithium Alloys
Ian Parker1, Philipp Alieninov1 and Michele V. Manuel1
1.
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Lightweight alloys are an area of great research interest, especially for automotive and aerospace
applications. Magnesium is of specific interest as the lightest structural metal. With a density of 1.74
g/cm3, it is two thirds as dense as aluminum and one fifth the density of iron. Reducing weight in
transportation applications increases fuel economy and reduces emissions of greenhouse gases [1].
Alloy design is traditionally an experimental process. However, in recent years, computational techniques
to predict microstructures have been developed. These techniques use diffusion information obtained from
experiments to estimate the rate of phase changes involved in microstructural development. Material
properties such as strength and ductility can be estimated from the predicted microstructure.
Diffusion couples are used to experimentally evaluate diffusivities. A diffusion couple consists of two
alloys with a difference in concentration of the element to be studied. The surfaces are cleaned, polished,
and put together in a jig. The couple is then annealed, quenched, and sectioned. The composition profile
across the interface is obtained using electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). This composition profile is
used to calculate atomic mobility and diffusivity [2].
Magnesium-lithium alloys are of interest due to decreased density compared to traditional magnesium
alloys, as low as 1.33 g/cm3. Lithium also increases formability by changing the HCP magnesium structure
into a BCC structure. This comes at the cost of reduced strength compared to other alloys. Precipitation
hardening can be utilized to increase strength. Aluminum can be used to form precipitates, but the kinetics
of the Mg-Li-Al system are not well characterized [3].
Diffusion couples were prepared in order to determine the diffusivity of aluminum in magnesium when
lithium is present. One side of the couple was magnesium with 5wt% lithium, while the other side was
magnesium with 4wt% lithium and 5wt% aluminum. The compositions were chosen such that both alloys
were in a single phase region. The difference in lithium content equalized during the diffusion anneal. One
couple was annealed at 400 °C for 24 hours, and another couple was annealed at 500 °C for 48 hours. The
couples were sectioned and evaluated using a JEOL Superprobe 733 EPMA.
Figure 1 shows the composition profiles of the two diffusion couples. The profile is significantly longer
at 500 °C for 48 hours than it is at 400 °C for 24 hours. The DICTRA module in ThermoCalc was used to
fit a model to the experimental data. The resulting diffusivity is shown in Figure 2 as a function of inverse
temperature.
Utilizing diffusion couples, the effect of lithium on the diffusivity of aluminum in magnesium was
evaluated. Lithium causes a significant increase in the diffusivity of aluminum. This data is useful for
designing future alloys of magnesium, lithium, and aluminum.
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Figure 1. Diffusion profile from two Mg5Li-Mg4Li5Al diffusion couples.
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Figure 2. Diffusion coefficients of magnesium, aluminum, and aluminum with lithium in magnesium.
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Determination of Sulfide Composition in the Earth’s Upper Mantle
Zhou Zhang1, Marc Hirschmann1 and Anette von der Handt1
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Molten sulfides (Fe-Ni-S compounds) are important geochemical and geophysical agents in the Earth’s
interior. Sulfide minerals and melts are the chief carriers of siderophile and chalcophile elements in the
mantle. Sulfide melts are potentially responsible for mantle geophysical anomalies, as their physical
properties differ greatly from those of silicates. A controlling factor of sulfide petrological and physical
properties is sulfide composition, which is determined by olivine-sulfide Fe-Ni exchange on its Fe/Ni
ratio and oxygen/sulfur fugacity on its metal/sulfur ratio. To determine the composition of sulfide
equilibrated with olivine, we performed experiments on monosulfide-olivine (crushed powders from San
Carlos single crystal) under 2 GPa, 1400 ◦C.
Sulfide and olivine composition profiles were analyzed by electron microprobe. Quantification of
oxygen content in sulfide liquid is very challenging because oxides are modally low and distributed
highly heterogeneously in quenched sulfide crystals [1, 2]. Our focused beam wavelength dispersive
spectroscopy (WDS) mapping provides the best estimate for the oxygen content of sulfide liquid at high
temperature (Fig.1). For olivine composition analysis, there is a well-known Ni secondary fluorescence
effect caused by sulfide-generated Ni X-rays inducing additional characteristic X-ray emissions in
neighboring olivine [1, 3]. We used three approaches to quantify the Ni secondary fluorescence effect:
simulation by PENELOPE software [4], “zero time” experiments for sulfide-olivine pairs and dissolving
sulfides by acid.
Our preliminary results suggests that Fe-Ni distribution coefficients KD, defined by
(Ni/Fe)sulfide/(Ni/Fe)olivine, have significantly lower values than that determined by previous one
atmosphere experiments [1-3, 5, 6]. This indicates that sulfide composition equilibrated with olivine is
more Fe-rich at high pressure than previous one atmosphere work. Together with future work on
metal/sulfur ratio of sulfide, we will define the sulfide composition-depth profile and its corresponding
melt stability field in different mantle redox/geotherm domain.
References:
[1] JM Brenan and NC Caciagli, Geochemica et Cosmochimica Acta 64 (2000), P. 307–320.
[2] JM Brenan, Geochemica et Cosmochimica Acta 67 (2003) P. 2663–2681.
[3] Fleet M.E. and N.D. MacRae Contribution to Mineralogy and Petrology 95 (1987), P. 336-342.
[4] Llovet Xavier and G Galan American Mineralogist 88 (2003), P. 121–130.
[5] CD Doyle and AJ Naldrett Economic Geology 82, (1987), P. 208–211.
[6] GA Gaetani and TL Grove (1997) Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 61, P. 1829–1846.
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Figure 1. WDS mapping of oxygen content in sulfide. Chemical formula of the starting material is
placed in the figure. Each WDS map was acquired over an area of 100 x 100 µm, comprising 10,000
individual analysis points at 1µm intervals.
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The Role of Mg/Ca Ratio, SO4 and Temperature on Switching Between Aragonite
and Calcite Seas
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Over the last 500 million years (Phanerozoic), oscillations in seawater composition have led to
alternating carbonate polymorph precipitation patterns in marine CaCO3 producing species (i.e.,
aragonite vs. calcite seas [1, 2]). The reasons for these oscillations underpin our fundamental
understanding of how such microorganisms (e.g., coccolithophores or foraminifera) evolved over
geologic times and if / how ocean chemistry regulated this species-specific polymorphism. However, the
lack of molecular level knowledge about how changing chemical compositions in past, present or future
oceans affects CaCO3 polymorphs is limiting our ability to understand the geologic records and to
monitor the vulnerability of today's marine biodiversity to ocean acidification. Marine microorganisms
select CaCO3 polymorphs and record the Mg/Ca ratio, which is believed to be a primary control on
polymorph selection. When seawater Mg/Ca was low, calcite producing species dominate, while at high
Mg/Ca seawater ratios favored aragonite-producing species. Recently, we demonstrated that SO4 alters
CaCO3 polymorphism [3], while temperature affects polymorph shapes and sizes [4]. Furthermore,
highly heterogeneous Mg concentrations in calcite and Mg substituted for Ca were recently documented
also in natural foraminifera [5]. Combined, these findings brought us one step closer towards a
mechanistic understanding of Mg incorporation into calcite. However, the mechanisms controlling Mg
(and / or S) incorporation have not been experimentally validated, although both Mg and SO4 are
considered excellent palaeoenvironmental proxies (recorders of ancient environmental conditions).
Our goal is to evaluate the incorporation of S and Mg in CaCO3 polymorphs produced over the whole
scale of Phanerozoic seawater compositions and temperatures. Only this way will we be able to derive a
spatially and spectrally resolved data set on the mechanism of Mg and S incorporation into various
CaCO3 polymorphs and validate the role of Mg and SO4 as good (or bad) palaeo proxy in marine CaCO3
for the ‘aragonite’ and ‘calcite’ seas hypothesis.
Various CaCO3 polymorphs (calcite, vaterite, aragonite or mixtures of these) were synthesized using a
constant addition approach [3, 4] and spanning the predicted variations in seawater conditions (i.e.,
temperature, Mg/Ca ratios, SO4 concentrations and CO2 partial pressures).
Our results show that at high Mg and SO4 contents, aragonite was the dominant polymorph, while
calcite dominated at Mg/Ca ratios < 0.65 and at SO4 concentrations < 10 mM. Conversely, vaterite only
formed in magnesium free seawater but at all SO4 concentrations [6]. Scanning electron microscopy
analyses (SEM) reveal a major effect of temperature on size and morphology of the formed CaCO3
polymorphs. For identical solution chemical compositions and reaction times, the size of the precipitated
CaCO3 particles decreased as temperature increased. In order to evaluate the Mg and SO4 concentrations
and distributions at the single crystal scale in each phase, we have carried out ≥ µm-scale spatially
resolved electron microprobe (EM), which revealed in some cases highly heterogeneous SO4 and Mg
distributions [4]. For example, the calcite shown in Fig. 1a has centers rich in SO4 but Mg rich rims (Fig.
1b and c). The EM analyses also revealed that at the single crystal-scale, on average between 1000 and
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6000 ppm Mg became incorporated into calcite and that at 5 °C ~4 times lower Mg contents were
incorporated into the calcite structure than at 35 °C. Our EM data also confirmed that no Mg was
associated with aragonite or vaterite. Interestingly however was the fact that aragonite produced at much
higher SO4 concentrations contained only ~1000 ppm SO4, while calcite produced at lower
concentrations contained locally up to 6000 ppm in its structure [4]. For carbonate polymorphs grown
under highly controlled conditions, our EM data was the first that showed such spatially resolved
microscopic variations. All previous studies evaluated such trends based on bulk extractions.
Overall, our work reveal that there are significant differences in the incorporation of Mg and SO4 in the
different crystal structures of calcite, aragonite and vaterite and that it is likely that the processes that
drive the incorporation mechanisms of these ions actually control polymorph selection. Thus, the results
from this research would help to validate for the first time the hypothesis that Mg/Ca and SO4 contents
can be used as a palaeoproxy for past, present and future ocean chemistry.
References:
[1] Horita, J., Zimmermann, H., and Holland, H. D, GCA 66 (2002), 3733-3756.
[2] Nora M. Holt., Javier García-Veigas., Tim K. Lowenstein., Peter S. Giles., and Sherilyn WilliamsStroud, GCA 134 (2014), 317-334.
[3] P. Bots., L. G. Benning., R.E.M. Rickaby., and S. Shaw, Geology 39 (2011), 331-334.
[4] M.P. Ramírez-García, Robert. J. Newton and Liane. G. Bennig (2016) The role and effects of Mg
and SO4 incorporated into CaCO3 polymorphs as a function of temperature and pCO2 (in prep for
Geochimica Cosmochimica Acta).
[5] Oscar Branson., Simon A.T. Redfern., Tolek Tyliszczak., Aleksey Sadekov., Gerald Langer.,
Katsunori Kimoto., and Henry Elderfield, EPSL 383 (2013), 134-141.
[6] M.P. Ramírez-García, Robert J. Newton and Liane G. Benning (2016) The role of temperature in the
genesis of “calcite” and “aragonite” seas (in prep for Geology)
[7] The authors acknowledge funding from Marie Curie EU-FP7 CO2-REACT (317235) Research and
Training Network. Dr. Dieter Rhede and Oona Appelt (German Research Centre for Geosciences, GFZ)
for their help with EPMA and Richard Walshaw (LEMAS Centre) for his help with SEM.

Figure 1. Calcite grown at 5 mM SO4, Mg/Ca 0.22 and 21°C; a) Cross section of calcite crystals; b) EM
vertical and c) horizontal line scans for Mg and SO4 over a calcite crystal. The data nicely shown the
oscillations in Mg and SO4 concentrations across the sample [4].
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Zircon zonation and trace chemistry characterised by mapping and analysis
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Zircon (ZrSiO4) exhibits an extraordinary memory. Its stability, durability, low solubility and low
elemental diffusivities combine to preserve in it a record of most of the important events that have
affected it, its host rocks, and the crust of which it is a part. The zonation in zircon grains delineate the
boundaries of discrete geochemical processors that occurred at different times. Zircon grains often
contain high levels of Th and U either as inclusions of discrete mineral grains, or as a solid solution in
the crystal lattice. Radiation generated by these impurities leads to metamictisation, which is the partial
or complete destruction of the optical, physical and chemical characteristics of zircon crystals over time
if they are not subjected to natural healing processes. Cathodoluminescence imaging is sensitive to the
degree of metamictisation and allows visualisation of the crystal growth and subsequent reprocessing the
zircons have undergone.
Hyperspectral x-ray and cathodoluminescence (CL) datasets [1] have been collected across a number of
samples of zircon concentrates from a series of heavy mineral sands (HMS) deposits. Cluster analysis
[2] and inspection of the x-ray spectra or elemental k-ratios has been used to determine the mineral
phases present both as discrete grains and as inclusions. The main minerals identified were zircon,
altered-zircon, quartz, rutile, ilmenite, apatite, monazite, various aluminosilicates and an iron sulphide,
Fig. 1. The altered-zircon phase was found to contain elevated Sc levels associated with P, Y, Ca,
REEs, as well as Th and U. A number of the Sc rich grains were mapped at high spatial resolution using
a FEG-EPMA to understand the formation and potential source of Sc. These grains revealed
crystallographic zoning of the Sc and levels of up to 1wt% were observed, Fig. 2. The CL emission
from the Sc rich regions were relatively weak compared to the host zircon and revealed a common
spectral signature that always contained Dy3+ peaks, identified using the luminescence database [3], see
Fig. 3. To verify the crystal structure a number of grains were examined using EBSD. While the Sc rich
regions were partially metamict they were still indexable with a tetragonal (4/m 2/m 2/m) crystal
structure, which is the same as that for zircon. However, xenotime [(Y,Ce,Yb)PO4], pretulite (ScPO4)
and zircon (ZrSiO4) all have the same space group and EBSD is unable to differentiate these minerals
and due to the low levels of Sc the associated chemistry does not help with phase identification. Since
Sc source rocks are not known near the HMS deposits, this is suggestive of Sc, potentially as pretulite
[4], being introduced into the zircon within the original granite host rocks. These grains were then
subsequently modified by the ground water and other elements introduced, such as Th and U, which lead
to the alpha particle damage and metamictisation. In this paper we discuss the optimisation for x-ray and
CL mapping as well as microanalysis parameters for zircon concentrates from HMS deposits.
References:
[1] MacRae et al., Microscopy Research and Techniques, 67 (2005), pp. 27
[2] Wilson et al., Microscopy and Microanalysis 18, pp.1303–1312, (2012)
[3] C.M. MacRae and N.C., Wilson, Microscopy and Microanalysis, 14 (2008), pp. 184-204
[4] Moelo et al., The Canadian Mineralogist, Vol. 40, pp. 1657-1673 (2002)
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Figure 1. Phase map generated by clustering the hyperspectral x-ray data and classifying spectra
centroids as minerals or chemical types. Map was collected at 15kV, 1micron step, 30ms dwell, 2048 X
2048 pixels. The image shown is a zoomed in region to show the grain structures.
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Figure 2. Backscatter electron and associated x-ray map showing Sc rich substitution within the lattice.
The right hand map is an EBSD pattern quality map showing this zircon is a single grain.
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Figure 3. Cathodoluminescence spectra associated with elevated Sc region, shown in Figure 2. The
peaks centred at 2.15eV and 2.67eV are associated with Dy3+ in zircon.
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Lunar pyroxene submicron geothermometry: A low keV case study of sub-micron
lamellae in Apollo 16 regolith grains
Phillip Gopon, John Fournelle
Dept. of Geoscience, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 USA
Pyroxene thermometry is a mature technique that has been used in many geological applications, where
there is an interest in determining a pre-eruptive temperature of a magma, or of conditions of
metamorphism of a given rock. Generally analyses are conducted on an electron microprobe at 1520 keV on pairs of high- and low-calcium pyroxenes that are inferred to be linked in time and space, at
assumed equilibrium with each other. The elemental abundances measured are put through one of a
number of thermodynamic equilibrium calculations developed for this purpose (assuming a given
pressure), and a temperature is derived from this data.
This approach to pyroxene thermometry has proven useful in a number of geologic settings. Pairs of
high- and low-calcium pyroxenes must be found that are, optimally, in contact to ensure that there was
presumed equilibrium Mg-Fe-Ca exchange for the calculated temperature to be meaningful. This is of
no consequence of you have a thin section and can establish textural relationships between pyroxene
grains that are touching, or within microns to perhaps millimeters of each other (in the same slide).
Exsolution lamellae of one pyroxene within another are also a common occurrence, and can be used to
infer a sub-solidus ‘blocked’ cooling temperature. However, in many cases, the lamellae are too small
for typical EPMA.
Since much return material from the Apollo missions is from the regolith (the reworked top ~10 m of the
lunar crust), determining the geologic context for each particular small sample is difficult. This issue is
particularly relevant to the fine (10s-100s micron size) soil samples, individual grains which could have
originated from meters to kilometers away from where they were collected. In attempting to understand
the lunar geological history, one tool is pyroxene thermometry. Given the small size of the regolith soil
fragments, only pyroxene with exsolution lamellae are generally present for analysis. However, in many
cases these exsolution lamellae are too small to be analyzed with an electron microprobe at the
traditional 15-20 keV accelerating voltage. (Figure 1).
Low keV EPMA takes advantage of the narrower beam diameters that can be achieved using the newest
field emission electron microprobes and of the reduce interaction volumes at lower voltages (<5- 8 keV).
However, the major drawback of using low energy electron energies is that the traditionally used Kα
lines become unusable for the transition metals. Many of these transition metal’s Lα lines, the normally
used alternative to Kα lines, are involved in bonding, they create issues when used for quantitative
analysis [1]. There have been many proposed solutions to this problem, such as using the traditional Kα
lines for all elements and using an electron energy just slightly above the absorption edge [2],
developing physical correction parameters for the L lines [3], using lower keV and non-traditional X-ray
lines such as Ll lines that are not involved in bonding (Gopon et al, 2013), or going to extreme lengths to
match the standards to the known so there are no differences in bonding -- as we have done in this paper.
Each of these techniques have their own set of drawbacks, and careful consideration should be given to
which of these solutions works best for each sample to be analyzed.
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We show here pyroxene compositions for lamellae that range in width down to ~ 500 nm nanometers,
and give calculated temperatures using the Lindsley (1983) thermometer, which appears best suited for
these iron-rich pyroxenes.
References:
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Fe-Si compounds using soft X-rays. Microsc. Microanal. v. 19 p. 1698-1708
[2] Armstrong, J., 2011, Low voltage and low overvoltage X-ray nanoanalysis with field emission
electron microprobes and SEMs: Problems in quantitation for first-row transition elements. 2011 AGU
Fall Meeting, San Francisco, CA.
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Lateral Analytical Spatial Resolution in a Silicate Glass Using Low Voltage Field
Emission EPMA: Experiments with NIST K409 Glass
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Field emission (FE) electron gun sources provide new capabilities for high lateral resolution EPMA. The
determination of analytical (compositional) lateral resolution is not as straightforward as that for
resolution of SE or BSE images. Barkshire et al. [1] provided a good summary of the terminology of
image resolution: (a) point-to- point resolution (an example being gold spheres on a graphite substrate)
is defined as the minimum distance between two points over which the signal intensity drops by at least
75 % of the maximum intensity, and (b) edge resolution refers to the distance over which some
percentage change in signal intensity occurs (e.g., 16 - 84%) in a scan over a sharp edge between two
features. Barkshire et al. [1] also give a definition of compositional lateral resolution for EPMA, which
is worth repeating: ... instead of simply being able to resolve the feature in an image, the entire X-ray
information volume must be contained within the feature. Thus, for this purpose a more reasonable
definition of lateral resolution is the diameter of a feature such that it will include some fraction of the
total X-ray intensity, e.g., 99 %.
Historically, efforts to estimate lateral resolution in EPMA started with Castaing’s 1952 definition of Xray range [2], followed by others’ modifications. However, Duncumb [3] and then Reed [4] recognized
that X-ray range was not by itself able to define analytical resolution, so added multiplicative factors
(1.6; 3). Most recently Merlet and Llovet [5] revisited this with a modified formulation that included
beam diameter as well as maximum ionization depth.
Ultimately experimental data are necessary to test the various theoretical models of lateral EPMA
resolution. The optimal experimental material would be a single phase of various sizes (from ~100 nm
up thru 1000 nm diameter) within a distinct homogenous matrix. Hombourger and Outrequin [6] found
one Cu-Mg-Pd material which they used successfully. It was desired to find some material more relevant
to silicate geological EPMA, and K409 was found. NIST K409 is a FeO-Al2O3-Na2O-SiO2 glass full
of regular 800 nm crystals of magnetite (Fig.1). It had failed the test for a homogeneous glass reference
material and was shelved, until Cathey et al. [6] found it to be an excellent experimental material. Here,
though, the inverse was necessary – measuring the matrix glass between the discrete (Fe-oxide) phases.
Initially, traverses were performed with 5 second counts (10 nA) every 100 nm going from glass through
first oxide, into glass separated by 200 to 1000 nm, then through second oxide, then out into glass. The
approach was to create K-ratios, with the denominator the X-ray intensity of Si, Al, Fe and Na in the far
away glass, and the numerator being the X-ray intensity in the short gap between oxides (Fig. 2).
However, statistics were too poor, and a second approach taken: to measure only 3 spots but for 50
seconds each – one midway between oxides and two far away from oxides. The results are shown in
Figure 3, for 5 and 7 keV. Conclusions: not much difference in analytical lateral resolution for Si, Al
and Fe between these two low voltages, with lateral resolution for Al and Si Ka and Fe La in 600-700
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nm range. And in comparing the experimental data with theoretical calculations using various X-ray
ranges as well as Monte Carlo calculations, there are mixed results: e.g., CASINO and PENEPMA
match for 7 keV but underestimate for 5 keV. See [8] for full results.
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Figure 1. K409 Fe-oxide (Fe3O4) ~800
nm crystals in glass matrix

Distance in microns
Figure 2. Traverse through center of two Fe-oxides
in glass. 5 seconds/spot, 100 nm step, 10 nA. Na in
the glass is lost with use of fully focused beam.

Figure 3. Results at 5
and 7 keV 50 second
counting time with one
glass
measurement
centered between two
Fe3O4 separated by
noted distance, compared
(as K-ratio) to the glass
X-ray intensity at >1
micron distance from
edges of the oxides
(assumed to represent the
glass composition).
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A Practical Approach to Quantify Thin Film and Lamella Thickness and
Composition
Christian Lang1, Simon Burgess1, Matthew Hiscock1 and Peter Statham1
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It has long been recognized that electron probe microanalysis using x-rays (EPMA) can be used to
provide information on the structure and composition of layered materials. For example, more than 30
years ago, Kyser and Murata [1] used Monte Carlo calculations and Yakowitz and Newbury [2]
developed equations to predict the k-ratio for a single pure element film on a substrate. Here, k-ratio is
defined as the ratio of x-ray line intensity to the intensity of the same line when a bulk pure element is
excited under the same conditions. For a single layer like this, a simple calibration curve could be used
to convert a measured k-ratio into a thickness but in the next two decades a number of investigators
developed special equations to predict the k-ratios in more complex situations with multiple elements
and layers (for example see the review in reference [3]).
Here we demonstrate the practical application of a commercial software package, AZtec Layerprobe, to
solve a variety of problems including measuring the thickness of multiple thin films on a substrate, the
number of layers in 2D materials and the thickness and composition of electron transparent samples
(lamellae).
In order to measure the thickness and composition of a particular film, the user needs to specify a
starting model that includes the substrate material and the elements contained in each layer of the
specimen. Whether there is a mathematical solution for a particular stack of thin films and particular
acquisition conditions and which X-ray lines to use to obtain the best possible solution is not trivial to
determine. Aztec LayerProbe therefore comes with a solubility tool [4], that determines the solubility of
a particular model and suggests optimum acquisition conditions and X-ray lines. Once the acquisition
conditions (landing energy, beam current etc) have been set up, the user takes a measurement of the Xray count from a known pure element standard. This provides information about the beam intensity in
the SEM and this information is automatically attached to every spectrum acquired subsequently.
In order to show that even multilayers with individual layers well below 1nm thickness can be measured
using this technique we determined the number of layers in two overlaying flakes of WSe2 and MoS2
(Figure 1). The step heights were verified using AFM [5].
The technique can also be applied to determine the thickness of electron transparent lamellae [6]. As
there is no substrate present in the sample, the substrate composition is assumed to comprise only Be. A
first layer is defined as the material comprising the lamella and its thickness is used as a measure for the
lamella thickness. A second top layer can be defined to contain the element used as the ion source (e.g.
Gallium) to obtain a measure of the degree of ion implantation in the specimen.
As there is no Be X-ray line in the spectrum, the line is removed from the calculation. The resulting
thicknesses for the lamella have been shown to match closely the thickness measured with other
techniques such as cross sectional TEM. The lamella thickness is an important parameter during the
preparation of TEM samples in a FIB-SEM or when using transmission methods in the SEM such as
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Transmission Kikuchi Diffraction. Figure 2 shows the electron image of the lamella with the area
selected over which the thickness was determined, as well as the two thickness plots for the Ga layer and
the lamella thickness. The lamella thickness was found to be in good agreement with cross-sectional
measurements.

References:
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[2] H. Yakowitz et al., Proc Ninth Ann.Scanning Electron Microscope Symposium (1976), p 667.
[3] G. F. Bastin et al., Microbeam Analysis 2 (1993), p. 29.
[4] P. J. Statham 2010 IOP Conf. Ser.: Mater. Sci. Eng. 7 012027
[5] C. Lang et al., Applied Microscopy 45 (2015), p.131.

(a) optical micrograph of a MoS2/WSe2 heterostructure. (b) EDS maps at 4kV of the overlap
regions indicated by dotted lines

Figure 2.

Figure 3. (a) shows an electron image of a TEM lamella of Ni superalloy 600 and the area for which
the lamella thickness in (b) and the equivalent Ga thickness (c) have been calculated.
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Peltier cooled cold finger: An alternative to LN2 for reducing carbon
contamination.
Ben Buse1 and Stuart Kearns1
1.
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LN2 cold fingers are regularly used to reduce carbon contamination, aiding the analysis of light
elements and quantification at low voltages [1, 2]. At low voltage/over-voltage contamination results in
a significant reduction in the landing energy of the beam in addition to absorbing emitting x-rays [3].
The emergence of low voltage/over-voltage FEG EPMA for which contamination poses significant
problems creates an impetus for developing a convenient and continuous anti-contamination device. The
minimum and optimum cold finger temperatures for effective anti-contamination are poorly understood.
Previous studies suggest LN2 temperatures are not required. The limited studies available suggest
temperatures of ca. -70°C are effective where the cold trap is located at a distance from the sample [4,
5]. Ranzetta & Scott [6] found temperature of < -40°C to be effective where the cold finger is situated
immediately above the sample. Higher temperatures of between -20 and -15°C are shown to be effective
in two studies which have a cold finger encapsulating but not in contact with the sample [7, 8]. This
suggests the required temperature may be dependent on the geometry and design of the device.
The implication that temperature required can be significantly higher than LN2 temperature presents the
opportunity for using peltier cooling. Peltier devices readily achieve -25°C and more powerful devices
or stacked devices can achieve larger degrees of cooling approximating -60°C [9]. Peltier cooling has a
number of advantages, the principle being the ability to run the cold finger over long periods of time not
limited by the size of the nitrogen dewar. The absence of nitrogen and the ability to run continuously
would allow the routine use of a cold finger for low voltage and light element analysis.
Initial tests were conducted using an adapted peltier cold stage as a cold finger in an SEM (see figure
1a). The beam was rastered over 5 µm areas for varying lengths of time. A reduction in amount of
contamination was observed when the cold finger was cooled with the temperature at the peltier device
reaching -25°C (see figure 1b). Following these initial tests we have designed and constructed a peltiercooled cold finger for a JEOL EPMA (see figure 1c). The first version of the device consists of two
standard peltier devices mounted outside the vacuum with water-cooled heat sinks. The peltier devices
cool an aluminium plate which cools the cold finger through conduction via a copper rod. The device is
a modification of the standard JEOL LN2 cold finger device. Initial results will show the effectiveness
of the device at a range of temperatures by measuring carbon profiles from calibrated BSE images [2].
The device will be compared against a standard LN2 cooled cold finger.
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Figure 1. (a) Photograph of the adapted peltier cold stage used as a cold finger for initial testing in SEM.
(b) BSE image showing the reduction in contamination when using the adapted peltier cold stage as a
cold finger in the SEM; W is with the peltier device off and C is with the peltier device cooled to -25°C.
The times in minutes are the length of time the beam was rastered over the 5 µm areas. (c) Photograph
of the constructed peltier cooled cold finger for use with a JEOL EPMA; in part constructed by
modifying a previous LN2 cold finger device.
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Development of EPMA with High-Beam-Current Field Emission Electron Optics
Hiroyuki Murakita1, Shin Fujita2, Hiroshi Sakamae1, Hiroshi Hayashi1 and Christopher J. Macey3
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Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Inc., Columbia, Maryland, USA
2.

In this paper we describe the design parameters optimized in the development the Shimadzu EPMA8050G, a new field emission EPMA that provides high spatial resolution at high beam current (20nm @
10nA). This improved design will allow EPMA elemental analysis to be utilized in new applications that
require both high spatial resolution and high elemental sensitivity, such as elemental mapping of metals
in cells.
The probe size, which is the main factor of spatial resolution, increases with increasing beam current. At
a certain current threshold, Ith, there is an increase in the rate at which the probe size increases with beam
current. The factors which influence this threshold were investigated and optimized.
A derived formula (1) was used for this research [1] [2].
Ith = 4 2/3π(kBT/e)1/3fg8/3js/Csg2/3Vext1/3

(1)

kB: Boltzmann constant, T: emitter temperature, e: electronic charge
fg: electron gun focal length, js: cathode current density
Csg: gun spherical aberration, Vext: extraction voltage
According to formula (1), Ith the threshold beam current can be increased by the decrease of Csg and/or
the increase of fg.
In designing the EPMA-8050G, a decrease of Csg was achieved by optimizing the shape of magnetic
focusing lens [3]. The value of fg is dependent on the nose shape of the emitter. Decreased fg was achieved
by the choice of the shape of the emitter.
Results:
Fig.1 (right) shows the relationship between beam current and probe size achieved with the EPMA-8050G.
The data show the increased current threshold. The EPMA-8050G is shown in Fig.1 (left). Figure 2 shows
SEM image examples. Figures 3a-b(left) and 3a-b(right) show analyses of lead-free-solder, lung tissue
and high spatial resolution elemental mapping respectively.
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Figure1. Left; FE-EPMA EPMA-8050G.Right; Relationship between beam current and probe size

Figure2. SEM image under mapping beam current condition by EPMA-8050G (image size ca. 20µm x
15µm).

Figure3. Left; (a) Backscattered electron image of lead-free solder (image size ca. 4µm x 4µm).
(b) Ag mapping image (image size ca. 4µm x 3µm).
Right; (a) SEM image of ultrafine particles in lung tissue (image size ca. 2µm x 2um).
(b) Fe mapping image (image size ca. 2µm x 1.5µm).
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Partial melting in ~560 Ma lower crust xenoliths, NE Jordan
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Xenoliths of gabbro, norite, and one garnet clinopyroxenite from two volcanoes, Abu Tarboosh and
Ashqaf Usefir, in Harrat As Shaam (NE Jordan), sample lower crust cumulates beneath the region. This
crust formed during the latest Neoproterozoic, around 560 Ma [1]. Nine xenoliths collected from the
Neogene basalts were studied. Here we focus on segregations and infiltrations of microcrystalline “melt
pockets” in these xenoliths. The melt pockets are mostly interstitial between primary phases of plagioclase
(pl), orthopyroxene (opx), clinopyroxene (cpx), spinel (sp), apatite (ap), Fe-Ti oxide, and garnet. The melt
pockets are composed of microcrystalline olivine (ol), opx, cpx, plagioclase, in a K-rich matrix. The
micro-phases in the melt pockets are 10 to 100 micrometer in size, opx and spinel show similar chemistry
as the primary phases. Micro cpx and plagioclase are slightly different from primary phases. Microplagioclase has higher Ca and K contents. Micro cpxs contain higher K and Ti, lower Na, and more
variable FeO/(FeO+MgO) = 0.28 to 0.4, compared to the more consistent 0.34-0.36 in primary cpx.
Olivine also formed in the melt pockets. The K-phase has a relative stable composition. K-phase
encompasses the micro-crystals and fills the fractures which cut through the primary minerals. It seems
that the melt pockets were formed during partial melting along the boundaries of the primary minerals.
The melt corroded the primary mineral and crystalized the microcrystalline minerals. The K-phase was
possibly formed during a later stage volatile enriched event, which altered the matrix of the melt pockets
and filled the fractures in primary minerals.
References:
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2016, Cadomian (560Ma) crust buried beneath the northern Arabian Peninsula: Mineral, chemical,
geochronological, and isotopic constraints from NE Jordan xenoliths, Earth and Planetary Science Letters,
436, 31-42
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Figure 1. EPMA images for melt pockets. A. K x-ray map, warm colors indicate higher K concentration,
cold colors (or dark) indicate lower K concentration. B. Back-scattered electron image of the white-square
area of image A, showing microcrystalline minerals in the melt pocket.
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Petrogenesis of Granulite Facies Metaophiolitic Rocks From SE Anatolia
Mitchell Awalt1, Donna L. Whitney1 and Christian Teyssier1
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Ophiolites commonly experience low-grade metamorphism and alteration as a result of circulation of
hydrothermal fluids. In some cases, however, ophiolitic rocks undergo higher-grade metamorphism –
most commonly in subduction zones, metamorphic soles, and the roots of island arcs. Studying the
formation of metaophiolitic rocks is crucial to understanding the dynamics of these settings and
processes of ophiolite emplacement.
The Berit metaophiolite in SE Anatolia is a piece of Late Cretaceous ocean crust metamorphosed and
deformed during closure of the Neotethys and Arabian-Eurasian collision. Metagabbroic rocks within
the ophiolite reflect metamorphism at amphibolite to granulite facies. Recent thermobarometry of the
granulite facies rocks suggests metamorphism at 690-941°C and 13-17 kbar, however there is extensive
textural and compositional evidence for disequilibrium, such as symplectites and corona structures [1].
Accurate interpretation of the petrogenesis of the granulites requires characterization of these features.
The aim of this study is to use pseudosection modeling in combination with textural analysis to
investigate the peak metamorphism, P-T path, and tectonic significance of the Berit granulites.
Granulite facies metagabbro in the Berit metaophiolite occurs as meter-scale pods hosted by folded
amphibolite. These pods typically contain garnet (Prp55-64Grs19-22Alm16-23) + clinopyroxene + kyanite +
amphibole ± plagioclase ± orthopyroxene (Figure 1). Pods commonly have retrogressed amphibole-rich
rims. The foliation of the host amphibolite (hornblende + epidote + plagioclase + quartz ± titanite) wraps
the granulite pods. Granulites typically display coarse-grained granoblastic polygonal textures with
lathe-shaped kyanite. Kyanite-clinopyroxene and plagioclase-clinopyroxene symplectites are common
and often occur around garnet. In rare cases, granulite pods display corona textures with orthopyroxene,
clinopyroxene, and garnet from core to rim, surrounded by coarse-grained plagioclase.
Whole-rock major element analyses (XRF) and calculated CIPW normative minerals suggest cumulate
gabbro protoliths for the Berit granulites. They are characterized by relatively low SiO2, TiO2, and FeO,
high MgO and CaO, and follow a tholeiitic trend. Trace-element abundances are consistent with
ophiolitic igneous protoliths, in agreement with previous work [1]. Low Ti/V values are indicative of an
island arc tholeiite or supra-subduction zone setting.
Preliminary phase diagrams (pseudosections) were calculated using the software package Perple_X
version 6.6.6 using the hp04ver.dat thermodynamic data set with the following solution models:
Opx(HP), Gt(HP), Omph(GHP), O(HP), Sapp(HP), and Pl(h) [2]. Calculations were performed in the
MnNaCaMgFeAlSiTi system. Isopleths of garnet composition (XGrs = 0.2 and XAlm = 0.2) and modal
amount of clinopyroxene (~60% observed in thin section) intersect at T = 750-850°C and P = 12-15 kbar
suggesting equilibration at these conditions (Figure 2). This region occurs outside the plagioclase
stability field, indicating that it may not be an equilibrium phase.
The orthopyroxene-clinopyroxene-garnet coronites reflect an early prograde path with a nearly
isothermal increase in pressure. This interpretation is consistent with similar coronitic metagabbros in
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the Variscan [3]. Kyanite-clinopyroxene and plagioclase-clinopyroxene symplectites appear to be
produced by garnet breakdown during retrograde metamorphism. Plagioclase-hornblende
thermobarometry of the amphibolites gives conditions of 650°C and 6 kbar. Together, these textures and
conditions suggest an anticlockwise P-T path for the Berit granulites. The peak metamorphic conditions
and P-T path are consistent with subduction of a Neotethyan island arc in the Early Eocene [4].
References:
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Region”, eds. A Robertson, O Parlak and U Ünlügenç, (Geological Society, London) p. 249.
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[3] R Arenas and J Martínez Catalán in “Variscan-Appalachian Dynamics: The building of the late
Paleozoic basement”, eds. J Martínez Catalán, R Hatcher, R Arenas and F Díaz García, (Geological
Society of America, Boulder) p. 73.
[4] This work was funded by NSF grant EAR 1109762 and support from the University of Minnesota.

Figure 1. BSE images of mafic granulites: A) Garnet + clinopyroxene + kyanite and late amphibole; B)
Clinopyroxene + kyanite symplectite; C) Orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and garnet corona structures.

Figure 2. Pseudosection calculated for a sample of Berit granulite with an ellipse showing a region of
stability consistent with plotted modal clinopyroxene and isopleths of XGrs and XAlm.
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Transition metal di- and trichalcogenides, MX2 and MX3, respectively, are two important classes of
materials for future use in the electronics industry. Both compositions have interesting and useful
properties like charge density waves, superconductivity, and metallic conductivity [1], [2]. These
materials have structural layers held together with van der Waals forces, which makes simple exfoliation
down to the nanoscale regime possible. MX2 crystals are two dimensional, with several exhibiting
polymorphism, whereas MX3 crystals are considered quasi-1D and are mostly found with a monoclinic
structure. TaX2 is a great example of polymorphism for both X = S, and Se. There are three known
polymorphs resulting from stacking offsets between layers: trigonal 1T, hexagonal 2H, and rhombohedral
3R [3]. Visually, the 1T phase is easily distinguishable from the remaining two due to its distinctive gold
color.
MXy materials were synthesized and crystallized by chemical vapor transport (CVT). The process was
carried out directly from the elemental powders over 7 – 14 days at temperatures ranging from 550 – 975
°C. The reactions were performed in evacuated quartz ampoules with iodine as the transport agent for
most of the reactions; excess selenium was also used in some of the TaSe3 reactions only. Before use, the
ampoules were cleaned in conc. HNO3 overnight, dried, and annealed at 900 °C for 12 h. TiSe2, TaS2, and
TaSe2 were quenched in ice water at the end of the reaction period to preserve the metastable 1T phase,
whereas TaS3, TaSe3 and TiS3 were allowed to cool naturally to room temperature. Iodine was then
removed by vacuum before storage under inert atmosphere. The best conditions for crystal growth were
found to be as follows: TiSe2, TaS2, and TaSe2 were synthesized at 975 °C with a 100 °C temperature
gradient for 7 – 14 days before quenching; TaS3 and TiS3 were synthesized at 550 °C for 14 days
temperature gradients ranging from 50 – 100 °C; TaSe3 was synthesized at 700 °C for 14 days with
temperature gradients ranging from 20 – 40 °C.
MXy crystals were characterized with several techniques including X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and electron probe microanalysis
(EPMA). XRD was used to determine the structure of each MXy material. SEM was then used in
conjunction with EDS to validate the high quality of the synthesized crystals; all materials were prepared
by lightly pressing onto double-sided carbon tape. SEM revealed large, flat crystals up to millimeter lateral
dimensions for TiSe2, TaS2, and TaSe2. EDS then showed the expected stoichiometry for each MX2. The
EDS results were then corroborated with EPMA. EDS and EPMA data collection proved more difficult
for the MX3’s, however. Due to their 1D nature, the wires did not always lay flat on the carbon tape. This
problem was solved through pressing the wires onto the carbon tape with a glass laboratory slide revealing
wires of varying surface topography that were up to millimeters in length and between 1 and 100 μm in
width and expected stoichiometry.
An oxidation study was carried out for 1T-TaSe2 by heating the crystals in air at varied temperatures for
1 or 6 h. Crystals were heated at 100, 200, 300, 500 and 700 °C for 1 h, and 100 and 200 °C for 6 h; these
studies were monitored with Raman spectroscopy, and SEM/EDS. Surface oxidation was detected by
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Raman spectroscopy after heating at 300 °C for 1 h where a shoulder peak at 250 cm-1 could be attributed
to Ta2O5 [3,4]. After the 6 h heating, oxidation was seen beginning on the edges at 100 °C; EDS revealed
a 39.9% oxygen content on the crystal edges. Crystallites of Se can be seen after heating at 200 °C for 6
h confirmed by EDS. EDS showed surface oxidation as well. The oxidation was confined to the surface,
however, and could be removed through delamination of the layers with scotch-tape [5]. A 1T-TiSe2
oxidation study is also currently underway utilizing temperatures of 100, 200, 300, and 500 °C for 1 h,
and 100, 125, 150, and 175 °C for 6 h. Preliminary studies show surface oxidation beginning at 300 °C,
with complete surface oxidation to TiO2 at 500 °C.
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(NSF 005400).

Figure 1. SEM images of as-grown (a) 1T-TaSe2, (b) 1T-TiSe2, and (c) TaSe3.

Figure 2. Raman spectra (a) of 1T-TaSe2 heated at various temperatures for 1 h. SEM image (b) of Se
crystallite growths from 1T-TaSe2.
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A suite of microanalytical techniques, including EPMA-EDS and WDS, as well as portable ED-XRF,
SEM, and metallography, were employed to reveal the composition and fabrication techniques of metal
artifacts (n=81, of a total of 99 recovered) from the archaeological site of Tipu, Belize [1]. Maya
communities lived at this site as early as 300 BCE and the artifacts, related to the Spanish Colonialperiod Maya occupation of the site (ca. 1544-1707 CE), index a negotiation between Mesoamerican and
European metal technologies. The artifacts studied range from bells and lacetags (for tying clothing
ends) to needles and rings and were recovered primarily from a church cemetery as well as from
middens and architecture. The application of complementary non-destructive archaeometric techniques,
with a situation of the materials in their cultural context, permitted the identification of technological
choices at multiple scales [2].
Analysis of the metals shows clear relationships between formal characteristics and compositions in
lacetags (brasses, Cu-Zn) and rings (Ag-Cu and made of drawn wire). Contrastingly, variety is apparent
in working techniques and in compositions of bells (Cu, Cu-Sn, Cu-Pb) and needles (Cu and Cu-Zn).
The sample preparation—light cleaning and polished sections of certain artifacts—was crucial to the
investigation, but intensive corrosion posed an analytical challenge.
Formal similarities to West Mexican loop-eye needles and Mayapán bells suggest either importation or
technological practices shared or borrowed from elsewhere in the Maya region and Mesoamerica [3,4].
The presence of brass lacetags indexes a clear European influence seen at other sites in the Caribbean
[5].
This research leads to further questions about the role of the Tipu community in larger networks of
metal production and exchange from the Postclassic (ca. 950-1544 CE) to the Spanish Colonial periods,
given that no evidence of metal fabrication has been found at Tipu, unlike at Lamanai, another site in the
southern Maya lowlands of Belize with a Postclassic to Colonial occupation [6]. Nevertheless, the Tipu
Maya were not passive recipients of metals from diverse sources but used these materials to testify to the
changing political and economic conditions of colonization [7].
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Figure 1. Ring 854.2 (left) made of a Ag-Cu alloy. After etching, study of the polished section revealed
different microstructures between the ring/fastener coil and the joining material (right).

Figure 2. Bell 902 (left) made of a Cu-Sn alloy. Etching revealed its dendritic microstructure,
confirming it was cast, presumably by the lost-wax technique (right).
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Preliminary EPMA and Cathodoluminescence Study of Zoned Metamorphic
Apatite: Tracking Accessory Mineral Reactions and a Potential Tool for Thermal
Modeling
Benjamin W. Hallett1
1.

Department of Geology, University of Wisconsin Oshkosh, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, USA

Apatite, Ca5(PO4)3(F,OH,Cl), is the most abundant naturally occurring phosphate mineral on Earth and
represents an important link between the fields of Earth science, life science, and material science.
Apatite’s mineral chemistry allows for many different element substitutions, particularly various metal
cations’ abilities to substitute for Ca in the mineral structure [1]. For this reason, apatite is significantly
important as a host for trace elements, whose substitution into apatite in a particular system are a
function of a variety of conditions and properties. In earth science, in particular high temperature
geochemistry and petrology, apatite’s abundance in many rocks means that understanding apatite
chemistry may lead to constraints on the changing conditions due to major geologic processes. This
study presents a preliminary investigation into the applications of electron microbeam and
cathodoluminescence (CL) analyses to the geochemistry of apatite in metamorphic systems.
Metamorphism in geology represents solid-state chemical and physical changes in rocks due to elevated
pressure and temperature conditions.
Experimentally determined element diffusion calibrations for trace elements in apatite (natural and
synthetic) are presented in the literature ([2] and references therin). A prominent example of an
application of published diffusion parameters to natural systems used Sr diffusion in zoned metamorphic
apatite to constrain the thermal history of a textbook example of orogenic metamorphism, the Barrovian
metamorphic zones of Scotland [3]. In the Barrovian apatite, Sr zoning is pronounced and recognizable
by backscattered electron (BSE) imaging. Sr diffusivities in apatite are suitable for study of thermally
activated diffusion because characteristic length scales are measurable by electron beam techniques for
diffusion at temperatures for the middle crust during orogenic metamorphism. Forward modeling of Sr
diffusion in apatite to match observed profiles can provide constraints on the cooling rates experienced
by a metamorphic rock. This work represents an effort to expand this thermal timescale approach by
using additional trace element diffusion zoning recognized in other metamorphic apatite.
Rocks for this study are from the Silurian–Devonian Waits River Formation near South Strafford,
Vermont, USA. The samples represent regionally metamorphosed rock of pelitic (mudstone)
compositions [4]. Preliminary BSE imaging identified core domains in a subset of apatite grains. The
relatively clean core domains generally give slightly brighter BSE signal versus more inclusion-rich rim
domains. Further examination of the zoning patterns by cathodoluminescence indicates significant
brightly luminescent core domains, particularly in blue wavelengths (using a blue filter). This domain
corresponds to an only slight variation in BSE brightness, and therefore likely reflects a subtle change in
apatite composition likely limited to trace element compositions.
EPMA of the Vermont apatite yield low-moderate amounts of Ce (~50–800 ppm; see Figure 1) and Mn
(~350–550 ppm), and unfortunately low Sr (~100–300 ppm). Such Sr values prevent use of Sr zoning as
a diffusion profile for cooling constraints, as the sample lacks a resolvable sharp contrast in Sr zoning.
However, the use of other trace elements is proposed, and, in particular, measurements of Ce and Nd are
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similar, hinting that REE may share similar apatite partitioning behavior.
Studies of apatite luminescence properties identify several CL activating cations [5][6], of which only
Mn has experimentally determined diffusivity. In the Vermont apatite, CL zoning is most prominent in
the blue wavelengths giving only limited signal near Mn-activated yellow luminescence. Blue CL
brightness is well correlated with the preliminary Ce composition data, suggesting that at the very least
Ce may be correlated with a blue-activating cation. These preliminary results suggest that if REE
compositions of apatite are correlated, CL analysis may provide drastically improved spatial resolution
for diffusion profile modeling studies [7]. Application of these tools in tandem can potentially be used to
improve our understanding of the pace of metamorphism within the earth.
References:
[1] JM Hughes, J Rakovan in “Phosphates: Geochemical, Geobiological, and Materials Importance”,
eds. MJ Kohn, J Rakovan, JM Hughes (MSA, Washington D.C.) p. 1–12.
[2] DJ Cherniak in “Diffusion in Minerals and Melts”, eds. Y Zhang and DJ Cherniak (MSA,
Washington D.C.) p. 827-869.
[3] JJ Ague and EF Baxter, Earth and Planetary Science Letters 261 (2007) p. 500–516.
[4] T Menard and FS Spear, Journal of Petrology 34 (1993) p. 977–1005.
[5] AN Mariano and PJ Ring, Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 39 (1975), 649–660.
[6] PL Roeder, D MacArthur, X Ma, GR Palmer, and AN Mariano, American Mineralogist 72 (1987) p.
801–811.
[7] The author acknowledges funding from the Hamilton Endowed Chair (to Frank Spear), the
Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and the
Department of Geology at the University of Wisconsin Oshkosh. Dr. Frank Spear, Kenny Horkley, and
Dr. Daniel Ruscitto are thanked for help with the electron probe and CL spectrometer.

Figure 1. (left) False color CL image of apatite showing bright domains and EPMA point locations.
Figure 2. (right) Blue filtered CL signal pixel value (x axis) vs. preliminary Ce concentrations in apatite
of Figure 1 (y axis, in ppm). Note that lower values are below detection limit for Ce. Least squares bestfit line is shown for relationship between Ce (possibly coupled with a CL activator) and CL brightness.
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Development of Quantitative Energy Dispersive Spectrometry with a Field Emission
Gun Scanning Electron Microscope for Use in Meteorite Studies.
Brendt C. Hyde1,2, Desmond E. Moser1, Kimberly T. Tait2, Ivan R. Barker1 and Brian R. Joy3.
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The Hitachi SU6600 Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) housed in the
Zircon and Accessory Phase Laboratory is being developed for non-destructive in situ characterization
of meteorites and their geochronology phases. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and
cathodoluminescence (CL) protocols have already been established to examine mineral orientation and
chemical microstructure, respectively [1]. Here we present initial results of quantitative standards-based
analyses of olivine via energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS), with the goal of assessing precision and
accuracy of EDS point and mapping analyses to determine if evaluation of olivine equilibration is
possible with this instrument. According to the Meteorite Nomenclature Committee, equilibrated
meteorite olivine has measured fayalite numbers (Fa=Fe/Fe+Mg, in AFU) with standard deviations (σ)
below 1.6, hence precision below this value is required.
The mineral standards used include forsterite (Mogok, Myanmar), fayalite (Rockport, Massachusetts)
and olivine from the Springwater pallasite meteorite (Table 1). All minerals are from the collection of
the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM). The forsterite and fayalite have been developed as standards for use
in electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) wavelength dispersive spectrometry (WDS) at Queen’s
University, and Springwater olivine is included in the list of Smithsonian Microbeam Standards [2].
Beam stability was tested using a Faraday cup, positioned in the column, with two different aperture setups. The first arrangement consisted of a 50 µm anode aperture and 100 µm objective aperture, while the
second comprised a 30 µm anode aperture and 50 µm objective aperture. The second set-up provided
better stability, and this appears to be independent of beam current (Fig. 1). Beam stability was also
measured with a Faraday cup on the sample stage prior to analyses (σ < 0.007 nA). The beam conditions
used at this optimal aperture setting were 15 kV accelerating voltage and 0.272 nA beam current. An
Oxford XMax silicon drift detector (80 mm2) was used for EDS measurements (INCA software). A
conductive Si standard (commercial wafer) was used to verify and adjust peak positions and monitor
beam current. Carbon coat thicknesses of the two standard mounts in use were 17.2 nm and 27.8 nm, as
determined by GMRfilm software [3]. Standards and unknowns were always coated with the same
thickness. Standardization points and points treated as “unknowns” from the standards were analyzed in
point mode (500,000x magnification - submicron) for 180 s and 150 s respectively (>200,000 total
counts on unknowns). Dead time was kept at ~10% for the olivine to minimize coincidence peaks [4].
For quantitative mapping, a resolution of 256 x 192 pixels was used, and 4 frames were acquired with a
dwell time of 120 ms per pixel. All values from mapped spots were normalized and used in calculations.
The point analyses provided major and some minor element compositions, and the 2σ ranges from the
FE-SEM EDS and EPMA WDS data always overlapped (Table 1). All oxygen values were determined
by stoichiometry and totals were between 99.42 and 100.82 wt.%. The use of Springwater olivine as the
Fe standard for fayalite analyses did require a large extrapolation. However, Fe was also determined
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with a magnetite standard resulting in an identical Fe composition (within 2σ range). Fortunately, for
future unknown samples, all three olivine standards will be available for use. Quantitative mapping of
Springwater olivine provided major element compositions; however, σ values were much larger (Table
1) than point analyses due to lower dwell times at each spot and the inclusion of points containing
associated phases, edge effects, cracks and other imperfections.
This instrument provides quantitative EDS capabilities alongside other analytical modes (e.g. CL and
EBSD). The EDS analysis times and precision are similar to EPMA WDS; however, WDS analyses are
needed to measure concentrations below EDS detection limits and are preferred when EDS peaks
overlap. For point analyses, the equilibrated Springwater olivine has a Fa 2σ value of 0.3, meaning
equilibration of olivine in meteorites can be examined with this instrument. Lower count times could be
used for faster determinations of equilibration, but precision would need to be monitored. Mapping data
are useful for determining average composition and phase associations. Future work will expand the
EDS practices to other phases and WDS capabilities will be developed for this instrument [5].
References:
[1] D Moser et al, Nature 499 (2013) p.454.
[2] E Jarosewich, Journal of Research of the NIST 107 (2002) p. 681.
[3] R Waldo in “Microbeam Analysis”, ed. D Newbury, (San Francisco Press, San Francisco) p. 310.
[4] D Newbury and N Ritchie, Scanning 35 (2013) p. 141.
[5] We acknowledge NSERC PGS D funding for BCH and help from I Nicklin and V DiCecco.
Mg

Si

Ca

Cr

Mn

Fe

Zn

O

Total

Wt.% ± 1σ

[Data Source],Museum #
Standards used

Forsterite (N=40)

34.49±0.13 19.97±0.06 0.03±0.01

-

0.01±0.01

0.07±0.01

-

45.49±0.12

100.06 [BRJ EPMA], ROM M56929

EDS Points (N=10)

34.83±0.14 19.81±0.12

-

-

-

-

45.48±0.22

100.12 3

Fayalite (N=43)

0.01±0.004 13.81±0.04 0.03±0.01

EDS Points (N=10)
Springwater Olivine (Bulk)

-

-

1.87±0.03 52.29±0.22 0.91±0.03 31.50±0.09

100.42 [BRJ EPMA], ROM E2197

-

13.64±0.06

-

-

1.90±0.04 52.23±0.17

26.28

18.21

-

0.01

EDS Points (N=9)

26.20±0.07 18.41±0.07

-

-

EDS Map

26.34±1.22 18.62±1.35

-

-

0.23

12.92

0.26±0.04 13.17±0.11
-

12.98±2.32

N.Q .

31.28±0.10

99.05

3, 4

-

41.82

99.47

[2], ROM M56009

-

42.07±0.11

100.12 1, 2, 4

-

42.19±0.90

100.13

Table 1. EPMA WDS or bulk, EDS point and mapping compositions. “BRJ EPMA” – EPMA WDS
standard compositions determined by author. “N.Q.” - present, but not quantified. Standards used were
1
forsterite (Mg, Si), 2fayalite (Fe), 3Springwater (Fe, Mg, Si) and not discussed here 4spessartine (Mn).

Figure 1. Electron beam stability. Beam current data is averaged over the analysis time used for points.
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Challenges and Solutions on the Major and Trace Element Analysis of Eudialyte
Group Minerals with the Electron Microprobe
J. Krause1*, P. Atanasova1,2, R. Möckel1,2, I. Osbahr2, M. Rudolph1 and J. Gutzmer1,2
1

Helmholtz Center Dresden-Rossendorf, Helmholtz Institute Freiberg for Resource Technology,
Chemnitzer Strasse 40, DE-09599 Freiberg, Germany
2
TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Department of Mineralogy, Brennhausgasse 14, DE-09596 Freiberg,
Germany
The accurate quantification of the chemical composition of eudialyte group minerals (EGM), one of the
most promising sources for future rare earth element (REE) supply, is complicated by both mineralogical
and X-ray-specific challenges. These include: 1) structural and chemical variability of EGM composition
(e.g., [1], [2], [3]); 2) mutual interferences of X-ray lines of major and trace elements, in particular REEs
[4]; 3) the diffusive volatility of light anions as F and Cl and cations such as K and Na; 4) particular
instability of EGM under the electron beam [5]. Combining all these challenges make EGM being among
the most demanding samples to analyse with the electron microprobe.
A novel analytical approach has been developed to account for the above-mentioned analytical challenges.
The present study focussed at the beginning on the optimization of beam conditions in order to minimize
the effects of instability of EGM under the electron beam. The aim was to allow a measurement time of
around nine minutes per analysis at an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and a beam current of 20 nA in order
to measure 30 elements accounting for the complex chemical composition of EGM. Scanning a square
with an edge length of 20 µm with a defocussed beam, 6 µm in diameter, at the fastest possible scan speed
turned out to minimize the effects of instability of EGM under the electron beam (Fig. 1). The influence
of the electron beam on the structure of EGM has been additionally explored with Raman spectroscopy.
Another parameter essential for the quality of the analytical result turned out to be the measurement of
beam sensitive elements like Si, Na, K, F, Cl early in the measurement sequence. Additionally, loss on
ignition and differential scanning calorimetry data has been applied to constrain the content and
composition of volatiles in the EGM structure. The results allowed to assess of the effect of different
reference materials used for calibration of the major components in particular for Si in EGM (Fig. 2).
Materials having analogous chemical properties and content of volatiles are found to be most favorable.
Finally, a robust procedure for the correction of mutual interferences was developed amending all
overlapping X-ray lines offline following the procedure described in [6]. In order to assess the overall
quality of the EPMA data and the subsequent overlap corrections the results were compared with
concentrations determined by LA-ICP-MS on the same spots. The results demonstrate that the abovementioned parameters need to be considered and carefully optimized to perform accurate quantitative
analyses on the chemical composition of EGM with the electron microprobe.
References
[1] O Johnsen et al., Canadian Mineralogist 41 (2003), p. 785-794
[2] RK Rastsvetaeva, Kristallografiya 52/1, (2007) p. 50-67
[3] J Schilling et al., Mineralogical Magazine 75, 87-115, (2007).
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Figure 1. Apparent crystal
damage of eudialyte after
measurement in spot mode
(a) and scanning mode (b)
for 814 s.

Figure 2. Values for the analytical
total and the SiO2 content for 2 one
representative eudialyte analysis using
different calibration standards for Si.
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ISO/TC202 (ISO Technical Committee in Microbeam Analysis) and its Activities
Rong Li1,2, Jiang Zhao1,2 and Jian Xu1,2
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The Secretariat of ISO/TC202 – Microbeam Analysis.
Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100190, China.

As a modern basic instrumental analytical technique, microbeam analysis involves world-wide
commercial manufacturing & sale of sophisticated instrumentation of microbeam analysis, covering
Electron Probe Microanalysis (EPMA), Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Analytical Electron
Microscope (AEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscope (EDX), etc., and operation & services of
microbeam analysis laboratories (governmental, commercial, academic or educational). Microbeam
analysis instrumentation and methodology are widely employed in quality management & assurance and
R&D in basic and high-tech industries, covering metallurgy, chemical engineering, semiconductor
materials, micro-electronics, information technology, nano-technology, etc., in testing and research in a
great number sectors of economy, technology and sciences. Quantitatively, the overall scale of the market
demand of standardization may be indirectly reflected in the following estimated world-wide figures over
the past three years: 1) Over 100,000 MBA instruments in operation; 2) Over 50,000,000 MBA samples
analyzed annually; 3) Over 10,000 MBA instruments manufactured annually. ISO/TC202, the ISO
Technical committee on Microbeam analysis, emerged amid this business environment.
ISO/TC 202 – Scope and role: Standardization in the field of microbeam analysis (measurement,
parameters, methods and reference materials) which uses electrons as an incident beam and electrons and
photons as the detection signal. (Note: The purpose is to analyze the compositional and structural
characteristics of solid materials. The volume of analysis will generally involve a depth up to 10
micrometers and a surface area less than 100 square micrometers.) The main objectives of the international
standardization work of the TC is to harmonize and guide microbeam analysis practices on an international
basis through development of packages of International Standards on various aspects in the most matured
sub-fields of microbeam analysis (EPMA, SEM, AEM and EDX).
ISO /TC202 – Business Plan: To demonstrate in an objective manner the specific benefits which result
from, or are expected from, the work of this ISO/TC, to support prioritization and to improve the
management of its technical work, to increase the transparency in relation to the market forces and the
percentage of market share addressed by the TC, ISO/TC202 has, as required by ISO/TMB, developed
and updated its Business Plan.
The TC business Plan describes relevant dynamics in the business environment related to the work of the
ISO committee, and quantitative indictors of trends in this business environment and the acceptance and
implementation of the ISO committee’s standards, describes tangible benefits that the standardization
program is expected to achieve for the business environment. It describes identified objectives of the ISO
committee and strategies to achieve those objectives, including descriptions of specific actions that will
be taken or that will be proposed to the committee to better respond to the needs and trends of the business
environment, describes factors that may negatively impact the ISO committee’s ability to achieve its
objectives and implement its strategies, including information on the representation of the major market
forces in the committee (geographically as well as by type, e.g. manufacturer, government, etc.), and
provides detailed information regarding the ISO committee and its
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work program. The Business Plan can be viewed online and is open to public review and comments at the
website of ISO: www.iso.org.
Published International Standards by ISO/TC202:
[1] ISO 11938:2012: Microbeam analysis -- Electron probe microanalysis -- Methods for elementalmapping analysis using wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy
[2] ISO 13067:2011: Microbeam analysis -- Electron backscatter diffraction -- Measurement of average
grain size
[3] ISO 14594:2014: Microbeam analysis -- Electron probe microanalysis -- Guidelines for the
determination of experimental parameters for wavelength dispersive spectroscopy
[4] ISO 14595:2014: Microbeam analysis -- Electron probe microanalysis -- Guidelines for the
specification of certified reference materials (CRMs)
[5] ISO 15632:2012: Microbeam analysis -- Selected instrumental performance parameters for the
specification and checking of energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometers for use in electron probe
microanalysis
[6] ISO 15932:2013: Microbeam analysis -- Analytical electron microscopy -- Vocabulary
[7] ISO 15932:2013: Microbeam analysis -- Analytical electron microscopy -- Vocabulary
[8] ISO 16592:2012: Microbeam analysis -- Electron probe microanalysis -- Guidelines for
determining the carbon content of steels using a calibration curve method
[9] ISO 16700:2004: Microbeam analysis -- Scanning electron microscopy -- Guidelines for calibrating
image magnification
[10] ISO 17470:2014: Microbeam analysis -- Electron probe microanalysis -- Guidelines for qualitative
point analysis by wavelength dispersive X-ray spectrometry
[11] ISO 22029:2012: Microbeam analysis -- EMSA/MAS standard file format for spectral-data exchange
[12] ISO 22309:2011: Microbeam analysis -- Quantitative analysis using energy-dispersive spectrometry
(EDS) for elements with an atomic number of 11 (Na) or above
[13] ISO 22489:2006: Microbeam analysis -- Electron probe microanalysis -- Quantitative point analysis
for bulk specimens using wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
[14] ISO 22493:2014: Microbeam analysis -- Scanning electron microscopy -- Vocabulary
[15] ISO 23833:2013: Microbeam analysis -- Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) -- Vocabulary
[16] ISO 24173:2009: Microbeam analysis -- Guidelines for orientation measurement using electron
backscatter diffraction
[17] ISO/TS 24597:2011: Microbeam analysis -- Scanning electron microscopy -- Methods of evaluating
image sharpness
[18] ISO 25498:2010: Microbeam analysis -- Analytical electron microscopy -- Selected-area electron
diffraction analysis using a transmission electron microscope
[19] ISO 29301:2010: Microbeam analysis -- Analytical transmission electron microscopy -- Methods for
calibrating image magnification by using reference materials having periodic structur
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Mechanism of Grain Refinement in an Al-5Ti-1B master alloy
Xingtao Liu1, Haibin Ma1 and Xiaoming Wang1
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Aluminum and its alloys are widely used in aerospace, automobile, architecture and mechanical
industries attributed to its low density, good electric and heat conductivity, high specific strength and
good corrosion resistance. Aluminum ingots should have well-distributed and fined microstructure,
small gas content and nonmetal impurities in order to obtain good mechanical properties and process
ability. Compared with ingot of coarse grains, aluminum ingot of refined grains has the following
advantages:
(1) According to Hall-petch equation, the yield strength of materials is inversely proportional to grain size.
Therefore, grain refinement is a good method to improve the strength of aluminum alloys.
(2) Grain refined aluminum alloys have higher toughness [1], the reason of it is that the lower strain difference
of refined grains and grain boundaries leads to lower deformation. As a result, the trend of stress
concentration is smaller and the toughness of materials is improved.
(3) Grain refinement improve the surface quality of aluminum products.
(4) Grain refinement reduces the trend of cracking formation during solidification, which improves
the productive proficiency significantly [2].

Titanium and boron first added grain refinement purpose were K2TiF6 and KBF4. The salts were put
directly into melt aluminum to produce Al3Ti and TiB2 that caused grain refinement. However, it is
difficult to control processing parameters to obtain a controllable grain refinement. In addition, the
recovery of Ti and B is low, so K2TiF6 and KBF4 are no longer used right now [3].
Grain refinement is critical to aluminum casting industry, in which Al-Ti-B master alloys are generally used since
1960s. And Al-5Ti-1B (All compositions are in weight percentage if not otherwise specified) master alloy is most
widely used [4-5]. A small amount of Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner will have a significant effect on the formation of fine
equiaxed grains. During the process of grain refinement, Al-5Ti-B master alloy brings two kinds of particles, Al3Ti
and TiB2 into the melt to facilitate heterogeneous nucleation. The formation of these particles in Al-Ti-1B master
alloys is the result of chemical reaction of K2TiF6, KBF4 and Al, which is largely affected by nucleation and growth
of the grains.
In this investigation, commercialAl-5Ti-1B master alloy was diluted into Al-1.25Ti-0.25B and Al-0.1Ti0.02B alloys with 99.99% pure aluminum. For each experiment, 10g Al-5Ti-B master alloy was melted
with 99.99% pure aluminum in a graphite crucible by using an electrical resistance furnace. Then the
melt was heated up to 730oC and stirred with a graphite rod for 1 minute before pouring into a steel
mold. After getting the samples ground and polished, morphologies of grains, Al3Ti and TiB2 particles
were analyzed with FEI Quanta 3D FEG Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Phenom Pro
Scanning Electron Microscope. Back scattered electron (BSE) image was taken at a 20kV and 15kV
voltage respectively. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectrum (EDX) was performed for compositional
characterization. To obtain the 3-dimentional (3D) morphologies of Al3Ti and TiB2 particles, deep
etching was carried out and then Al3Ti and TiB2 particles were analyzed in a secondary electron (SE)
imaging mode at 20kV.
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(b)

(d)

Figure 1. Microstructure of Al-Ti-B alloys,(a) BSE image and EDX point analysis of Al-5Ti-B master
alloy, (b) BSE image of Al-1.25Ti-0.25B alloy,(c) BSE image of Al-0.1Ti-0.02B alloy, (d) SE image of
an deep-etched Al-5Ti-B alloy showing particles of Al3Ti and TiB2
Micrographs of the different samples are shown in Figure 1, According to the micrographs, Al3Ti grew
on the surface of TiB2 particles. When diluted, Al3Ti layer became thinner and eventually disappeared,
which means that Al3Ti was consumed through a peritectic reaction during the process of solidification
[5, 6]. The diffusion of Ti from the surface of TiB2 as Al3Ti leads to the TiB2 particle in the center of Al
grains as shown in Figure 1 (c).

References:
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Synthesis of Glass and Crystalline Reference Materials for Trace Element
Microanalysis.
William O. Nachlas1 and Jay B. Thomas1
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In the last decade, several new petrogenetic techniques have emerged that use the solubilities and
diffusivities of trace elements in minerals to determine the temperatures, pressures, and timescales of
crystal formation. These single-mineral thermometers, barometers, and geospeedometers have generated
wide interest in the geological community because of the relative ease with which they are able to
provide petrological information; by measuring one component of a mineral phase, it is possible to
determine a wealth of information on petrological processes. However, the concentrations and
distributions of relevant components require the detection of low mass fractions from small regions of
solid samples, and ultimately, the proliferation of these techniques has been hampered by the analytical
challenges associated with making in-situ trace-element measurements with a high degree of confidence.
While analytical protocols have been established that enable measurements down to concentrations
expected for crystallization in most geologic settings [1], there is a lack of suitable reference materials
for testing measurement calibrations. To improve the availability and suitability of trace element
microanalytical reference materials, we present experimental strategies to fabricate synthetic glass and
crystalline reference materials and evaluate their utility for calibrating trace element measurements with
electron, laser, and ion-beam microanalysis techniques.
This presentation details two experimental approaches for preparing microanalytical reference materials
for trace element analysis, with particular emphasis on improving measurements of trace-levels of Ti in
quartz. One experimental approach is the growth of synthetic crystals at controlled pressure-temperature
(P-T) conditions. This produces crystals with concentrations predicted for the solubility at the
experimental condition, and by conducting experiments over a range in P-T space, it is possible to
prepare materials with compositions similar to those expected for many geologic environments. The
second experimental approach is to synthesize silica glasses doped with precise quantities of the analyte
of interest. This method enables reference materials to be prepared with a specific concentration or range
in concentrations similar to values expected in unknown materials. Both of these approaches have
advantages and disadvantages. Depending on the planned analysis method and the expected
concentrations and distributions of the analyte, multiple calibration materials should be used in tandem
to improve of the confidence and reproducibly of trace element measurements and refine the resultant
petrogenetic interpretations.
Synthetic quartz crystals with Ti concentrations ranging from 10’s of ng g-1 to ca. 1000 µg g-1 Ti are
readily crystallized from SiO2-,TiO2- and ZrO2-saturated fluids at all P–T conditions relevant to quartz
crystallization in experiments conducted in a piston-cylinder apparatus. Each experiment produces ca.
103 individual crystals that range in size from 10-1000 µm containing prescribed Ti concentrations that
correspond to the solubilities predicted for the specific P–T crystallization condition [2,3]. Analysis of
intragrain variations in Ti content in synthetic quartz crystals with SEM-CL and EPMA reveals mostly
uniform Ti contents, although uncertainties surrounding the development of sector zoning [4] and
contamination from occasional co-crystallization of rutile within quartz pose analytical challenges. This
approach enables the preparation of a large number of crystals from each experiment and provides a
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material that is matrix-matched for analysis of natural quartz, an important requirement for certain
microanalysis measurement techniques.
A complementary approach for preparing microanalytical reference materials is to fabricate silica
glasses doped with precise quantities of the analyte of interest. An experimental procedure has been
developed that demonstrates the high-retentivity of nanoporous silica gel as a doping substrate [5,6].
Silica gel contains a network of nanopores that exert a capillary force on polar dopant molecules, as well
as surface silanol groups that have a strong affinity for the dopant species. The chemical environment of
the doping experiment is controlled by immersing nanoporous silica gel in nonpolar medium that does
not interfere with nanoporosity and by controlling the pH to optimize silanization of the silica surface.
With the optimal conditions of the doping experiment, this method is capable of preparing populations
(>1.5 g) of silica gel particles (60-200 µm) doped at a concentration that is within 10 µg g-1 of a target
value. Doping solutions are obtained as plasma standard solutions that can be acquired in a range of
concentrations for many different elements. Layered aggregates of Ti-doped silica gel were hot-pressed
to prepare multi-layered reference materials. Efficiency of the doping procedure is evaluated at the
intragrain scale (SEM-CL, EPMA), single grain scale (SIMS), sample layer scale (EPMA, LA-ICP-MS),
and bulk scale (ICP-OES). The use of silica gel as a doping substrate enables synthesis of a glass
containing a selected element at a specified concentration and presents a method for preparing reference
materials with precise compositional control.
References:
[1] JJ Donovan, HA Lowers, BG Rusk, American Mineralogist 96 (2011), p. 274-282.
[2] DA Wark, EB Watson, Contribution to Mineralogy and Petrology 152 (2006), p. 743-754.
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In order to obtain reliable, quantitative compositional analyses of solid materials by electron
microbeam/X-ray spectroscopic methods, well characterized reference materials are essential [cf. 1, 2].
Such reference materials are necessary for calibration of the instrument, for assessing analytical
accuracy and precision, and to maintain both inter- and intra-laboratory internal consistency. However,
despite their necessity, the quality of standards and reference materials can vary widely between
different microanalytical facilities, and even within individual collections.
Ideally, microanalytical reference materials are rigorously tested for accurate reference compositions,
and compositional homogeneity at micron or sub-micron scales, are easily prepared for analysis, are
resistant to damage or changes in composition over time, and are produced in sufficient quantities to be
available to all microanalytical facilities. Realistically, producing such materials is expensive and time
consuming [3], and therefore reference materials that may fall short of the ideal criteria are in common
use. Furthermore, new materials are constantly being developed [e.g., 4, 5, 6], while reference
compositions of existing materials may be updated over time as improved analytical techniques become
available to assess them [e.g., 7, 8, 9]. Different laboratories may have widely different standards and
reference materials in their collections, and the reference compositional values associated with those
materials may differ depending on which reference values the lab is using.
In addition to issues of inter-laboratory consistency, some reference materials in a lab’s collection may
be inadequate in terms of accurate reference composition, compositional homogeneity, or both [10, 11,
12, 13]. Especially in the case of natural (rather than synthetic) reference materials, submicron
inclusions of other phases may be present (e.g., Kakanui hornblende [13]), while the actual composition
of the material may differ depending on the source from which the material is obtained (e.g., NMNH
olivine [11]). Not all materials are chemically stable over short or long timescales, and may break down
and change composition due to damage during analyses or reactions with the ambient environment (e.g.,
oxidation of metals or sulfides, de- or re-hydration or decarbonation, diffusional loss of elements during
analysis [10, 14]). In addition, issues of peak position shifts and peak shape changes between reference
materials and unknown samples may produce inaccurate results, even when homogenous standards with
accurate reference compositions are used [15, 16]; even “good” standards may not be sufficient to
produce “good” analyses unless additional care is taken.
Such problems with reference materials can be mitigated by the careful analyst. Appropriate
maintenance of standard collections, such as regular cleaning and polishing, can decrease the effects of
analytical damage or environmental reactions [10]. Measurement of a large number of individual pieces
of a given material, or defocusing the electron beam to obtain measurements over a wider area can
mitigate effects of submicron inclusions or inhomogeneity [12]. Methods such as the use of area-peak
factors [cf. 15] may be used to correct for peak shift/shape issues, an especially important consideration
for the analyses of soft X-rays.
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However, in order to deal with these issues, the analyst must first be aware of them, and relevant
information is not always easy to access. Especially in the case of reference materials without formal
certifications, information on their provenance or formal evaluations of their reference compositions
may be absent or difficult to obtain. Published, systematic evaluations of the accuracy and homogeneity
of individual materials [e.g., 4, 6] continue to enter the publication record, but are not always available
for a given material, while evaluations of suites of materials [e.g., 17] are rare. Necessary details are
often traded anecdotally among the analytical community, and do not find their way into print at all.
In 2015, a Focused Interest Group on Microanalytical Standards (FIGMAS) was established under the
supervision of both the Microscopy Society of America (MSA) and the Microanalysis Society (MAS) in
order to consolidate and more systematically distribute existing information about standards and
reference materials to the wider analytical community [18]. Members of FIGMAS are currently creating
an online database of microanalytical reference materials, from which analysts can access information
such as reference compositions, material provenance, suggestions for sample preparation, evaluation of
compositional accuracy and homogeneity, relevant publications, and potential issues such as potential
corrosion or breakdown under electron bombardment. In addition, FIGMAS is currently beginning the
process of conducting its own evaluation of existing reference materials, through round robin testing of
different existing and proposed materials to be shared among different microanalytical labs. These round
robin exercises will supplement existing evaluations of available reference materials [e.g., 4, 12, 17],
identify the needs of the analytical community for the creation of new materials, and help to establish
and supplement community-wide protocols for the creation of new standards [e.g., 3].
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Identification and accurate characterisation of platinum-group minerals (PGMs) is usually a very
cumbersome procedure due to their small grain sizes (typically below 10 µm) and inconspicuous
appearance under reflected light. A novel strategy for finding PGMs and quantifying their composition
was developed. It combines mineral liberation analysis (MLA), a point logging system and electron
probe microanalysis (EPMA).
As a first step the PGMs are identified using the MLA. In this study the Sparse Phase Lite (SPL)
measurement mode was applied with high spatial resolution and accuracy [1]. In this mode a series of
backscattered electron (BSE) images is collected and only mineral grains matching a defined grey-scale
range are analysed by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) (Fig. 1a). After classifying the
grains by comparison with a mineral reference list, all grains identified as PGMs (Fig. 1b) are
bookmarked (Fig. 1c) and coordinates then recorded on the point logger and transferred to the EPMA.
An efficient re-localisation of the PGM at the EPMA is achieved by calibrating both the reference
coordinate system of the point logger and EPMA stage with internal reference points marked on the
sample holder (Fig. 1d-f). Case studies illustrate that the combination of MLA, point logging, and
EPMA results in the identification of a significantly higher number of PGM grains than reflected light
microscopy [2].
Analysis of PGMs by EPMA requires considerable effort due to the often significant overlaps between
the X-ray spectra of almost all platinum-group and associated elements (e.g. OsMβ on IrMα (Fig. 2) or
AuMβ on HgMα). X-ray lines suitable for quantitative analysis need to be carefully selected. As peak
overlaps cannot be avoided completely, an offline overlap correction has been developed based on the
analysis of preferentially pure element reference materials and a subsequent determination of correction
factors of the interferences based on measured concentrations. Considerable variations in the repeatedly
determined overlap factors illustrate the need for a re-determination of the overlap factors with each
calibration. Particular care is recommended in the case where an overlapped element is measured on a
flank position of an overlapping peak (Fig. 2). Results obtained with the procedure proposed in this
study attain acceptable totals and atomic proportions, indicating that the applied corrections are
appropriate [2].
References:
[1] R Fandrich et al, International Journal of Mineral Processing 84 (2007), p. 310-320.
[2] I Osbahr et al, Microscopy and Microanalysis 21 (2015) p. 1080-1095.
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Figure 1. a BSE image of a Pd-Hg-Cu-PGM grain. b Classified image of the Pd-Hg-Cu-PGM grain
shown in Fig. 1a. c BSE image with bookmarks set for the point logger. d Sample holder appropriate for
the point logger and electron microprobe. e Reference point on the sample holder. f Reference point
with high magnification.

Figure 2. Flank position of overlapping OsMβ peak on IrMα.
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In the Central Anatolian Crystalline Complex (CACC), a high-grade metamorphic terrain with abundant
granitoid plutonism, gabbro occurs as part of ophiolitic thrust sheets and as rare intrusions in the
metamorphic-plutonic massifs. In and around the Niĝde Massif, at the southern end of the CACC,
gabbro occurs in outcrop and as abundant clasts in basins and on geomorphic surfaces (terraces). The
origin of the Niĝde gabbro (in outcrop) and the source(s) of detrital gabbro have been evaluated using
whole-rock element abundance as well as metamorphic and deformational features, including mineral
assemblages, mineral compositions, and microstructures. The results are important for determining the
tectonic, metamorphic, magmatic, and geomorphic history of the region, including resolving debates
about the origin and extent of ophiolite obduction in the CACC, the relationship of plutonism and
metamorphism, and the sources, denudation mechanism, and dispersal routes of gabbro clasts in an
evolving landscape.
Field observations of gabbro outcrops in the Niĝde Massif are most consistent with an ophiolite origin;
for example, lithologic associations of gabbro with plagiogranite and diabase dikes, and tectonic
contacts between gabbro and underlying metasedimentary rocks. Whole-rock geochemistry, obtained
using XRF, further shows that gabbro, plagiogranite and diabase crystallized in a suprasubduction zone
environment. The primary (magmatic) assemblage of gabbro, where preserved, is typically Pl (An72An91) + Cpx ± Opx ± Ol ± Hbl. The existence of magnesian orthopyroxene and calcic plagioclase
(determined using a JEOL 8900 electron microprobe at UMN) is characteristic of suprasubduction zone
magmatism [1]. Two-pyroxene geothermometry yields crystallization temperatures of 880-1000°C for
the Niĝde gabbro using the calibrations of Wood and Banno (1973) [2] and Wells (1977) [3].
Within the Niĝde gabbro, hornblende is ubiquitous (often 50-90% modal abundance). Although some
amphibole in the Niĝde gabbro is magmatic, most of the hornblende replaced primary pyroxene and
plagioclase and is of metamorphic origin (figure 1). Petrography and mineral chemistry show the
variable composition of amphibole and distinguish magmatic and metamorphic hornblende (figure 2).
Amphibole crystallization may have occurred during a widespread ocean floor metamorphic event,
during obduction or during later metamorphism. Analysis of Cl/F ratios in metamorphic amphiboles
may help establish whether oceanic fluids were involved in secondary amphibole crystallization [4].
Mylonitic and protomylonitic gabbro near the contact between ophiolite and basement metasedimentary
rocks contains fish-shaped hornblende in equilibrium with secondary plagioclase. Shear sense indicators
at these high strain zones are consistent with thrusting between the ophiolite and the metasedimentary
basement. As such, it is possible to determine the temperature of obduction-related deformation using
the hornblende-plagioclase thermometer of Holland and Blundy (1994) [5]. Microtextural observations
in mylonitized gabbro and related granite, such as dynamic recrystallization and myrmeckite indicate
moderately high temperature ductile deformation [6].
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In a regional context, the Niĝde (meta)gabbro is most similar to other ophiolitic gabbros of the CACC.
A distinction can be made between ophiolitic gabbros of the CACC and those from the neighboring
terrane, the Tauride Platform. Geochemically, CACC gabbros tend to be more boninitic and reveal a
higher-grade metamorphic overprint. Quantification of these distinctions will be useful for provenance
studies of Tertiary basins between these two terrains, including distinguishing between ophiolitic source
areas on either side of the Inner Tauride Suture.
References:
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Sedimentary and Tectonic Processes in Modern and Ancient Marginal Basins” ed. B Kokelaar and M
Howells, (Geological Society of London, London) p. 77-94
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[4] L Coogan et al, Geochemica et Cosmochimica Acta 65 (2001), p. 4339-4357
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Figure 1. BSE image showing a
typical replacement texture in the
Niĝde metagabbro, where
hornblende (Hbl) is replacing
primary orthopyroxene (Opx) and
anorthite (An).
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Figure 2. Compositional fields for igneous (orange)
and metamorphic (purple) hornblendes of the Niĝde
(meta)gabbro. Nomenclature and fields from Leake et
al (1994) [7].
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The excavations at Jebel Khalid, located on the Euphrates River in northern Syria (Fig. 1), have
provided archaeologists with the rare and precious opportunity to examine material recovered from a
well-dated, single-period site. Jebel Khalid was a walled Greek garrison, occupied from the early 3 rd
century BCE until its abandonment by the late 70s BCE, with the collapse of the Seleucid Empire [1].
Here we present the results of electron microprobe (SEM-WDS) analysis of glass vessels excavated
from the so-called ‘Governor’s Palace’ administrative centre located on the site’s Acropolis.
Little is known about the location of primary glass production and secondary glassworking centres in the
eastern Mediterranean during the Hellenistic period. The island of Rhodes is the only identified
manufacturing site yet discovered from this period; other possible manufacturing regions as identified
from typological examinations of excavated vessels include Macedonia, Alexandria, and the Levantine
coast. The archaeology of Jebel Khalid does not point to any one of these potential sources as being the
most likely. The building from which the glass vessels were recovered appears to be architecturally
Greek, but also has features that belong rather to the Mesopotamian or Achaemenid tradition of palace
design. The residents of this part of the site dined in Greek style, consuming wine imported from Rhodes
(as evidenced by the recovery of Rhodian amphora handles at the site); while cooking wares recovered
from elsewhere at Jebel Khalid were found to be made in a Syrian style [1,2]. The cast fluted and petaldecorated bowls such as those found at Jebel Khalid have been attributed alternately to a SyroPalestinian origin [3] and as imports from Alexandria or the Aegean [4]. While archaeological context
and vessel morphology can provide some clues as to the centres of production, distribution patterns or
regional traits, the broad visual uniformity of colour, form and decoration of the plain bowls across the
eastern Mediterranean allows for little differentiation. In the results presented here, we add chemical
analysis to archaeological and typological data in an attempt to elucidate aspects of glass manufacture
and circulation in the Hellenistic Near East through the 1st millennium BCE.
For this study we analysed 59 vessels: predominantly cast monochrome bowls or drinking cups, the
most common form of glassware used in the Hellenistic world prior to the advent of blown glass in the
1st century BCE. A small number could be identified as petal-decorated, fluted, cast-footed, or carinated.
Analysis also included two incomplete mosaic-cane bowls and one core-formed vessel. Samples were
manually micro-sampled, resin-mounted, polished to a <0.25µm finish, evaporatively coated in ~25nm
carbon and analysed by SEM-WDS using a JEOL JXA-8500F Hyperprobe. We analysed 13 elements as
oxides: Na2O, MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, P2O5, K2O, CaO, TiO2, MnO, Sb2O3, FeO, CoO and CuO. Operating
conditions of 20kV accelerating voltage, 20nA probe current and 30μm were used to achieve effective
analysis of all elements, including potentially beam-sensitive Na, K and Si. The system was calibrated
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using well-characterised natural and synthetic mineral standards, with the quality of the results checked
via examination of secondary standards run intermittently throughout the analysis.
We found the Jebel Khalid glasses to be of the silica-soda-lime type, with the composition of all but two
samples indicative of the use of a mineral (as opposed to plant ash) flux. The majority of the glasses
form a tight group when key components are plotted. This compositional consistency persists regardless
of colour, vessel type or manufacturing technique. Our results show that manganese was employed as
the chief decolourant among the Jebel Khalid samples, in line with the newly developed Hellenistic
technique that followed the earlier use of antimony as a decolourant.
A comparison of our data with those from published analyses of early to late Hellenistic monochrome
glass from sites in mainland Greece, Rhodes central Anatolia and the Levant allows us to obtain a more
detailed picture of how the Jebel Khalid glasses may have been manufactured and distributed [5].
Comparison of base glass compositions across Jebel Khalid and these reference sites revealed a wellcontrolled product. While glass was made with similar batch ingredients in closely regulated
proportions, minor variations are apparent, including the probable addition of plant ash, possibly from
an eastern production. Two decolourant traditions were practiced, suggesting more than one primary
production centre in the Aegean and the Levant. With little manufacturing evidence discovered so far,
and limited comparative data, we cannot exclude the possibility of more than one glass production site
that used well-controlled, comparable glass batch ingredients, and which engaged in active trade of raw
and finished glass products. Vessel production could have occurred at many more secondary workshop
sites in local styles, but general similarity of types and undoubted widespread trade make it difficult to
distinguish geographical groups based on typology alone. The earliest glass considered in this study
from Vergina just precedes the Hellenistic period. The similarity of this glass to the later, extremely
consistent Hellenistic glass compositions, suggests that this manufacturing tradition was already well
established by the beginning of the Hellenistic era. Apart from the introduction of a new decolourant,
glassmaking did not change during this period of nearly three centuries that set the stage for the
consistency apparent in subsequent glass manufacture across the Roman Empire. We need to look back
to pre-Hellenistic times for the development of this technology, and move forward to incorporate
analysis of more comparative material, including vital trace element and isotope data to further
investigate these questions [6].
References:
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Garnet is a common mineral in the lower crust and Earth’s upper mantle [1]. Its common occurrence has
led to its use as an indicator of temperature and pressure on the basis of the ratio of major elements [2].
The incorporation of Fe3+ in aluminous garnet also has several important petrological implications. For
example, the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio provides information on the oxidation state of metamorphic rocks from
subduction zones and garnet peridotite from the mantle [3]. In the deep upper mantle (e.g. the mantle
transition zone), majoritic garnet could be an important sink for Fe3+ [4]. The reported Fe3+-rich
majoritic garnets from the mantle transition zone [5] further motivate us to establish efficient ways to
measure the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio in small mineral grains.
The ratio of Fe3+ to Fe2+ has traditionally been determined using techniques such as Mössbauer
spectroscopy [6], electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS; [7]), or X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES; [8]). Recently however, a technique has been developed to use the electron probe to determine
the valence state of iron: a technique known as the “Flank method” [9, 10]. This technique utilizes the
shift in the Fe Lα and Lβ intensity and peak positions with the valence state of the iron present [9]. The
Flank method has the advantage of allowing analysis of small sample volumes, and determination of
major and minor elements at the same time as the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio [10].
The Flank method was developed for earlier-generation Cameca and JEOL electron probes, and only
applied to low-pressure garnet [10]. In March 2015, the Carnegie Institution obtained a JEOL 8530F
electron probe. In this work, we present an outline of an updated protocol, along with the results we
obtained for a series of high-pressure majoritic garnet samples. We tested our routine on a wellcharacterized suite of samples loaned to us by H. Höfer, along with our own majoritic garnet samples
from high pressure experiments.
A daily spectrometer calibration was performed on Fe metal at 25kV, 80nA in order to check for
spectrometer drift. The Fe Kα (9th order) line was used, because of its narrow peak shape, and count
intensities were determined at particular spectrometer positions on either side of the peak. The results
were normalized to the beam current, and plotted versus spectrometer position; our electron probe
proved to be stable over the course of a week-long run.
For the Flank method measurements, the conditions used were 15kV, 60nA. The peak intensities and
positions of the Fe Lα and Lβ peaks in andradite (in which all Fe is present as Fe3+) and almandine (in
which all Fe is present as Fe2+) were determined using wavescans. These positions were entered into the
analysis run as “dummy” elements (As for Fe Lα; Br for Fe Lβ). The other elements analysed in the
garnet were Na, Mg, Al, Si, Mn, Cr, Ti, Ni, and Fe. Counting times were 300 seconds for the “dummy”
elements, and 60 seconds for all other elements, except Na (20 seconds). Appropriate standards and
optimized PHA conditions were chosen for each element.
Our data for all nine garnet standards provided by H. Höfer were very consistent with the results
obtained by Mössbauer spectroscopy; the Fe3+/∑Fe difference between our data and the Mössbauer data
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was less than 0.08. Our own majoritic garnet samples showed high Fe3+/∑Fe values, ranging from 0.35
to 0.7 (Figure 1). The results are in a good agreement with the calculated Fe3+ contents by charge
balance. Further validation of the results will be carried out on selected samples by Mössbauer
spectroscopic measurements.
Our new JEOL 8530F probe is stable over the course of a week-long run, with a spectrometer shift of
less than 5 µm. On the basis of consistent analysis on the nine well-characterized standards, we
confirmed that our high-pressure synthetic majoritic garnets have high Fe3+/∑Fe ratios, from 0.35-0.7.
The comparable Fe3+-rich majoritic garnet from natural eclogitic xenoliths, combined with our highpressure experiments, indicates majoritic garnet could be an important Fe3+ sink at deep upper mantle
condition. The Fe3+-rich majoritic garnet formed in deep subducted basaltic oceanic crust provides a
unique window to the oxidation state of the interior of the Earth. A systematic study of the Fe3+ content
as a function of pressure, temperature, oxygen fugacity, and composition will allow us to interpret the
origin of the natural Fe3+-rich majoritic garnet. The Flank method provides an efficient way to
characterize the Fe3+ content in the majoritic garnets.
[1] BJ Wood, ES Kiseeva and AK Matzen, Elements 9 (2013) p. 421-426.
[2] TJB Holland and R Powell, Journal of Metamorphic Geology 16 (1998) p. 309-343.
[3] RW Luth et al, Contributions to Mineralogy and Petrology 104 (1990) p. 56-72.
[4] CA McCammon et al, Physics of The Earth and Planetary Interiors 143-144 (2004) p. 157-169.
[5] C Xu et al, Nature Geoscience (2016) under revision.
[6] L May, editor “An introduction to Mössbauer spectroscopy” (New York: Plenum) p. 203.
[7] H Tan et al, Physical Review Letters 107 (2011).
[8] A Bianconi, Applied Surface Science, 6 (1980) p. 392-418.
[9] HE Höfer et al, European Journal of Mineralogy, 6 (1994) p. 407-418.
[10] HE Hofer and GP Brey, American Mineralogist 92 (2007) p. 873-885.
Figure 1. Fe3+/∑Fe values
for ideal garnets, synthetic
garnet standards, and highpressure majoritic garnets.
The curved lines show the
Fe3+/∑Fe ratio: our
synthetic majoritic garnet
contains between 35-70%
Fe3+.
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Yuansheng Wang, Hang Lin and Zebin Lin
Fujian Institute of Research on the Structure of Matter, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Fuzhou, China.
Phosphor-in-glass (PiG) color converter, being regarded as a desirable encapsulant material for longlifetime high-powered white light-emitting-diode (LED), has developed rapidly in the recent years [1]. It
is elaborated by co-sintering phosphor particles and low-melting inorganic glass at a temperature lower
than 1000 °C. In comparison with the conventional organic binders (i.e., epoxy resin or silicone), PiG
shows superiorities in high thermal conductivity, low thermal expansion coefficient, and excellent
physical/chemical stabilities. However, in order to achieve good transparency and therefore high light
extraction efficiency, a homogeneous distribution of phosphor particles in glass matrix is required for
suppressing the adverse light scattering in PiG.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is
an effective technique to characterize microstructure and perform microanalysis in a composite material.
Herein, SEM-EDS was adopted to probe the distribution of phosphor particles in glass matrix so that we
can optimize the PiG sintering process to achieve more homogeneous particle distribution and then
achieve a better luminescent performance.
The PiG composites were prepared by a two-step melt-quenching method. First, the precursor glass with
composition (mol%) of 55TeO2-7B2O3-18ZnO-16Na2O- 4Al2O3 was melted at 800 °C for 40 min, and
then poured into a copper mold. Subsequently, the precursor glass was milled into glass powders, mixed
with the pre-synthesized phosphors in different weight ratios using a ball grinder, and sintered at 550 °C
for 15 min. To prevent the obtained PiG from cracking, the melt was poured into a 270 °C preheated
copper mold to form the PiG which was further annealed at 270 °C for 2h to relinquish the inner stress.
The introduced phosphors are home-made orange Gd3Al2Ga3O12:Ce3+ (GdAGG) for the alternatecurrent (AC) driven w-LED application, or the combination of commercial green Y3Al4.6Ga0.4O12:Ce3+
(YAGG) and home-made orange Y3Mg2AlSi2O12:Ce3+ (YMASG) for the direct-current (DC) driven wLED application. The corresponding PiG samples are labeled as PiG-AC and PiG-DC, respectively.
SEM characterizations on a casually selected piece of PiG-AC, exhibited in Fig. 1(a) and (b),
demonstrate the size of the GdAGG particles in the glass matrix ranging from 0.5 μm to 20 μm, similar
to those of the pre-synthesized GdAGG powders, indicating that the glass-melting procedure does not
alter the GdAGG microstructure significantly. It is also found that the GdAGG particles distribute
homogeneously in the glass matrix, with no agglomeration. The EDS line scan across the indicated
particle, shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d), confirms its composition, i.e., Gd, Al, Ga, O. As a comparison, the
glass component Te signal is detected only in the glass matrix. The O signal is originated from both the
particle and the glass matrix.
Fig. 2(a) displays SEM image of a casually selected piece of PiG-DC embedded with YAGG and
YMASG, which shows good particle distribution. To distinguish the phosphor particles and the glass
matrix, elemental mappings for the Al, Si, Ga, Te of interest were performed on a rectangle region
denoted in Fig. 2(a). The mapping results are depicted in Fig. 2(b)-(e), with the detected signal for the
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given element presented in brightness. Evidently, the irregular shaped particle is YMASG, since it
exhibits intense Si signal that should not be present elsewhere; while the regular shaped particle is
YAGG for its typical Ga signal. As a comparison, Te signal is absent in the two particles, but distributed
over the glass matrix. The EDS spot analyses also confirm the above designations, as shown in Fig. 2(f).
Benefiting from the homogeneous particle distribution in the glass matrix, PiG samples show good
transparency in the visible region and the corresponding PiG-based w-LEDs driven by DC/AC current
yield high luminous efficacies.
References:
[1] R Zhang et al, Laser Photonics Rev. 8 (2014) p. 158.
[2] The authors acknowledge funding from the National Natural Science Foundation of China, Grant
Number 11574312.

Figure 1. (a) and (b) SEM images of the GdAGG powder and the PiG containing 10% GdAGG; insets
in (a) and (b) show photographs of the corresponding samples. (c) and (d) EDS line scan curves
showing Te, Ga, Gd, Al and O element profiles across the PiG-AC sample.

Figure 2. (a) SEM image of PiG embedded with YAGG and YMASG, (b)-(e) EDS elemental mapping
images for Al, Si, Ga, Te; (f) EDS spot analyses on the PiG-DC sample.
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Residence of Uranium in Roll Front Deposits
Timothy Wyatt1, Katharina Pfaff1, Thomas Monecke1, Brian Gorman2
1.
2.

Department of Geology and Geological Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO, USA.
Metals and Metallurgical Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO, USA.

Roll front uranium deposits are becoming a progressively attractive resource to mining companies due to
their relatively low cost of extraction, their expansive nature, and their amenability to in-situ leaching.
In-situ leaching is a mining technique in which an oxidizing solution is forced into a target formation,
via an injection well, where it scavenges uranium and is subsequently extracted through a production
well. In-situ leaching has become a major source of uranium production in recent years because of its
non-invasive nature that generates no tailings and requires minimal ground disturbance.
Despite successful commercial extraction of uranium using in-situ leaching, ore characterization of
uranium is poorly understood. Initial head grades at the Lost Creek Property, a roll front uranium deposit
in south-central Wyoming currently being mined using in-situ leaching methods, were nearly quadruple
the projected estimates [1]. Clearly, a discrepancy exists between the uranium identified prior to
production and the uranium that is currently being produced. It is the goal of this research to characterize
the residence of uranium within roll front deposits and identify the source of this additional uranium
found in head grades. The current hypothesis to explain the elevated uranium grades is that uranium is
being adsorbed on a combination of clays, iron-oxide/hydroxides, organic material, lithics, and/or Tioxides that was unidentified prior to production. In addition to being adsorbed, uranium may also exist
as nanoparticles within the matrix that are too small for detection using the methods employed thus far.
In this study, samples from the Lost Creek Property and a similar deposit, the Three Crow Roll Front in
northeast Nebraska, will be analyzed using optical microscopy, fission track mapping and multiple
electron beam instruments in the order of increasing resolution: automated mineralogy (Fig.1), electron
microprobe analysis (Fig.2), FE-SEM, TEM and atom probe tomography. This approach of increasing
resolution is very promising to identify the residence of uranium in roll front deposits and will have a
huge impact not only on resource modelling and in-situ mining efficiency but also on remediation
efforts [2].
References:
[1] Ur-Energy, October 2015 Corporate Presentation (2015).
[2] The authors thank Dr. Robert Zielinski for his insightful discussion and his help with the fission
track mapping process. Heather Lowers is thanked for her patience and time spent working on the
electron microprobe and FE-SEM.
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Figure 1. False color image of sample 450C: 434-435 collected from the Lost Creek Project generated
using QEMSCAN software.

Figure 2. BSE image (A) and corresponding image of uranium weight % (B) from sample 13C: 412-413
collected from the Three Crow Roll Front deposit.
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MAS Archivist’s Last Word
Archivist Corner: Musings on the Past and the Present: Seven Decades of EPMARelated Publications (1949-2016)
John Fournelle1,2
1.

Dept of Geoscience, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, USA

2

Archivist of MAS

A couple of nights ago, I received a request to review a manuscript on an evaluation of an olivine EPMA
standard, from a journal which I suspect many EPMAers rarely see. It prompted this last minute reflection. I
feel the EPMA TC is the perfect place to comment on the need for our community to be mindful of (a)
current journals which should be periodically scanned for useful articles for EPMA, as well as (b) the rich
past history of EPMA publications, many of which are still relevant.
Many of us wear several hats: we are, for the most part, geologists or material scientists or physicists or
chemists, who also operate electron microprobes. We publish scientific articles reporting results which make
use of our instruments, and a few of us also publish (if we have time!) articles explicitly about technique (or
equipment) development. We can have narrow (tunnel?) vision, and may only subscribe to one or two
journals (print or electronic). For the past 11 years, the journal Microscopy and Microanalysis has been for
some of us Americans probably the only EPMA-related journal we read (or at least skim, looking for
interesting articles). For those who attend the yearly M&M Conference, they are well aware of the several
dozen EPMA 2-page abstracts available online. Of course, there is the free monthly Microscopy Today
magazine which has something for everyone. Geologists know that The American Mineralogist on occasion
publishes quite relevant articles. I am listing here other publications of which I am aware (and please tell me
what I am missing) which you might want to put on your radar, in addition to those just mentioned:
IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering (Institute of Physics, Bristol, UK): this
extremely valuable volume (available print and online) is based upon full articles from invited and
contributed papers to the annual European Microbeam Analysis Society (EMAS), since 2010. The most
recent 2016 issue has many full papers on low voltage and FE-EPMA: almost all of that research has been
European. This is a must read journal/conference issue for EPMA.
Geostandards and Geoanalytical Research is another journal which focuses upon reference
materials/standards, some of which are relevant to EPMA. The manuscript I referred to in the introductory
paragraph above was from GGR, and it is an excellent, thought-provoking piece of work. This publication
originated as Geostandards Newsletter: a simple format (mimeo or Xerox?) from 1977 on, scanned copies
available online. These earlier newsletter issues had quite a bit on EPMA standards.
Other publications with articles related to EPMA: Microchimica Acta, Analytical Chemistry, The Canadian
Mineralogist, X-ray Spectrometry, Micron, Spectrochimica Acta (B), Journal of Microscopy, and Scanning.
Taking a long range view, there is the danger of a loss of institutional memory, with new people coming into
the field, perhaps not fully aware of what has come before and is still very relevant. To quote William
Faulkner: “The past is never dead. It's not even past.” Here I am focusing on the printed record, and will try
to provide a thumbnail sketch of “older” publications which people might find of value. A1 is Microbeam
Analysis: Hard covered, well printed, annual proceedings of the EPASA (Electron Probe Analysis Society of
America -- renamed MAS in 1974) conference, from 1979 to 1991. Extremely valuable and relevant. MAS
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has discussed scanning all of these, but copyright issues need to be sorted out. But plenty of hard copies
available (cheap on Amazon)
There was a short lived bimonthly journal, Microbeam
Analysis: The Official Journal of the Microbeam Analysis
Society, published from 1992 to 1997, which unfortunately
bit the dust, but was a solid EPMA journal. On the thin
side, but worth every bit. Key articles. In 1992, MAS
started meeting every other year with the then EMSA
(Electron Microscopy Society of America) and there
resulted for several years thick Microscopy and
Microanalysis Proceedings
books, replaced in 2002 by
thin volumes with abstracts
on a CD, and then in the past
years with just CDs or USB sticks (with papers and abstracts available online)
ICXOM (Int’l Congress on X-ray Optics and Microanalysis) Proceedings:
From 1956 on, every 3 years, international meetings, where a significant
portion was EPMA. These are thick books with papers by the founders of
EPMA and leading figures. (Copies cheap on Amazon). Note: Stephen Reed, in
his 1993 “green” Electron Microprobe Analysis book, lists in the appendix the
ICXOM meetings as well as MAS ones.
NBS/NIST has played a key role in development of EPMA, and has held many valuable EPMA-related
conferences, with resulting publications. Castaing himself presented at the 1951 Electron Physics Conference
(published as NBS Circular 527 in 1954). More recent conferences were on Quant EPMA in 1967 (Special
Pub. 298), on Monte Carlo in 1975 (SP 460), on EDS in 1979 (SP 604), and in 1988 a return to Quant EPMA
which resulted in the famous “Green Book” [1]. Starting in 2002, MAS and NIST partnered for a series of
topical conferences, the first being “Understanding the Accuracy Barrier of Quant Electron Beam X-ray
Microanalysis and the Role of Standards”, which was published in Journal of Research of NIST (Nov-Dec
2002 issue. A full listing of these TCs is available on the MAS website.
Advances in X-ray Analysis – publications stemming from the yearly Denver X-ray Conference (1952+). Top
EPMA figures presented there for decades. Good papers, with papers by the pioneers in EPMA.
Others: Microchimica Acta (still being published) printed the EMAS proceedings up until 2010. Also:
Scanning Microscopy. Microscopy, and Microanalysis and Microstructures. One of the very first EPMA
meetings was in 1964, convened in Washington, DC, as an Electrochemical Society meeting and produced a
very thick blue book, still of value today [2]. In the early years of the Society (then EPASA), Kurt Heinrich
compiled periodic bibliographies of articles relevant to the new field of EPMA (this was with a typewriter
and mimeograph). Perhaps MAS should revisit this, albeit with newer technology?
References
[1] Newbury, Dale E., and Kurt FJ Heinrich, eds. Electron Probe Quantitation. Plenum Press, 1991.
[2] McKinley, T.D., K.F.J. Heinrich, and D.B. Wittry, eds. The Electron Microprobe: Proceedings of the
Symposium Sponsored by the Electrothermics and Metallurgy Division, the Electrochemical Society, Washington,
DC, October, 1964. Wiley, 1966. (This was the famous “zeroth” meeting of our EPASA/MAS.)
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